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A THE WT')IAEVAL LAW'

English contract ]aw aswc know it t- 'ay developed around a form of-action
known as the actionofa.ssu, psi!, wL h cam( into prominence in te C ny
sixteenth centurvas a '-edy fort	 each ofinformal. - em:ts reached
by word ofmouth—by'patnF. J--: a co ent court cntred system co; non
law '-self, the royal law of the •entra court.,, i uuch okrr, a product of the
twelfth cenwr-. The early common aw was 1;. gelv concerned with serious
crime adiand tenure. an'1 Ghnvill, writing in about 1180, tells us that it: his
time, : is not the custom of e court of the Lord King to prcect prvatc
agreements'. Three ce aries were IC ;ass b'f'ore the c-.mrntoi; law co:::'tr
acquirec' ageneraljursd: :tion over both formal and informal contracts. lit
th limitations upon t]te >cope of the commo' law ofcoi ,tract at any given time
did n t tr an that there 11i,n existed no forum for contracttal business, but
merclvthac remedies bad tobe: 'm-: ! sewhere. For the common lawevolved

Bibliographical note: The principal secondary literature on the histors' of English
contract law comprises: Ames Lectures on Legal History and Misce4anemi Legal .Essais
1913): Barbour 'The h'tstors of Contract in FL 1% English Equity' in vol i's', Oxford

Siizvo in Social and Legal J-JLuofl (1914); Fjf•.or History and Sources of the Common LUdL-,
Toil and Conzraa (19'19); Holdiwcnth A Histo7 5- of Engits Las (1922-66 esp vols Iii
and VIII; Kiralfv The Action on the Case (1951): Simpson A History of the Cssvitncnt Lou,
of Contract. The Rise of Assunipsi: (19' ): Ssoljar .4 history of Contract at Consiron Law
(1975); Ativab The Rue and Fad of hslom o( Gcsnrraa 4197 14); Garnish and Clark I u
-and .5 :sety in England 1750-1950 (1989, Ibbraon .4 Historical Jnsroduawn if, : Lan of
OHtgarsori.s (1999. There is also an extensive pe -dical literature, and mi. j rnalc'sial
is available in the publications of the Selden Society. Baker and Milsorn. Sources of
English Legal Hi,siors (19861 reproduce man y early cases
The account gwen in this tnu-oduction can onl y pick out eel-lain salient deveiopments.
and is kept as fret from technical dctai as poasiie The student can also usefully start
brreathn Baker An 1n:.dwii0n to English Legal Htsnrs (1990). CSP cbs Y. 10 and 16.
and Milsom Historical 1oundarwns of the Common Law, ear cbs 10.12.
Glanv,ll X, 18
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:n a society served by a bewildering diversit y ofcourts outside the common law
system, enforcing a variety of bodies of law. Thus there ,vere county courts,
borough courts, courts of markers and fairs, courts of universities, courts of the
Church, courts of manors, and courts of privileged places such as the Cinque
Ports. Man y such courts handled contractual business.' In addition the Court
of Chancery in the fifteenth century developed art extensive- contractual
jurisdiction. The story of the growth of the common law, in contract law and
elsewhere, is the story of the expansion of the common law courrs'jurisdiction
at the expense of otherjunsdicttons, and the consequential devcopisint-
whether by invention or reception—ofconirnon lawwith which to regulate the
newly acquired busines&

Contra s under seal
Mediaeval law was a formulary s ystem, developed around the w:its .vhicli a
litigant could obtain from the chancery to initiate litigation in the royal courts,
and each writ gave rise to a particul' manner ofprocecding or form of at on,
with its in lividual rules and procedures.' It is convenient, in setting out the
elements of mediaeval contract law, to differentiate between formal and
informal contracts;' not surprisingly formal contracts were absorbed into the
common law first. Then as nowimportant contracts wrc made inwritin, and
it was the practice to authenticate written documents bysca]ing them. Contracts
thus entered into soon becamgeneraHy actionable atcotnrnon law ')y one of
two forms of action. The action of ovenant, which came into common use in
the thirteenth century, originated as an action for the specific pertrm-anc:
of agreements to do something, such as to build a house, as opposed to
agreements to pay definte sum of money; it developed into an action for
damages, assessed by ajury, for the wrong oibreaking a covenant. In the early
fourteenth century this action came to be limited to agreements tinder seal,
and hence the term 'covenant', originally meaning simply 'agreement' came
to mean 'agreement under seal' as it still does. Where there was a formal
agreement under seal to pay a definite sum of money—that is a debt--the
appropriatc form of actionwas debt 'on anoblig-atic a. Such agreemcntswere
looked upon as grants of debts, and the term . obligation' or 'bond' was used
to describe the sealed document which generated the duty to pay. The
formality involved in scaling a document should nothe overstressed—the seal
might be vervelaborate, or a mere blob of wax impressed with a fingernail, but
a sealed instrument was quitc essermtii.

Penal bands

In practice, for reasons which are not fullyunderstood, the action ofcoverm: it
was little used; instead important agreements were commonly reduced to
agreements whereby the parties entered into bonds to pay penal sums of
money unless they carried out their side of the bargain. Thus if C wished to
lend D £100, D would execute a bond binding himself to pa y C £00 on a
certain day: the bond would have a condition that it became void (a condition
of defeasance) ifl00 was paid before the day, and D would hand over this

-I	 For examplessee Fifooi History and Soio'cs ch 13, and i-leirnhoii. 91 i.QR 106.
5 Though in some respects now inperseded the best introduction is still Maitland The

Forms of Action at Common Law 1954).
6 For a fuller account see Simpson [[Ütor Pr 1.
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bond .s he received the loan of F100. in. For example, a sale of land at  price
of £100 the seller would execute a bond binding himself to pay a penal sum
unless he conveyed the land as agreed. and the buyer similarly would bind
himself to pay a penalty unless he paid the price: disputes as to whether the
condition had been performed or not (and the condition contained the real
agreement) were triable bvjurv. Such penal bonds with conditional defeasance
could be adapted to cover virtually any transaction, and were widely used as
contractual instruments; they began to pass out of use in the Late seventeenth
century , when the Court of Chancery began to give relief against contracts
involving penal provisions. Until this development the vast preponderance
of the common law of contract concerned bonds and the rules which governed
them.

This law was flexible though tough, sometimes to the point of harshness;
it was also highly developed in a complex case law. A creditor for example who
lost the bond, or allowed the seal to come off. was remediless; a debtorwho paid
but failed to have the bond defaced remained liable. The debtor who defaulted
was very much at the mercy of his creditor, who could, if he wished, have him
imprisoned indefinitely for default. The institution, with its topsy-turvy
treatment of the underl ying agreement, gave rise to much law on conditions,
for it was in the condition to the bond that the real agreement lurked. Hence
in mediaeval law such matters as illegality and impossibility are largely dealt
with in connection with conditions is an illegal or impossible condition
void? Some of this old law was later to be absorbed into the law of assumpsit,
and the modern rules oudawing penal contracts originate in the seventeenth
century ' s attack on the penal bond.'

Informal con £ra cts

So far as informal or parol agreements are concerned mediaeval common law
was more restrictive.' One general limitation was Financial: under the Statute
of Gloucester i 12781 an attempt was made to limit claims in the common law
courts to those involving more than ftwtvshiUings, then aver y large sum. This
could be and wa.s evaded; more serious were the restrictions developed b y the
courts themselves and associated with the relevant forms of actionCovenant.
as we have seen, could not he used on parol agreements at all, and hence never
grew into a general contractual reme!y. Debt, and detinue, could however, be
brought, the former (known a debt ur ,ontracC) for claims to specific sums
owed by informal transaction, for example the price of goods sold or money
lent, the latter to enforce claims to chattels due, for example a horse sold or
lent. These two actions covered a very considerable area of informal contract
law—sale of goods, bailment, loans of mone y. In a money ecoriomy a debt is the
normal outstanding obligation, and so an action to recover debts will cover a
very large field of demand, There were however serious gaps in the law; in
particular there was no action for breach of an informal agreement to do
something, for example build a house. Thus there was no action for failure
to convey land, though the price of land sold could be recovered b y debt- More

For a tulLer account see Yale in 79 Seldon Society, esp at 7-30. See also Henderson 18
Am J of Legal Hist, 29
Sec pp 688-693. below.
For a fuller account see Simpson HisWrv, esp pp 47-2 and 136-198: and on sale see
Milsom 77 LQR 57 and Fifoor. lIIscorT and Sources ch 10.
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generally the method of trial in debt and detinue on informal contracts was
notjurv trial, but coinpurgation. The defendant could swear an oath that he
owed nothing, and bring eleven others to support his oath, and if the y carried
out the ritual correctiv the action was lost perurv might imperil the soul, but
no iemporai remed y existed. In the sixteenth century compurgatlon (wager
of law) came to be regarded as farcical. and oath sweaters could indeed he
hired br a modest fee) There existed other apparent defects in the law of
debt and detinue: rules developed by Lhc mediaeval courts came to be
attached to these forms of action, and were immune from frontal attack. For
example, executors were not liable on inforina contracts; the debt died with
the debtor. Informal guarantees, and promises of marriage gifts were not
actionable by debt, and the latter situation in particular provoked controversy.

When the common law courts provided no remed y , or one inadequate in
some respect, the litigant had to go elsewhere, and in man y cases this may not
have been an unsatisfactory alter-native. But it is clear that there existed in the
fifteenth centurva considerable demand for the intervention of royaljustice
iii areas not covered liv the common law, in particular in the case of informal
contracts, and this encouraged the fifteenth century chancellors 10 develop
eq uitable remedies to supplement the common ]am-.' : This may have been a
factor.which spurred the common law courts iI)to taking action themselves to
remedy the defects of their own s ystem: although the maxim is that equits
follows the law the historical process has often been the reverse.

B THE ORIGIN OFASSUMPSIT

The mechanism by which the old common law of informal contracts was
supplemented, and even tu.allysuperseded, was an extremely curious one: it
involved ithie use of a form of action which would not naturally appear to be
conc,ei-ned with contractatall. Backin the fourteenth century the common law
courts developed a general jurisdiction over wrongs or torts (then called
trespasses) in which the Crown had a special interest., typicall y those involving
breach of ethe royal peace)? Actions of trespass (ie tort actions) were
commenced bv.a writ form which was flexible, and writs cou]d be drafted which
were adapted tothe special circumstances of the case—Lb ese were called wrns
'on the case'. The method of trial in such actions was trial byjurv. and the
remedvdamages, which the jury assessed. Round about 1370 it came to be
settled that such sorraciionson the case could be brought to remedy purely
private wrongs..not involving breach of the royal peace or any special Crown
interest. Among actions brought about this time there were some where the
plaintiff relied in hiswrit on an allegation that the.defendant had entered into
an informal arrangement with him, and then by misconduct caused damage
in a way not envisaged by the transaction. Thus in a case in 1367, Skyrne V

Buto1f! the plaintiff sued a doctor to whom he had come for cure of the
ringworm: he alleged that the defendant:

10 For an account see Baker [1971) CLJ at 22S-23ti.
1] harbour s account of this development hat. not been superseded, though published as

long ago as 1914
12 Milsoni's articles in 74 LQR 195. 407. 561. have superseded all earlier work on the

evolution of trespass and case.
13 VP. 2 Ri<	 Ames Series, 223. For other exam ples see Fifoot Hictars and Source-s Co 14
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undertook t a.s.sumpsu) 
i
n London, in return for a certain sum of money

previously paid into has hand, competently to cu.re [the plaintiff] of a certain
jut rmitv.

Having set out these special circumstances, he Went on to allege that the
defendant had so negligendv performed his cure as to cause damage This
form of trespass on the case has come o be called the action of assumpsst, the
name being derived from the allegation in the Latin pleadings that he
undertook ( ass'umsit) . The early exam pies all involve negligent misconduct
after an undertaking.'

Misfeasance and nonfeasance
Such trespass or tort actions could no doubt be viewed as involving a liability
based upon the breach of an informal agreement, and as being (in our terms)
contract actions. But as tort actions they did not of course require the
production bt the plaintiff of an y formal evidence undersea!, and this could
be exploited by law yers who wished to sue on informal agreements at common
law. In 1400 in the case of WaUan oBrznth° an attempt was made to bring such
an action against a builder who had undertaken to build a house, but done
nothingatall to fulfil his undertaking. Thisatnounted to an attempt to achieve
by trespass action what one could riot achieve by action of covenant—sue on
an agreement todo something without producing an instrument undersea[.
The court rejected the action; as was said in 1425' iii a similar case b y Martin
J: 'Verily if this action be maintainable on this matter, for every broken
covenant in the world a man shall have an action of trespass'. To prevent this
a curious compromise was reached: it came to be the basic doctrine of the
fifteenth century that assumpsit lay for misfeasance, for doing some' hung badly,
but not for nonfeasanee, doing nothing at all. Though attacked and qualified.
and indeed at times rejected, the nonfeasance doctrine survived for over a
century.

7'heactzonfar&reach ofrcrmjse
It was abandoned in the earl y sixteenth century in a series of cases"
culminating in Pickering v Thoroughgood (1333), for reasons which are still
tint wholly clear, but ma owe something to rivalry with Chaiicetv or to the

church courts- :9 Spelman J in that case said:

And in some books a difference has been taken between nonfeasance and
malfeasance: thus on he one an action of covenant lies, and on the other an
action on the case lies. This is no distinction in reason, for iia carpenter for £100
covenants with me to make rue a house, and does not make it before the day
assigned, o that I am deprived of lodging. I shall have an action for this
nonfeasance just as well as if he had made it badly.

This was a momentous development, for the common law now had a form of
action whereby in principle any undertaking could be sued upon: the action

14 For a hailer account see Simpson History Pr (I. ch 1.
15 YB	 Hen 4, to 3. p1 9. Litoot Hnwr, and Sources p 340.
16 YB S Hen 6. fo 36. p1 35. Ftfoot p 341.
17 See in particular Orwell z, .1orioft or The Co,se sf the Sale Of Barfrv 1505 YB 10 tInt

for 8. pL 18; Anon Keil f 69 and 77 Filoui p 331 i and the notC properly dated 14Y-11.
in YB 2 1 F-jets 7. to 41. p1 66 Filial p 335).

18 From justice Spetmans MS Reports. -3 YB Set Soc 4 if\'Arrung v ThurgaodeL

19 See Helmholtz 91 LQR 406.
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had become an action for breach of promise. arid the allegation of all
undertaking was indeed cornnionlv coupled with one of a promise. The action
could now remed y breach ofanv informal agreement. It was triable byjiirv and
led to the award of compensatory damages. This new departure gave risc to two
pioblems. which preoccupied the courts in the sixteenth century. The first
involved the relationship between assumpsit and the older forms of action,
particularl y debt sur contract. The second involved the evolution of a body of
doctrine which would define which promises were actionable, and which not.
P. doctrine to define the scope of promissory liability.

C ASSUM srr AND DEBT

Attempts were Soot) made to use assumpsit not to ('ill gaps in the law, but to
replace the action of debt sin contract; the primary purpose of doing so was
to deprive the defendant of his right towage his law, anti force him to submit
to trial bvjurv. J'ickeringv Thoroug/igood (1533) is itselfsuch a casu. and from
the 1520s onward the King's Bench allowed the plaintiff election between
the older and newer remedies. The Court of Common Pleas b y the 1570s
took'the same course. but in the late years of the sixteenth centur y the
practice became a matter of acute disagreement between dic courts of
King's Bench and Common Pleas. the former court allowing assumpsit to
supersede debt surcontract, whilst the judges of the latter court insisted that
ibis was improper. The history of this dispute is complex' and to some
extent still controversial: its complexitvis increased b y the general acceptance
in sixteenth centu n' law of  principle. variousl y formulated, whereby action
on the case ought not to be used simply as alternatives to older forms of
actions. Great ingenuity was expended by progressives in reconciLng this
dogma with allowing election of remedies in practice.

Slade 's case
The disputewas settled in Slade 's Case (16O2) , alter prolonged argument, and
the view 'which triumphed was that of the Kings Bench. The principal
significance of this case .as that by a) lowing plaintiffs to use assuinpsit in place
of debt ur contraa (which they would always in practice choose to do) it
produced a situation in which assumpsit became the general remed y on
informal contracts, whether the plaintiff was complaining about a failure to
pay a definite sum of money, or a failure to do something else—such as build
: house. After Slade 's Cas . the law ofinformal agreements was the law of a single
form of action. About the same time another similar dispute between the
courts was resolved in Pinchon 'sCase (1611 ) when it was held that liability to
pay debts, now enforceable in assum psi L passed to the executors of the debtor:
this case began the process of making simple contract liability passively
transmissible.

20 The development baa given rise to a considerable literature. See in particular Ames
Leatmrc pp 147 if. Simpson 74 LQR 82: LUcke 81 LQR 422, 59. 82 LQR 1: Baker
U9)) (13 51, 213: Simpson Huton pp 282 [1; Baker 94 Selderi Society 255 if: Ibbetson
41 Camb U 142. 4 OJLS 295. in the latter piece attributing to me at n I a view I
not hold.
4 Go Rep 9i2. \Is 21. Moore KB 4. 667: Baker gives further texts in 11971) CL] 5.

2 9 Co Re p 86b. 2 Brow: I 137. Cro jar 293.
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D THE DOCTRINE OF CONSILERATION

The other principal achievement of the sixteenth and earl y seventeenth

centuries was the evolution of a bod y of doctrine to define the scope of the
newly recognised promissory liability. Where a.ssunspsit was merely taking
over a long-established liability , previously remedied by debt sur contract—

such as liability to pay the price of goods sold—new doctrine was not urgently
required: where innovation in the form of recognition of new contractual
liabilities was involved it was. The answer given to the problems posedwas the
doctrine of consideration, which is found in assumpsit cases around the mid-
sixteenth century .' A 'consideration' meant a motivating reason, and Lite
essence of the doctrine was the idea that the actionability of -a parol promise
should depend upon an examination of the reason why the promise was made.
The reason for the promise became the reason why it should be enforcd, or
not enforced. in contemporary thoughta promise was a declaration ofwiil, and
the effect of the doctrine was to deprive a hare declaration of will of legal effect.
Only a declaration of will supported by a good reason or motive bound the
dcc lai cr to performance. 	 -

Coir. derat'm analysed
This basic idea w:is capable of great elaboration in two respects. Firstly, the
courts could md did develop, case hvcase, a vast bod y of learning as (0 which
reasons were good or siiilici:nt, and which not. Would a promise in
consjderad-n of natural love and affection to a ki isman be actionable? \Vould
a promise to pay a debt, in consideration that a debt was owed? Woed a
promise in consideration ofa nominal payment? Here what starts life as a list
of good considerations eventuall y comes to be sunutied up in terms of a
general principle, the first attempt to formulate such a principle being found
in Coke's argument in Stane a' Whzpo1 (15S8):t

every consideration that dotli charge the defendant i n an assumpsii must he

to the benefit of the defendant or charge of the plainuti and on case rats be put
out of this rule.

The ri :erersce to acharge is an ccho of the pas.age in St Cermain's flnrtr

and Student (1530) where the author, in a critical clisctission of contract law,

offers the idea of induced reliance as .it: alternative theori of proinoury

liability to an a nalvsLs in terms of consideration. But b y I den-inient
consideration had uneasily absorbed the idea that a promise should hind if
the promisee had been induced to rel y upon it.

Secondly , the courts evolved or adapted an anal ysis in temporal terms of

the relationship between pmroise and consideration. which is first found in
Hunt a' Bate (1568W A promise might be motivated h something in the pa(.

The history of cons;derat'ci is controversial: ri .i,ktir' to the si,rks listed at p 1. it
1. above. see I-{olines The Common Law Leer VII; Salinond Fs,ass in JurtsprudTICe and

Leral Ftistorv pp 157 ft: Milsom [1951] ULJ 105: ESatuin *5, t.QR 37-2: Baker 94 Seldoit

Society 255 0. Baker in Arnold on the I.asss acid ( iniorcis ui fngttnd 356. The earliest
assumpsit case in the printedeporis to nientioii cousidcttiUi'!t ' a nonct'ie is _/os-ehn

1357) S 1.eco I, Bectl ,7. 5(oo F,1% 51: the cons,,l,rsiiion was a future marriage

and the C3aC concerned a pontciecl ssacrhigc gi4t r ks rv.
Cro Eli,. 125; 1 Leon	 13: Qs,'u 91: tstcs 21. 75 EP. .53
91 YB Scl Soc 230.
3 Dyer 272a. See Simpson ffistfy pp 452-465
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for example a past favour: such a past (or executed) consideration was in
general had. A consideration might he some continuous stale of., [Tairs uch
as the existence ofa marriage--and this was a continuou.c consideration, aiid
good. Arcsentconsideration meant an act or promise contemporafleOu.f with
the promise, and a future (or rxccutorv) consideration—something vet to
happen, such as a marriagenu ' vet celebrated. Into this analysis, which in part
survives, was fitted the impo -,ant rule that an actionable counter-promise
would rank as a good consideration.

Mutu a lprolnoes
This rule was settled hyl589,when in StrangboroughvVi'irner it was said: 'Note.
that a promise against a promise will maintain an action on the case, and
seems to have originated in connection with bets, the earliest case being We.ct

Siowel (1577);' plainly unless an unperformed counter-promise is a good
considet lion, a bet can never be enforced. Wher: the plaintiffs promise was
relied upon as a consideration it had to he a present consideration -
con tefl1poFfleOUS with the defendants promise, and as in the case of other
present considerations the plaintiff did not have to perform before lie could
sue; in the case of a future consideration performance had to he shown, for
without performance no consideration. vet existed. Seventeenth cc niury case
law settled that one party to such an agreement could not v.'ithdraw without
the consent of the other. and thus it came to be law that wholl y executory
contracts were both binditg and actioi,able.

But this was a highl y unsatisfactory nile, for often It was nit the iiiCfltiOfl
that one partv could sue without performing his side of the gree.ment, and
a right til act •n represents a bird in the bush, as compared with actual
perV' mance--a bird in the hand. in time the courts evolved art intricate both
of I,' whereby mutual promises were commonly treated as mutuall y dependent,
the obligation to perform one side being treated as conditional upon
P(:., ormance of the other.' The involved old learning on dependent and
irde 'udent promises was summed up in the notes to Pordag- v Cole (1669)
and Cut ter v Powell (1795)

Origins of consideration
Whether the doctrine of consideration was an indigenous product. or in part
derived from the doctrine of causapromissionis ofcanon orcivil law, has long been
a matter of c000-oversv, and it cannot be said that its pedigree has vet been
explained in a fully s;iisfactory way.' Those ho hi.ve seen it as a purely
homespun product have sought its origin either in a doctrine associated with
debt in mcdiaeval case law (the doctrine of quid pro quo) ,u or in the acceptance
by the sixteenth-centurvjudgcs of a notion that only 'bargains' (ie commercial
contracts of exchange) should be enforced,' 4 or in a transmutation of the need

7 4 Leon S.
8 2 LeOn 154
9 See Smol t ar Hicion ch 12 and the same author in 2 Svdne L Rev 217.

I ] Wnis Satind 519.
31 6 Term Rep 52t1,

2 Sec Simpson Jlicion Pm H. chs 4- for a full accoUflL See also Raker in On iS' Lawl a,st
Cusfrons f Esg1nitd: Esscu in Ii.isc,r of S jmlIc! £ Thorne (ed Morris S Arnold. 1981

15 1\oiilbl' Holmes.
14 S t renunu!v argued h Fifoot hin,self see also SharwclI ) Svdne' 1. Rrr 289
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toshow damage in tort action into detriment suffered as a form otcousideratiOn
ma contract acuon. The opposing siew." which the oresen t. writer has argued
at length elsewhere, relates the early doctrine of consideration in assumpslt to
the earlier doctrine of consideration in relation to uses of land (the ancestor
of the modem trust) and sees its ultimate source' n canon and civil law, though
the precise mechanism of the reception remains problematical.

E THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES

The structure of informal conrract law established in the Elizabethan period
was ssentially simple: as it. was saus in Golding's Case (1586):

In every action upon the case upon a promise there are three things considerable.
consideration, promise and breach c promise.

In essence this simple suucturewas not radicailvaltered until the nineteenth
centu, when the essentially one-sided or . inziateralconceptofan actionable

promise was supplanted b y the more complex conception of an actionable
co'itract, a bilateral transaction. The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
saw an extensive development or commercial law and re eption of the law
merchant, but in basic informal contract law what wa-s in ohed w.Ls Lu gelv
elaboration rather than innovation. There were however certain areas of
significant development, particularly in relsioii to iI place of formalit in
contract law atid to the enforcement of duties imposed tather b y lass than h

the consent of the parties.

Relie[agai nit penalties
So [at as the fist is concerned assu ipsit began life as an action ( ,-I P--01,111,&t

is to say verbal, promises, and its evolution into a general promissory remedy,
limited by the doctrine of consideration, left the old law of formal written
contracts under seal. appropriate to commercial and social contracts of real
stgniticaiice. 0titouched. Such cortractswere actionable quite i rrespccuvc of

consideration, and were normall y etnbodicd in penal bends. Though ne\ ci
w'noIlvuucmst'cicd the tra(litioiiai svstemmi or usiri formal C01111 ,tcts nuclei Cal

for import;imit tt:rtlSacLioils recco ed a settous blow tt tIre SCCiI 1tIIli I cntut
when the Court of Cluiricet bcan to grant relief against the penal clement
in such i an Ii;ICLS. and by the eighteenth centur y the pi iia iple 1- 1-1 cruet ged

that. 'Equitvsuffcrs am advanmge tohe taken of a penalt y am toi leiture. wlicr c

coin peiisauOfl can be made' . This approach. soon adopted b y the common

law courts, canonised the conipensatOl principle in torrual contracts, and it
had already been long accepted in aasumpsi:; hence the penal b oncl came to

be less used. At the same time assuilipsit, though in origin an ZtCti('il or verbal
promises, could in principle he used where promises were etudencediti written

documents, such as Iettem. Such use was no doubt :ucociIagecl b y the incrc:se

in the practice of authenticating docutnenLs by signature or mark, and the
general increase n the use of witting.

13 In different Forms .trguecf 1s l-IoIl s s . r :11 .:rd, eceUtl' . 	 \ttkom.

16 in cnode'ii limes first arg-ucd by .. I ii. d

17 .! Icon 71.
7-ancis itaxuni sf Equit y 117281-
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Statute., of Frauds
Against this background was passed the Statute of Frauds (1677)." The
unregulated character of seventeenth-century Iurv trial had made ii in the
opinion of some. ton eas y for plaintiffs in aSSUMI)SH to bring actions ün verbal

-oriuses inadequatel y proved; if the old s ystem of wager of law had ttiidulv
favoured defendants. ILS supersession by S/ode Is Ca.seundulvfavoured T'laintiffs.
The i ettiedvadoptcd was to requite formality, in the new lorni ofwriting unlei
signature, for actions on the mote important agreenients—for example on
agreements to transfer interests in land, and contracts for the sale 01' goods
worth more than ten pounds. 'iiit' Statute, an essentiall y reactionarvmcastire,
produced a curious list ofagreemenis which needed writing, and was from the
stirt supplemented b the equitable doctrine of part performance: in the
eighteenth century it provoked Lord Mansfield's rational, if heretical,
sliggestion. that the general structure of contract law needed revision, the
doctri tIC of consideration being confined to Contracts by word of mouth
(where it originated), whilst wrttten contracts under signature ought, like
contracts; authenticated by the more at cient seal, to b. actionable without
proof of consideration. But this approach was emphaticall y rejected in the
Opinion of thejudges in J?ann vRugios (1778):"

All contract-9 are by ti le laws ofEngland distinguished into agreLments hyspecialo
tic under sea]) and agreements by parol: nor is there any such third class as some
of the counsel have endeavoured to maintain, as .ontracts in writin. LI they he
mereh' written and not specialties. the y are parol, and a consideration must he
proved.

Thus was an opportunity to rationalise the law defeated.

Qua-s-coinract
The seventeenth century also saw the extension of assumpsit into what came
to be called quasi-contract. The pleaders of the late sixteenth century
evolved a form ofassumpsit which came to he known as indebitattLs assumf.sd,
where the plaintiff averred that the defendant was indebted to him
(zvdeliiiausi it,. a certain sum, and had promised to pa y this sum. This was
appropriate when a debtor was stied in the new action, and after Siade 's Case
(1602) sanctioned this use of assumpsit it came to he settled that in
indebztatus assumpsilthe details of the transaction generating the debt need
only be set out in a summary form—the defendant would be said to be
indebted 'for the price of goods sold and delivered'. 'for money lent', 'for
work and services performed'. These were known as the common rnde/nt at 113
courts, and the promise to pay relied upon was normally implied onl y , and
need not be proved. in4ebitatu,s assumsit was contrasted with Sf?ecmO! a.uumpsrz.
a form ofpieadingwhere the details of he rraisacdon.w'ere set out 'in detail'
(speciall). Now the action of debt had laid in the old law in an y situation
where a precise sum Nvas due by law, whether the obligation arose from
agreement, or bvoperation of law. In such cases the defendant was ridebted.
and at least from the late seventeenth centurvoriwards indebitatus assvmpsi't

19 29 Car 2 c S.
20 4 Sro Part Ca.o 2. ' Term Re p 550r,
I	 For fuller discussion see Jackson The Hxsion of Quasi-Contract in Lngii.si ,Laoi in addition

to the works cited at p 1.	 I, above.
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could he ''ed. as in Lonrjosi (fit Cortnt v Goree ( 1 676)- whete the action wio
for customary wharfage dues. This extended assuinpstt to wholly fictitious
promisks. in addition a stanciard count was evolved tn indebtialu assuflhVSi
to recover money 'had and received to the plaintiffs use, the earliest
successful itternpt being Rooke L'.;oke (1610)) The evolution of tndeb,taiu
ascu?ni.cil provided the courts with a procedure whereb y . in the guise of
promissory or contractual ljal,ilitv. an' obligation to pa y money which the law
was prepared to rk cognise might be enforced: it opened the war to the
assertion be Lord Man-field in the great case of i'iIoss \iac1puicjn (I 60 ) 4 that
an action of indcbitafus assumpsfl on an implied promise co dcl be brought
whenever nisturaljustice and equity required a defendant to return mone
The co*.irts also evo]ved a form of special assttmpslt which la y on agirernerlts
to pay reasonable prices or reinuneration—acuons on a quantum merutt or
qlIannrn vrzht'hul. In the old law debt did not lie in the absence of an'
agreement fora definite sum, and this excluded rndehttalu3 osMimps?! which
presupposed a debt: eventual1 the rule changed, and either spe' lal or

nrfpb,t(u in.cwinsi.t could be used. Such actions again tended to blur the
(llStlflCttOfl between genuine promissor y liabilit y , and liabilit y on implied or
fictional ro:ses. and thus laid the foundation for the extensive use of the
concept of an implied promise in English contract law.

F TIlE NINETEENTH CENTURY

The nineteenth century is usually regarded as the classical age of English
contract 1as, and this for two reasons. The first is that the centur y witnessed
an extensive develo1 ment of the principles and structure of contract lawinto
essentially the form which exists toda and this process appears to modern
lascers more significant when linked to the belief (which is perhaps too
readi1vaccepted) that until the industrial revolution contract law was somewhat
crude and inadequate. The second involves a change in the attitude of
thinking law-vers to contract. In previous rears lawyers, in so faras the's' troubled
themselves at all, conceived of contract lawprimarilvasan adjunct toproperrv
1a'. In the nineteenth century a powerful school of thought. orig-inating in the
work of Adam Smith, saw in the extension ofvoluntarv social co-operation
through contract lass, and in particular through 'freedom of contract', a
principal road to social improvement and human hap 1 mess, and one distinct
from the static conditions involved in the possession ofpnvate property . This
line of thought. various t v developed, led firstl y to an increased and self-
conscious emphasis on a policy sumn.•ed up in the words of Sir GeorgeJ:'ssei
in Prinizng and A'um.eriai Registering Go v .Sampson (1875

if there is one thing more than another which public policy requires. it is that
men of full age and competent understanding shall have the utmost liberrs in
contracirng, and that their contracts, when entered into freel y and voluntarily,
shall be held sacred and shall be enforced hs Couri.s of bistice

Yet the period also saw much statutor's' interference in private contracts.

2 Lev 174 7 Keb 67' 1 Vent 295. Freeni
2 Cro Jc	 I Rolle 91. Moo KB S
'1	 2 Burr, 100.

LR 19 Eq 462
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Secondly , an increase in the moral dignity of contract encouraged thinking
Lawyers to feel that contract law was of central significance in the scheme of-
civilised legal regulation. This development lives on to this da y in the
presence of contract law. particularly the law governing the formation of
contract, in the core of legal education.

Although manyof the nineteenth- :enturv authorities on contract are familiar
as timeless living law, the period has until recently been relativel y little studied
from a historical point of view, and the doctrinal history is, indeed still
inadequately understood. It is clear however that the basic structure ot the law
of assumpsiL as established in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
remaine I generally unaltered until the nineteenth century , which saw a shift
in emphasis from the essentially unilateral notion ofa promise, to the conception
of a con u-ac—a bilateral conception—which ,enerated rights and duties in the
parties. This process was accompanied by a very remarkable elaboration in
contractual doctrine, and the new doctrine was superimposed upon the old
ideas derived f-om earlier case law. To a very considerable extent the initial
impetus for this elaboration came from the treatise writers on contract, whose
existence was a new phenomenon in the history of English contract law. In
recent times there have been a number of attempts to explain the reasons for
this development, but to date no consensus has emerged among historians; the
increase in the slicer quality of contract law is an aspect of the histor y of the
control over civil juries. and this too is not vet fully understood."

For until 1790, when John Powell published his Essay upon the Law of

Contracts und Agreements, there ixisted no s ystematic treatise expounding the
English law of contract, at- 1 no tradition of writin g such works. Powell set out
to discover the general rules and principles of natural and civil equity' on

which the case law ofcontract was founded, and he startedatradition in which
the present, treads stands. Marty contract treatises appear in the nineteenth
century . of which perhaps the most cciebrated were Chitty (1826), Addison

847), Leake (1867), Pollock (l875) and Anson (1S79). The new literature,
lackinga native tradition, leant heavily upon contractual writers in the civil (ie
Roman) law tradition arid in particular upon the work of R . 1 Pott:ier, the great
eighteenth centurvFrench legal scholar whose work, aproduct of the natural
law iraditiori. profoundly influenced the French Civil Code Poilner's (r'a(ue

on the Law ofOhligationswas translated and published in England in 1806, after
original publication iii 1761-61. App -aring as it did at a critical period, the
new, literawce led to a partial reception of ideas derived froni the civil law of
ceirtinenta. Europe, many of which, adapted through the case law, remain as
contractual categoris, as chapter heads in the hooks, today.

Offer and acceptance
Thus Lite doctrine of offrr and acceiiiance first clearly emerges in the ':ases in
Adorns v Lind.selr in 1818 asa mechanism forsettling the momentotcontracting

There is a major study by P S Ativah The Rise and Fall oj l-reedo,n of Co7izra(i i 7, 979); though
it has not convinced all commentators, and a valtianie jurvev h', Cornish and Clark Law

and Societ in England 1750-1950 (1989) 197-226 with hibliographv See Nicholas 48
Tulane 1. Rev 946; Horwitz 87 Harvard I Rev 917: Simpson 91 LQR 247, 46 U Chicago
L Rev 535: I OJLS 265; Danzig 4 J Legal Studies 249: Baker II 791 Current Legal
Problems 17. See also Fifoot Judge and Junsi in the Rsgn of Vicitna 1959) and the
enlertainiiig ;heorv of Gilmore The Death qf Contract 1 1974).
On the evolution of the treatise see Sim-son 48 U Chicago L Rev 6S2.
I B Ac AId 681.
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in agreement by correspondence: it became a central doctrine, and in I 3
Sir William Anson was able to claim that 'Every expression of a common
intention .irrived at b the parties is ultimatr'ly reducible to question and
answer'. The doctrine derives ultimal'lv from a title in Jiistirtian's fligest'
which distiniushes betweeti poll hations' and promises the former
being promises made and flOt .5CCC1)ted it first apears to English laNN in

Powell's treatise i ll ]796. Eventuall y the doctrine was even applied, albeit
somewhat unhappily, to unilateral contracts in Cant!! i Carbolic Smoke Ba!! Co

in 1893. The relationshi p between the new doctrine ut offer and acceptance
and the old rcquiremein of consideration, which was re-emphasised as an
e cntiai in Eastwood i l Kcnvon (1840"," was and remains diff cult simply
because two la yers of developnicnt in contractual thought are involved.

Intention to cots cad
Another new dcvclopiu ell twas the reception ofa requitelneilt that there roust
be an intention to rir'tc 1ogai rluZiotss for ihi're to be a binding contract. The
earlier common law scorned such a requirement for of the intent inward of
the heart man's in'.: cannot judge')' The doctrine, in one form or another, was
commonplace in continental legal thought, and versions arc f.....d in Leakc
(1867) and Os Pollock's influential treatise (1875), this' latter version being
derived from the German jurist Savignv. It was received in the case law in Cs-r5ii

v Carbolic SnsokeBall Co (1893) and accepted by the h1ou f 1. ' uris ill Ileilbmjt,

S'tmolls & Co v Bucide toi4 in 191 3,'

The will theory
More radichiv the r t ineteenth-ceniut' case law Caine 1<' t'mr )huiSlsC wh
variously called We consensus' or 'will' tbeor'v of contract exhaust
analysed in Ativah The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Cor4trac:. Thic asserts that
cotitractual obligations are b definition self-imposed: hence' any factor
showing lack of consent is fatal to the cistence of a contract, and conversely
the rules go\'el-riing the ftrmation of contract are all conceived nfa designed
to differentiate cases of true consslrswc, where two wills become one will, from
cases where consensus is 1: king. in terms of the functions o the court this
theom' finds expression in the idea that the exclusive task Of  court itt contract
cases is to discover what the parties have agreed, and ivc effect to it, except
in cases olmo ke. duress or illegahitv.This approach was not novel in English
law, but it received a new emphasis from the text-writers, under the influence
of foreign models; as Evans wrote in 1806:11

As every contract derives its effect from the intention of the parties, that
intention, as expressed, or inferred, must be the ground of every decison
respecung its operation and extent, and the grand object of consideration in
every question with regard to its construction.

It also conformed to the fashionable theories of the political economists.

P Anion Princz pk.' of tht English Law of C ,. ntra-i (2nd edn) p It
10 D 3012.5.
ii [1892 2 QB 4S4, afid [1893 1 Qb 256 See Simpson 14 JLS 34tc

12 fl Ad & El 436
13 Si Germain Doctot and Siuen: Bk ill. ch VI. set- s V.
14 )l913 AC SO See Simpson 14 lournat of Lega Studies 545 for 2 fut iltustrted

discussion of this
1S In appendix V u his edition of Poikijies Ttraoss or, Obiignio'.s. .0 p 55
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Mistake

The ramifications of the will theory were extensive, and still influence both
the law and the form in which it is expressed. Perhaps its most striking
expression in nineteenth century legal development is to be found in cases
dealing with nicseake, for, given the premise. Error is the greatest defect that
can occur in contract .' a in consequence a doctrine of mistake follow-,
inevitability. A good example of a case decided under the influence of a full
blown ccnse'nsu.s theory is Cundy v Lindsay (1878). the well-known case on
error as to the person; a more recent conquest may be Belly! verBros in 1932.
.-. more puzzling example is Raffles v Wkhdhaus." Another branch of contract
law much influenced by the will theory was the assessment of damages. where
the landmark is the decision in Hadle'y v Baxendale (1854) , which related the
damages recoverable on breach of contract to the notional foresight of the
contracting party when the contract was made; contract liability was setf-
imposed, and the en n tractor's liability was to be celated to what he reasonably
thought he was taking on. Later nineteenth century case law even required,
in the case of unusual or special loss, a contract to bear that loss,' a notion close
to Hoboes' theory that a contract was really an agreement to pay damages in
certain eve tualiiies. 2 Hadley v Baxendale itself wa much influenced by the
French Code Civil, and by l'othicr, as well as by. American literature on
damages, and is a panici ilarly good example of the reception of alien ideas.'

G IMPLIED TERMS

The basic philosophy of the will theory confines the functions of  court to
enforcing ftc contractwhich the parties have made; when however a con tractual
dispute arises for which the express terms of a contract make no advance
provision the court has of necessity to employ, in resolving the dispute,
material not to he found in the terms of the express contract, and in the
common law SVSLe'll the conceptual chicle employed is the 'implied term'.
In a sense the extensive development of the use of 'implied terms' to
supplementcomiti'acts, and at times to modify them, runs contrar y to the credo
Of the will theory ; in anothci' sense it reconciles the will theory with activities
of the courts which, iii strict theory, ought never to be undertaken.

Implied terms in sale
The use of the concept ofan implied promise has along history in the law of
assumpsit: implied promises to pay debts had, for example, been ucd as a
basis nfliabilitv in indebitatus as.cumpsit, and there are other early examples of
the implication of promises hr the courts to prodttccjust result.'c Iri erghtcr.nrh

16 At p 152 of vol 1 of Evans' edition.
17 (187S) 3 App Cas 159. See p 277. below.
18 (19321 AC 161. See pp 259-260, below.
19 (1864) 7 H & C 906. Simpson 11 Cai'dozo 1.R 257.
20 9 Exch 341. For discussion see Washington in 18 1.QR 90. Simpson in 91 LQR 273-277

and Danzig in  J Legal Studies 219.
1	 8ritich Columbia Saw Mills Co a .V,uleshit 1 1868) LIt 3 CI` 599.
2 See Ilolicics The Cornnon Law Lei't VIII.
3 For recent discussion of the will h,:orv in general sea Atcvah The Rise and Fall of Freedom

of Contract,
4 See Simpson flistor, pp 191-493. 303.
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and nineteenth century lass the courts made extensive use of the notion of-an
implied term to read into particulat contracts normal or usual incidents of
that type of contract. In doing so. whilst purporting to fill out the
understandings of the parties, what might in realit'. be involved was the
imposition at extra ofstandai'ds ue1iVeci from continental mercantile law or
civil law.' Thus in sale of goods the original position was cavea: emtor. On an
exre.swarrantv, if one had been given, it was possible to sue in tort for deceit:
,Stuart v %1ü.kin.s (1778)' is the earliest reported case where action was brought
on the contract, though the practice began rather earber around 1750. The
development of the notion of an impliee'warranty was a slow process. So far as
warranty of title is concerned the law started from the position that there was
no irnlied warran tv; from the time of Medina s. Stoughwri (1700) the insistence
on an express warranty Deg-an to be eroded, and b y the time of the decision
in Eichhol: u Bannister (1864) the exception had for all practical purposes
eaten up the rule; the uevelopment had taken a centuj and a half. So far as
quality is concerned the principle of caveat ernptorwas never wholly abandoned.
Although thet t' is some slight evidence in eighteen tb-century Law of an
implied warranty of merchantable quality where a proper price was paid. ot
at least of the imposition ofliabi]itvwhere the seller knew of the defect. it was
held in 1802 iii I'arl:irisori vJ,ee that there was no such implied warrant '. in the
case of  sale by sample. and assumed that in genera] caveat empeiii applied in
the absence offriid Or ail expresswai'ranrv. But LatngvFuigeon (1815) " held
that in a sale hvdescription the goods must be merchantable, and jone.cvBnght
(1829) that there was an implied lenn that goods sold for a particular
purpose were suitable for it. In these and following cases the courts built up
the complex structure of - implied obligations codified by Chalmers in the Sale
of Goods ..t of 1893. During the same period the courts were also using the
concept of an implied term to impose a solution in cases where there had been
mistake, and in eases where some drastic change of circumstances had
affected a contract, as in the leading case of Taylor Caid.wel! ( 1865 ) ' In the
implied term the courts possessed a conceptual device of great potential, but
one which suffered from one major drawback—in principle an implied term
could never override an express provision, however unjust its operanon.
Much of the development of cortrac1 law in this century has been provoked
by attempts to grapple with this difficulty.

For history continues, and although the present century has not perhaps
witnessed so extensive a reformulation of the categories of - contract law as the
last, it has nevertheless produced a considerable bod y of new law. Thus the
doctrine of frustration, though its roots lie back in the early nineteenth
century law on charterparties. has acquired a prominence it never possessed
in the nineteenth centure: again the doctrine of promissor y or equitable
e s toppel-though again based on nineteenth centur y case law, has been put

No full hisionei stud y of the evolution of the implied term exists.
1 Doug K?. 18.

7	 1 Salt. 210, 1 Ld R_aVnj 593.
8 17 CBNS 705
9 See Horwitz 87 Harvard L Res 926. Suopsor 45 U Chcitg. L Re'. .553
Ii 2 East 314
11 6 Taunt 108
12 5 sins 53

3 1 LJQB 164
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to new uses. In a historical system of law change has both to be fitted into the
past. and if possiblejustified b y reference to it, and the manner in which new
departures are presented makes it culiarlv difficult to differentiate radical
innovation from mere elaboration of existing doctnne Perhaps the most
general significant change has beer a general tendency to reject the nineteenth
century's confide in the virtues of freedom of contract and the associated
will theory. withnut the adoption of any very clearly formulated alternative.
Some writers. notalv Professor Grant Gilmore and Professor PS Ativah have
argued that much of what passes as general contract law is better regarded as
an outmoded relic of the past, and that the whole subject is ripe for radical
revisionism. But these are matters we ought. perhaps, to leave to thejudgernent
of future historians.



Chapter 2
Some factors affecting modern
contract law
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The English law of contract, it has been seen, was evolved and developed
within the framework of assumpsit, and, so long as that framework endured,
it was not necessarvto pursue too fen'enth the search forprinceple But when
the forms of action were abolished this task could no longer be avoided. The
lawyers of the nineteenth century. when thes' braced themselves to face it, were
influenced by two major factors.

A CONTINENTAL INFLIJEN CE IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

The first was the example of continental urisprudencc. Thiswas felt pnmarii
through the writings of Pothier. who drew an idealised picture of contract in
eighteenth century France. In ] 806 his Treatise on the Law of Obligations was
translated into English: in 1822 Restj declared its authontv, to be as high as
can be had, next to a decision of a court ofjusnce in this countr ': in 1835 it
was 'strenuously recommended' as a student's textbook:` and in 1845
Blackburn made copious references to it in his work on sale. It was not
surprising, therefore, that English judges should have been tempted to
accept his anal ysis of contract as dependent u pon 'a concurrence of intention
in two parties, one of whom promises something to the other, who on his part

Cox i' Tio (1822' 5 B & Aid 471 at 481'
Samuel War,-ec .4 Paouiar and Practi(& Jnrrxtucon u, Law Stuth' (1835)
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accepts such promise More belated, and directed largel y upon academic
lawyers, was the influence of Savignv. The first edition of Pollock's Treaweon
the General Principles -orzcerninq 'e Validity oJ'Agree-inents in the Law of England
appeared in 1875, and the first edition olAnson's Principles of the English Law

of Contract in 1879. The former was dedicated to Lord Lindle y , who had first
taught the writer' to t. ii from the formless confusion of textbooks and the dry
hones of students manuals to the immortal work of Savig'nv. The latter was
equally ready to acknowledge a similar debt. 'We ma y regard contract as a
combination of ti-ic two ideas of agreement and obligation. Savignv's analysis
of these two ieaI concepuons may with advantage he considered here with
reference the rules of English law.' In the result. 'agreement' was necessarily
:he outcome it consenting minds'. As Lord Cairns said in acontemporaneous
and famous case, there must be 'consensus of mind' to lead to contract.

B INFLUENCE OF ECONOMIC THEORY

The weight of foreign jurisprudence was reinforced by a second factor, the
pressure of economic doctrine. Sir Frederick Pollock once declared that the
sort of men who hecamejudges towards the middle of the ceo turvwere imbued
with the creed of the "philosophical Radicals" who drove the chariot of reform
and for whom the authority of the orthodox economists came second onl y to
Bend-tam's'. Their patron saint, he added, was Ricardo." Individualism was both
fashionable and successful: liberty and enterprise were taken to be the inevitable
and immortal insignia of a civilised societ y. The state, as it were, delegated to
its members the power to legislate. When, voluntarily and with a clear eve to their
own interests, they entered into a contract, they made a piece of private law,
bindingon each otherand beneficial alike to themselves and to the community
atlarge. The freedom and the sanctity olcontractwere the necessary instrument
of laissez-faire, and it was the function of the courts to foster the one and to
vindicate the other. Where a man sowed, there he should be able to reap. In the
words of that formidable individualist. Sir George jessel, ' if there is one thing
which more than another public policy requires it is that men of full age and
competent understanding shall have the urmost liberty of contracting, and that
their contracts when entered into freely and voluntarily shall be held sacred and
shall be enforced by Courts ofJustice 1 . 7 In more detached and less complacent
language the sentiment was echoed by Henry Sidgwick in his Elements oJ.Politzcs.'

Treatise on Obligations Pt 1. s 1. art I: see the English translation by Sir W IT? Evans. an
p 4. As lace as 1887. Kekewich J declared that the definitions of contract in textbooks
were 'all founded' on Pom.hier, though he himself preferred the slightly different
versions' offered by Pollock; see laster o 1V7ieelzr (1387) 36 ChD 695 at 698.
In the third edition. Pollock relegated Savign to the decent obscurit y of an appendix.
Lord Lindley 's interest in continental legal thought was further evidence by his
;ranslanon in 1855 of Thihaut's Junsprtuince.
Cundv u !.indsa, 118781 3 App Gas 459 at 465; p 277. below.
39 LQR 163 at 165. It is suggestive that the judge chosen by Pollock as t ypical of the
general attitude was Lord Bramwell, who sought persistentl y to champion the cause
of 'real' consent. See his judgment in British and American Telegraph Coo Colson (1871)
LR ii Exch 108.
Printing and Numerical Registering Co v Sampson (1875) Lk 19 Eq 42 at 465.
(1879) p 82 cited in Kessler and Gilmore Contracts. Cases and Materials (2nd edn, 1970)
p 4. See the whole of the Introduction of this book. pp 1-16. Shawell I Sydney L Rev
289. .-th exhaustive account of the interpla y ot economic and social doctrines and the
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Suppose c' ntracts freel y made and effecuveLv sanctioned, and the most
elaborate social organisation becomes possible at least in a society of such
human beings as the individualistic theory contemplates—gifted with mature
reason and governed by enlightened self-interest.'

LIMITS OF INDIVIDUALISTIC [FLEORY

Even when thevwrote them, the words ofJessel and Sidgwtckcould hardl y have
been received without reservation. To make a serious promise usuall y involves

a moral duty to keep it: if it i.t part of what the law calls a contract the moral will

be reinforced by a legal sanction. But the mm don into the context of the
epithet 'sacred is at best incongruous, at worst grotesque. Moreover, when
these w'rds are examined, it will be scet' that, despite their apparent breadth.
thevare hedged about with qualifications. The men to be accorded 'the utmost
libertvofcontacting' must be 'of full age and competent understanding'. They
are t.. approximate as best they may to the heroes of an individualistic mythology
and to be 'gifted with mat tre reason and go,,ernedhyenlightenedself-iflterest'.
Even in the middle years of the nineteenth century the ideal was ore to which
few could attain. Societvhad tong recognised the need to protect the young, the
deranged, the blind, the illiterate. Common law and equity were moving iii
di fterent ways and with hesitant steps to reset the victims 0111 i v representauon

and undue iniuenc : It was accepted that, while private enterprise was the
main road to public good, freedom f contract must at times y ield to the
exigencies of the state and to the ethical assumpuons upon which it was based.
But in less obvious cases the qualifications de:u:tuded byjessel and Sicigwick
of their contracting parties were more difficult to define and to secure. How
were the courts to assess the due measures of 'competent understanding' or to
ensure that contracts were freely and voluntaril y made?'

As the nineteenth century waned it became ever clearer that private
enterprise predicated some degree of economic equalitv if it was to oj crate

without injustice. The vervfrecdom to contract wit hi its corollary , the freedom

L43 compete, was merging into the fteeclotn to combine; and in the last resot
competitioli and combination were incompatible. Individualism was ielditig
to iiionupohv. whet c strange things night well be clone in L.ie name oflibcniv.
The background of the la	 social, political and economic, has hanged.
f.aice-fture as an idcal has been	 qed be social security : and soc at

security suggests status rather than contract.
The state mae thus compel persons to make contracts, as where, by a series

of Road Traf[ic Acts from 1031) to 1972, a motorist must insure against third-
party risks: it may , as by the Rent Acts, prevent one party to a contract from
enforcing his rights tinder it, or it may empower a tribunal either to reduce

or to increase the neil t pa yable tinder a lease. In mane InstanceS a Statille

prescribes the contents of the contract. The Carriage o Goods bbea Act 1971
containssix pages of rules to be incorporated in every contract for 'the carriage

.1W a onitlar 0 :o re foru ' .in Atoati I 'ie J?&w nut i-all of Freedo'n or Contract. For a

modern .inatvcts or fteedom of contract. see Trebilcock Ihe Limit; o/ b'r.'vdo.n a/ Ca,itrart

Harvard UP 199l; 'trsnk 50 1,1I.P. 167.
This ii the conventional view hut kiiah cii 5 argues rha( d'rrirw the la te rightcrritli

and early nineteenth ceniunes ne move was in the otpOrrc ,tirecurn.
The earliest Act Was that of 1915. , he law is currentl y IC) he tound iii the H ' u.rina \rt

Sir' er F{rrrisiflii kct 1988. ; 14

in
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of goods by sea in ships where the port of shiptteiit Is a poi  ni the Lnde
Kingdom';- the Sale of Goods Act I Y79 inset-is into corinticts of sale a number
Of terms which the patties are forbiddrn to cxciude: 1 successive Landlord
and Tenant Acts frot; 192 7, to 1954 Coitt:iifl t2V1.si ills expressed tO;tppl\
'notwith s tanding artvag t-cenici t tto the cc,titiai . 	 ic erosion ofcotilract b
statute coOt	 ties 1n-i.skv.

The most si rikitig inroads into freedori of II r.ct have been the product
of stttute, but common law has played its part. hiarticuharlv perhaps in lie
regulation of exemption clauses. Curioushs enough there has been little
anal ysis by hitgbsh lawvers u of the effects of ititerferetice with freedom of
contracts. perhaps because to do so might appeal pohtical'. his apparent. for
instance, that restrictions on freedojit of conu act in regard to residennal
tenancies have led to a drattiauc reduction in the amount of residential
accommodation availa.le for rent ill the private sectorand in rnanvways have
exacerbated the probicms . On the other hand restrictiO)ls on freeduiii (if
c ',tit.rrsct in regard to business arid agncultttr;il tenancies do nct appear to have
produced the' Sante result.!'

'I lie substantial inroads that base been made jot ' freedom ofcontract can
sometimes obscure the fact that across a broad spectrum olcontt act itremains
a prime value because often the onl y way ss e can value goods or services is in
relation to the price peopie are willing to pay lot- them. It mav be foolish for

a businessman to pay £100 for a bottle of claret to accompany his business
lunch or for a football club to pa' £20,000,000 a player but there are no legal
values which would )tlstifs' refusing to enforce such contract-s.

C INEQUALITY OF BARGAINING POWER

The critical analysis of freedom of contract has led to the suggestion that
con vacts should be treated differently where there is inequality of

12 Sec also the Carriage h'. Air Act 1961
13 Pp 196-215, below.	 -
14 See Landlord and Tenant Act 1927, s 9. Landlord and 'Tensor Act 3954, s 17.
15 Eg Contracts of Employment Act 1972, Coun ter-In flat jcr Act 197."t. 5cr Kahn-Frt-ttnd

30 MI.R 635.
I See pp 171-195, below. Another ex2i tple is the modern tendency to refer questions

which were previousts- decided by reference to the intriltion of the parties to other
tests. See pp 162 . 171 below,

7 American lawyers have been much more active. See especiall y Posner £cnonhcAnajy'.ft
of fir Lot,' ch S and Poit-r and Kronman (eds) Tht Econo,r.jcs of Gontra(( Late Schwartz
49 Indiana U 367. Some of the American literature mas perhaps he regarded as
excessively 'free market' in its theoretical approach. Cf Goldberg 17 J Law and
Economics 461.

IF Theoretically removal of restrictions would lead to the building of houses 'nd flats for
residenua! ktting ii. suffi. tent numbert that eventually supph and demand would
come into equilibrium In practice. oven the insmabihrv of the building industry, it is
y".- doubtful whether this would be so

19 A -possible explanation for this is that onl y in residential tenancies has the Law interfered
wits the price. it is t.-ur that in ec000mtc theory restrictions as to other terms should
affect the price but in practice this is often not so because parties do not in practice
negotiate equally hard about all terms—although the are nearl, always ki-erils interested
in the price The speeches to Johnson v .\lorrioii 139801 AC M. 1971;J S Al] ER 37, contain
much that is inso-ucuve in this area. See also Goldberg 17] Lass and Economics 461;
Reiter, I Oxford JLS 347; 7 rebilcock in Smudie' in Contract Lass 379
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bargaining power. This suggestion has received orinal recognItion 
in ,he

United States and t has received not unfavouraole notice in a number of
English judgments though it is not yet clearly the ratio of any. One may
however venture some observatons. First, inequality of itself cannot be a
ground of invalidity since there is usually no way for the stronger party to
divest himself o[the advantage and it would not be to the advantage f the
weaker party to prohibit contracts between the parties altogether. Invalidity
must be dependent on the stronger party taking unfair advantage of his
position. Secondly, exact equalit y of bargaining power is unusual. Where
one party is in slighdy the stronger position, the process of bargaining
should lead to an agreement where both parties concur equall y in the
result. Take the case of a POLellti-a l, vendor and purchaser for a private
house. At any given moment the mauker. maybe favourable either to vendors
or purchasers and there m v be special considerations leading either
vendor or purchaser to he anxious to complete a quick sale. Such factors
will affect the price but no one has s' .;gestccl that the subsequent contract
should be invalid. Inequality if bargaining power should only be relev lIt

wher it isgreatin exr nt.Thirdly. when we talkof inequality ofbargaining
Power we are oft, a ui fact thinking of inequality of bargaining skill.
Secondhand car salesmen do not normally have gr ittç bargamirig power
than ther potential customers )ut they are usualî w hI :te salesmen and
better informed. Finall y , we may meet cases of tine access to rele ant
infor aation. Suppose a contract is made by A and . for the sale by A to B
of a painting for £50 A believes the painting to be a copy of a Constable:
B 'knows' that it is an original. Our a a1ysis of whether the resultant
agreement is fair depends n whether we think that B should have sliaretl
h knowledge with A. At the intuitive level this ma depend on whether
A is a little old lad y and B an art dealer or the OL. ter way round. It is
important to hear in mind, however, that in tn nv cases B's superiOl

knowledge is part of his professiona equi'rncI1t and is the fruit of.vears

of s,'idv and experieoce. In general the acodsition of such riowlrdg

would not he encouraged by a regime which required it to be rattuto&islV

share d.

0 THE USE OF STANDARD FORM CONTRACTS

The process of mass production ar d distribution, which has largely
supplemented if it has not supplanted indivtdual effort, ha-s introduced the

hisS CC)ntttCtLiflit iJrm doctinenis wIt 11 must be accepted b y alt who 4

with large-scale organisations. Such documents are not in themsel' es novetues:

the classical lawyer of the mid-Victorian years found himself struggling to

adjust his simple conce p tions of contract to the demands ot such powerful
bodies as the railwavcwnpanies.But in the presentCentUt'maYC0rP0tnis

20 Uniform Commercial Lode. s 2-302:Let f it 5 U E'erinvtvaroa t. Re', -185, \V}uie .iitd

Summers Lnttor,n (orn,,i"rw1 Cod, h 1
See Lord DiplOCk 01 .iro'a Mum i1l'	 I.d ' .tI(	 OI4'f [197-Il i UI ER o I'

at 624, 119711 1 \'1t.R I30S at 1316 q Llo:ca hcli.',. p 2.. and Inc C.l.sCS oft CIt'III

ore,, flU4CUiSCd below. pp	 14.

2	 Pit I 73-179. hIow.
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public and private, found it useful to adopt, as the basis of their transactions.
a series of standard forms with which their customers can do little but cornpk.'

Lord Diplock has recentl y pointed out that:1

Standard forms of contracts are 'of two kinds. The fir-aL of very ancient Origir
are those which set out the terms on which mercantile transactions of common
occurrence are to be carried out. Examples are bills of lading, charter-parties.
policies of insurance, contracts of sale in the commodin' markets. The standard
clauses in these contracts have been settled over the years by negotiation b
representatives of the commercial interests involved and have been wideis
adopted because experience has shown that the' facilitate the conduct of trade.
Contracts of these kinds affect not only the actual parties to theni but also others
who may have a commercial interest in the transactions to which the y relate, as
buyers or sellers, charterers om shipowners, insurers or bankers. 11 fairness or
reasonableness were relevant to their enforceability the fact that the y are widely
used by parties whose bargaining power is fairl y matched would raise a strong
presuilipuon that their terms are fair and reasonable.

The same presumption, however, does not apply to the other kind ofatandard
form of contract. This is of comparatively modern origin. It is the result of the
concentration of particular kinds of business in relativel y few hands. The ticket
cases in the 19th ccntui- provide what-are probabl y the first examples.. The terms
of this kind of standard form of Contract have not been the subject of negotiation
between the parties to it, or approved b y any organisation representing the
interests of the weaker party. They have been dictated In that party whose
bargaining power, either exercised 2lone Orin conjunction with others providing
similar goods-or services, enables him to say: 'If von want these goods or services
at all, these are the univ terms on which the y are obtainable. Take it or leave it.

It is fair to add that even in Lord Diplock'second cIa.'-- there are good as well
as had reasonsfor-the adoption ofsiandard-forrn contracts. In man y c ..ses the
actual conclusion ofthe 'ontractis in the hands ofrelativelyjunior personnel.
who are not trained in contract negotiation and drifting and there are
cr:oi-motis economies to be effected if the cornprlly only employs one -(or at
most a few) standard forms ofagreemcnt.As regards the first class, we should
note that whole areas of English commercial practice are-governed by the
-rcval eat standard forms which exist in a symbiotic relationship with the

courts, so that an historical analysis of the development of a particular form
would show that the clause represented a response to a decision in the past.'

In the complex structure ofmodern society the device ofihe standard form
contract has become prevalent and pervasive. The French. though not the
English, lawyers have a name for it-

An	

-	 -

An early standard form of coo u-act is the Balloon charierparty adopted in 1908 for use
in the coal trade between the United Kingdom and the Baltic ports: see Rordani Treatise
on the Ba2toon Ciarsempcsrs (19541. See also Sales 16 MLR 318, and the standard forms
issued by the insutute of London Underwriters and reprinted in appeodLx Xl .of
Chalmers Marine insurance Ac: 1906.
Schroeder Miisir Publishing Co Lid v Macouim t1974 1 S All ER 616 at 524. 11974) 1 WLR
1808 at 1316. This case is the subject of a vcm'v illuminaung anal ysis by Trebilcock 26
U Toronto 1-1 359. For the history of standard form contracts, see Prausnitz The
Szand.ardrsaizon of Commercial Contrw-r.s in English and Continen tal Lao' (1937)
Macaulay 19 Vanderbilt L Res 1051
Sec eg the building jnsiustj-v where nearls' all substantial contracts are m.,dt on one
or the other of the JCT forms. See Duncan Wallace Building and Eng-ztwrntg Standard
Forms (reviewed Auvah 85 LQR 564). Set' also Duncan Wallace 89 LQR 36 and Gi11,e'ri-
Ash (iQorthern,-i Modern Engineering (Brrstofl 1 1974i AC 689. l l - 3 All ER 195.
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The term conu-act dadhesion is employed to denote the type of contract of
which the conditions are fixed by one of the parties in advance and are open to
acceptance b y anyone. The contract. which frequently contains many conditions
is presented for acceptance en bloc and is not open to discussion.

These developments emphasise that to make a contract may no longer be a
purely private act. It may be controlled or even dictated b y legislative or
economic pressure, and it may involve the courts in feats of construction akin
to or borrowed from the technique ofstatutorv interpretation. Yet it is possible
to exaggerate the effect. In daily life individuall y negotiated contracts exist
and even abound. Moreover, as has already been said, the current law of
contract is largely the creation of the nineteenth century lawyers, and it is this
law which their successors have to appl y even in a new and uncongenial
environment. The tools of the trade remain the same if they are put to uses
that their inventors neither envisaged nor desired.

E CON 3UMER PROTECTION

Nineeenth century contract law was dominated by disputes about commercial
contracts. If litigation involved what we would now regard as a consumer
transaction, it tended to involve questions like the buying of horses where a
judge would naturaiiy assume that a gendeman could look after himself.

Economic theor might proclaim that in the marketplace the consumerwas
king. but in the law courts he was uncrowned. The twentieth century has seen
a.very differen capproach. Increasinglysophisticated technology has meant that
consumers might expend substantial sums on machines sucftas.cars, washing-
machines and televisions whose efficiency and. durabilit y they were quite
unable to estimate for themselves. Consumers have responded to this trend.by
organising themselves as pressure groups for example, Consumers Association)
and governments have created organisations to care for the consumer interest
(Office of Fair Trading, National Consumer Council) and have appointed
junior ministers with special responsibilit y for consumer affairs.

These developments have been reflected in changes in the law of contract
whose aim has been to protect consumers. The most striking examples have
perhaps been in he judicial arid parliamentary attempts to deal with the
problem ofexemnption clauses, which culminated in the Unfair ContractTerrns
Act 1977. Other important examples are the Fair Trading Act 1973 and the
Consumer Credit Act 1974. It should perhaps be added that legislative
attempts to protect consumers are by no means confined to the law of contract.

7 Amos and Walton introduction to French Law 1 2nd edn, 1963) p 152. See Kessler 43 Col
L Rev 629: Friedmann Law in a Choning Society (2nd edn) ch 4: Ativah introduction
to Law of Contract (5(h edn 1995) ch 1: Lord Devlin Samples of Law Making ch 2;
Thornekv [1962] CIj 39 at 460-49: Cluck 28 ICLQ 72.

8 Hopkins v ranqwro 1854) 15 CB 130.
9 See below. pp 196-215.
10 See Borne and Diamond The Consumer, Society and the Law (4th edn, 1981); Harve y and

Parry The Law of Consumer Protection and Fair Trading t 4th edn, 1992); M.ickleburgh
Consumer Protection; Cranston Consumers and the Law (2nd cdii. 1984); Lowe and
Woodrotfe Consumer Law and Practice (3rd edn, 1991); Miller and Harvey Consumer and
Trading Law Cases and Matenais- Ramsay Consumer Protection. See Auyah 1 Liverpool
L Rev 20.
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Indeed the law of contract is in many ways an unsatisfactory instrument since
enforcement depends on the consumer knowing his rights: being able to afford
to enforce them and considenng the cost and time involved worthwhile.

F THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STANDARD FORM CONTRACTS,
INEQUALiTY OF BARGAThJING POWEkAND CONSUMER PROTECTiON

Standard form contracts, inequality of bargaining power and consumer
protection are three themes which underlie mans' developments in modern
contract law. It is important to remind ourselves that there are indeed three
separate themes which intertwine but remain distinct. It is easy for instance

to think of consumers as the onl y class that needs protection against inequality
of bargaining power but this is not so as is shown by the enactment of the
I-lousing (;raiiu. Construction and Regeneration Act 1996, part II of which
introduced mandatory terms in all construction contracts.

A typical construction transaction will involve a complex web of contracts.
At the centre will be a contract hetwen the person who is procuring the
contract (the Employer) and the person who will organise the work (the
Contractor). In practice the Contractor does little of the work himself but
subcontract.s it and subcontractors may in turn sub-subcontract. The contract
between an Employer and a Contractor will usuall y employ one of family of
standard form contracts produced b'. the Joint Contracts Tribunal (JCT).
These forms are designed by JcT to be fair as between employers and
contractors as classes." JT also produce standard forms designed to be used
tor the con tracts between contractors and sub-contractors but in practice these
contracts are often on forms drafted b y the contractor's advisors to improve the
position of the contractor.—

In general contractors would tend to be in a stronger position than sub-
contractors, though, of course this is not allwavs the case. A common example
ofsuperiorpower is that sub-con tracts drafted by contractors, typically provide
that the contractor need not pay the subcniractor for the work done until he
has been paid b'. the employer, a so called 'pay when pa;d'clause. Parliament
has treated thisasso pervasivean abuse of the contractors superior bargaining
powerthat such clausesare made ineffectiv&bysection 113(1) of the 1996 Act.

G CONTRACTUAL BEHAVIOUR

Writers of contract textbooks tend to talk as if in real life agreements are
effectively controlled by the law as stated in their books. A moment's reflection
will show that this is not so. There is a wide range of transactions where the
sums at stake are so small that litigation between the contracting parties is
exceptionally unlikelv) Man y businesses choose not to insist on their strictly
legal rights. So if a lady buys a dress and the next davdecides she does not like

This is certainly thr stated aim of ICT it is a matter of debate amongst specialist
construction Lawyers as to whether the aim is achieved.

2 So, man y conu-act points arise only collateralh jr, criminal or tas cases. See the cases
on offers. pp 7-39. hIow, and Lssv Petroleum Cc Ltd t Custom. and Exczst Conir 11976

All ER 117. t1976 1 WLR I discussed at p l(). beio',s.
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the colour, it is clear law that she is not entitled to return it but man y shops
would allow her to exchange it and some woui.l make a cash refund.

One might think that things would be different in the cold world of
business but it seems that this is probabl y not so. In a seminal article in 1963'
Macaulay showed that in substantial areas of business. contractual disputes
were resolved b y reference to norms which were significantly diftcrent from
the theoretical legal position. The most important single reason for this seems
to be that, in many businesssi ruations, the con tract is nota discrete transaction
but part of a continuing relationship between the parties and that insistence
on certain strict legal, rights would be disruptive of that relationship. Such
work as has been done in England points in the same direction.5

In other areas of business. .stncr or even over-strict) insistence on legal
rights is common It is at the moment far from clear what factors determine
these differences in behaviour.

H A LAW OF CONTRACTOR CONTRACTS?

An observant reader of the-table of con cents of this book would have noticed
that it is quite different from that ota textbook on torts or cnmisial law, where
a major part of the book would he devoted to a consideration of nominate torts
or crimes. This does not mean that there are no special rules about particular
contracts but in English law (unlik:some other systems)' we start from the
position that in principle the law of contract is the , same for all contracts. So
in Cthaiir Wv Bremer FIand.1gesellschaft MbH Ros kill LJ said:9

Jr. principle it is not easy to sce.why the law relating to contracts for the sale of
goods should be different from the law relating to the performance of other
contracwal obligations, whether charter parties or other types of contract. Sale
of goods law is but one branch of the general law of contract. It is desirable that
the same legal principles should appl y to law of contract as a whole and that
different Leial principles should not appl y to different branches of that law."

It must he noted however that Parliament has consistentl y taken a different
approach, so that most legislation with contractual implications applies univ
to a limited list of contracts. The Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 1 is perhaps
thc most striking recent examnle of this tendency.

13 (1963) 28 Am Sociological Rev 55. Thisjournai niav trot be easil y available but the article
is re p rinted in a number of books. for example. Sociology of Law led .\ubert) P 194.
Schsart, and Skolnick (eds) Scrny and the L'r,aI 17H4er p 151. See also Macaulav 19
Vanderbilt L Rev 1051. ii Law and Society 507.

14 MacNeil 72 North Western L 1. Rev 854.
15 Beale and Dugdale Brit Jo Law and Society 45; Lewis 9 Brit Jo Law and Society 153.
16 See eg .3fardai Peach	 Co t' Attica Sea Camera CerPtn t Liberia The Laconia 19771 AC

850. (19771 1 UI ER 345.
iT In is not inconceivable hat those businesses which haoinuaiiv :rrsot on ,rrrct :mgal rights

employ more lawyers.
IS For example. :Las,ncal Roman law. In his entertaining hook The f.)aih 1 (OnEr'zrt.

Professor Grant Gilmore arrues chatin American law. •erieral contract ;heorv '..'as an
invention of the Harvard LawSchool- Proncsor Gilmore held a Chair at Vale.

; 9 	19761 QPs 44 :it 71.  1 1 1751 :3 \11 ER 739 it 755. For further discussion 01 the issues
of this case see p 159. below.

20 See also rhornas Marshall hxponan Ld z' Gnininr [19791 (--li (27. [1978] 3 All ER 193.
1	 See p p 195-213. below.
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I THE INTERRELATIONSHIP OF CONTRACT AND TORT

When a plaintiff is in and seeks compensation lie ma express hs claim
either as one in contract or in tort. Traditionall y contract lawyers and ion
lawyers have taken little interest in the details of each others subjects but iii],
aloofness can no longer be safel y practised since overthe last twentvvcars the
area of overlap between tort and contract has significantl y increased. This
development has taken a number of turns. Plaintiffs have been active in
exploring the possibility that they have an action against the defendant both
in contract and in tort. Although a plaintiff cannot, of course, recover twice for
the same injury , he may by suing in contract avoid an obstacle to an action in
inrP or vice rersa

The modern position has been authoritativel y stated b' the! louse of Lords
in Henderson z' ?nett Sndi€'.ates Lid.' This case involved the consideration of
preliminary points in all ion brought by Names at Llo yds against their
ineiiibers' agents (whose principal function is to advise Names on which
s yndicates to loin) and their managing agents (whose principal function is to
underwrite contracts ofinsurance on behalf of the s yndicates which they arc
managing. In some cases, the members agents and managing agents were
the same (as permitted by the relevant ruies which have since been changed
and sometimes not. In general, names would be in a contractual relationship
with their members' agents but not with the managing agents, unless the
managing agentswere also members agents. Among the preliminary questions
considered, the House of Lords was asked to rule whether thei e could be a
toil action against the members' agents where there was a contractual
relationship between the plaintiff and the members agent.

The principal judgment was delivered by Lord Goff. He had no doubt at
all that the answer to the general question, can there be concurrent liability
in contract and tort, was Yes and that concurrent liabilit y could exist on the
facts of the present cases. There was a careful consideration of French law
which, in general, prohibits concurrent liability in contract and tort through
he doctrine of non cumul and it was noted that the othergreat civil lawsystem,

die German civil code. did not have a similar doctrine. There was a careful
consideration also of some Commonwealth cases, including the important
decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Central Trust Cc' v Rafuse' where
Le Dain j said:

A concurrent or alternative liabiht-v in tort will not be admitted ifit,c effect would
be to permit the plaintiff in circumvent or escape a contractual exclusion or
limitation of liabilin for the act or omission that would constitute the tort.
Subject to this qualification, where concurrent liabilit y in tort and contract exists
the plaintiff has the right to assert We cause of action that appears to be the mos
ad-antageous to him in respect of an y particular legal consequence.

Lord Goffentirelv agreed with 'this statement and was full of praise for the
Judgment delivered b y Oliverj in M?diandBasrk Trust CoLid v Hen, .Stithbs &
Xernp'

I? Mcithpzv. v Kan'arr Bechtel Ccipn 119591 2 QB 57. 195	 2 MI ER 545
7 Midland Bank Trust C(' Ltd v /ke. Stubbs and Kemp 1979l Ch 584. 11978] 5 All ER 571.

see p 505.
4	 [1994' ; Ad! ER 506
5 (198 51 DLR (4th 4
6	 '1971' Cr. 384. jt'7s	 Al. FR 5,71
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The po;tion now seems completely clear. The question is to he resolved
by considering, in each case. whether the ingredients of a tort action and a
conuact action art- present. Tue mere fact that all the ingredients for a
contract are present does not prevent there being a tort duty nor, presurnabl
viceversa. Of course, the terms Of the coiitract II) av. in particular cases. make
it clear that the parties intended to exclude or limit liabilit y in tort. This tlie
are ceriaiiilv entitled to tic nies the case is one of those in which there 151a
statutory restriction on the ability oft I ic parties LOCO D tract out of tort liabiliti
A plainulf who-wants to argue III a It] ere is wider iiabihtv in tort than in contract
may have greater difficulties.'

In oher cases a plauitill whose ii::: irai remed y lies in con i act against one
defendant has been successful in a tort action against a different. defendant.
So iii /uniurBuoks v Veiiriit Co Lid' the plaintiffs entered iii to a contract with A
tobulltl awarelioust.'. The drtcudaiils\ss're nusminat&d suib-Cs)ntractors for the
flooring. It was alleged that the drftIaiinLs had carcless]v iiisLalled sub-
standai il iiouring. Ii that writ' so. ihcu the 1il;tijitilfs i wild nuti all y have had
an action in contract agaitistA. and_A in juiri. would have hai a contract action
against the defendants. However, the House of Lotus held that on such facts
the plaintiffs could have a tort action against the defendants even though
there was no danger ofphvsical injury or propervv damage to the piainrifls.

It is unclear whvm this case the plaintiffsfound their normal contract action
against A unsatisfaciorv.Biit the possibilit y of an alternative tort action on such
facts is clearivof great theoretical and practical significance and has led to much
dscussion. J has been suggested that the logical esuil of the Juriwr books
decision is rhat even' negligent breach of contract is a tort but the courLs so far
have shown no signs of accepting this position. On the contrar y since 1982
subsequent decisions have confined junior Boo/ct t' l'e?tLh7 within the narrowest
limits. Courts have consistentl y said that the case turns on the close commercial
relationship which exists between an employer iii a building contract and a
nominated sub-contractor who is chosen b y him though he contracts with the
contractor. Indeed it is common for the employer to contract direct with the
nominated sit l-con tractor aswell aswiili the contractor and in the case most like
junior Books t' i ofrhi. Greater Nat tnghum Coperaffi'eSociet'v Ltd v Cemmzation Pi-lino
and Foundations Ltd the Court of Appeal held that because in that case there
was a direct contract between em p loyer and nominated sub-contractor. there
was no rom for a separate du of care in tort between the same parties with
wider limits. This case is very much in brie with the insistence of the House of
Lords that rerriorseless expansion of the tort of negligence should not be
allowed to usurp the proper place of the law of contract.

7 This is ptobabh what	 meant b' the catluonao words of Lord Scarman in Tat Htng
Gotton Mill Ltd v Lrti Chong H;n g Bank Lid [1985] 2 All ER 947 at 957.

S [1983] 1 .AC 52e. 11982 3 MI ER 201.
9 The most plausible explanarion would perhaps be that A was insolveni or that the

plainuffs had enicred into setricincit otI: A before they realise(' how faulty the fIoo:
was.

10 See The Lau of Tot Poftoec and inai in Liabthrs to' .')amage it, P,00erti and Fco,wmt
Ls.t led Furmsiori. Duckworth ]Y8hi. Holvoak 99 LQR 591: bailey 5 Legal Studie-s 77.
Leigh and Sulut 'a, Ltd v Aitakmor, Soipzn Co Ltd [1985] QS 351 [1985 2 All ER 44
Reynolds Ii NZULR 215
1489 Q	 :. 1988	 All ER 971 17 Con LR 'iS

S [ I	 I Lsiaie Ltd i Chun'I Cotro-k for England 11 	 2 All ER. 992. 1938] 5 WLR 368
and Aloross , hreruUOOC Lhstncr t,oiirj(j( [1 990 2 All ER 908	 1990' 3 WLR 41
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J GOOD FAITH IN CONTRACT LAWN

Do the parties owe each other a dut y to negotiate in good faith'- Do the parties.
once the contract is concluded, owe each other a duty to perform the contract in
good faith? Until recentl y, English lawyers would not have asked themselves these
questions or, if asked, would have dismissed them with a cursory-'of course not'.
On being told that the German civil code imposed a dut y to perform a contract
in good faith' or that the Italian civil code provi s for adutv to negotiate in good
faith. 6 a thoughtful English lawyer might have responded hvsuggesting that the
practical problems covered b y these code posidons were often covered in English
law but in different ways. This may still be regarded as the orthodox position but
the literature of English law has begun to consider much more carefull y whether
there might not be ment in explicitly recognising the advantages of imposing
good faith duties on negotiation and performance. Th isview is reinforced by the
fact that other common lawsvsteins h: ye airead% moved in this direction. So, the
American Uniform Commercial Code, Section 1-203 provides:

Every contract or duty within this Act imposes an obligation of good faith in its
performance or eathrcement.

In Section 205 of the American Law Institute, the Statement of Contract (2nd)
provides:

Every contract imposes upon each par./ a dun' of good faith and fair dealing in
its performance and its enforcement.

and in the Australian case of Renard Constructions (_I/LE)Piy Ltd .' MinLster 9f Public
W"ks PriestleyjA said:

People generally , including judges and other law yers, from all strands of the
coulmunitv. have grown used to the courts appl ying standards of fairness to
contracts which are wholl y consistent with the existence in all contracts ofa duty
upon the parties of good faith and fair dealing in its performance. In my view this
is in these dabs the expected standard, and an ything less is contrary to prevailing
community expectations.

It is not inconceivable that, on appropriate facts and with skilful argument.
English law may make tentative steps in the same directiou.

K THE GLOBALISATION OF CONTRACT LAW

Common Law contract lawyers have always takers an interest in parallel
developments in other common lawjurisdictions whether the s ystems started

14 Good Faith and Fault in Contract Law LEd. Reatson, Friedmann, Ct;rendon Press 19951
helpfully reviewed b y Brownsword 15 Legal Studies 46€); Adams sod Brownsworci, K.".'

Issues in Contract I Butterwortha 1995) Ch 7; Carter and Furmsron 8 Jouinal of (:fl!ract
Law 1. 931.

15 S 242.
16 For general surve y s see 1-londius, Pr.Cantractuoi Liability Kluwri 991) and the

International Chamber of Commerce, Formation of Contra.  /'r.'-Contractual Liability.
Stapleton (1999) 52 Current Leai Problems L For a ve. broad survey of what good
faith might mean in contract law see Whictai..'r ind Zimmermann. Good Faith in
Eu,oean Contract Law (2000),

17 '19?) 33 Con LR 72 at 112-3.
q Dt:n Frtrsniqtse Grand Pithlic L4 r' British Sk 1v Broadcasting Lcd [19951 EMLR 472
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to diverge in I 7S oi onlvin the middle of the twentieth century . The last few
'ears have seen a renaissance in the interest which the contract iaw'ers of the
civil law and common law families have taken in each other's systems.

This interest has taken two practical forms. In 1980 the international
Institute for the Unification of Pnvate law (Unidroit) set up a working group
LO prepare a set of principles for international, commercial contracts. The
working group reported in 1994 and its reportwas accepted b' the Governing
Council of U nidorit. Anew working group with some changes in membership
is now at work on an enlarged edition. At the same Lime another group (The
Lando Commssion I were at work preparing principles of European contract
12\%

There were both important differences and striking similarities between
the two projects. in numbers Europe is predominantly a civil law area. If we
regard Scotland as a civil law countr y . only England and Wales and Ireland
come from the common law. In the world at large on the other hand both its
most powerful economy (The United States) and its most populous democracy
(India) are members of the common law famil y . Both groups proceeded
however bs' seeking to produce a coherent set of rules and not by counting
heads. There were overlapping memberships of the two groups and there
were many similarities in the final texts.'

19 For fuller d i scussion see Bonefi. Ac inlmralrcna/ Rsrairmenr of Contract Law (2n6 edr,

1997' and A	 Avron'r 1 . In ,(auona Commrrra: (oflzrrnr cc Bonell, Kiuwe

1999
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I Introduction

This chapter and the three succeeding chapters on Cons i deration, Intention
to create legal relations and Contents of the contract are conc'ned with
formation of the contract. T cv consider the rules by which Engltsh law
as tswers two questions: Is there a contract? WTh at are the terms ofthe contract?
For purposes of exposition it is convenient to deal with these questions
separately but they are intimately consected since in the final analysis
inability to say what the terms of the contract are ma y lead to the conclusion
that there is no contract! In the 3:-nc fashion the rules as to agreement.
consideration and intention to create legal relations are closely interlocked.'

This book deals only with what are usually called .th.1pie contracts—
agreements made either byword of mouth orin writing.' In addition to this

1 A fuller d. cussion of many of the topics in this chapter may be found in Furmston.
Norisads and Poole. Contract Fonrabon and Letters of Intent (1998)
See pp 46-49, below. On the other nand mere difiicis]rv in understanding the meaning
of the contract does not make it vo)d: Holiday Credo Lid zi Leaf [i7] 2 All ER 696.
1197] 1 WLR 704

S See, for example, the problem of revocation of offers which presents difficulties both
in relauon to agreement and consideration. pp 64-€. bdos

4 It has not been found easy to describe b y a single epithet both the ora and the written
contract, each of which has to be sharply distinguished from the so-called contract
under sea. in the earlier law the word 'parol' was used, see Rants v Hughes (1778)
Tents Rep 350, n, p 80. below; but it is scarcel', apt to designate written as well as os-a)
agreements. and is has genes-all, been replaced in the vocabular y of the moderr,
English lawyer bs the word simple, here adopted. Williston (Contracts s 12) and tb,
American Lass institute Restatement of the Law o Contracts s 11. prefer 'informal'.
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normal type of contract, it has long been the tradition ot English aceis to
Deak of contracts under seal', where a person undertakes an obligation by"

expressing his intention on paper or parchment. attachttg his seal and
delivering it as' ,.is dccci' . t Uhe phrase is misleading. It is true that, in the e: lv

law the obligation enterclered by the a"xing of a seal was regarded as
essenoailv 'conventional or cont-ractuai. 6 It is also true that, in the modern
law, the deed pla ys its part. On the one hand, it ma y still be necessary, in a few
contracts made with corporations before 1960, that the y should have been
concluded hi a document under seal.' Oil other hand, if allindividual
wishes to bind himself b y a gratuitous promise, the rule that all simple
contracts require to be supported by the presence of consideration forbids
h itn to implement his intention otherwise than b y deed. If he cotnplit with
this formality , he will doubtless be made to pay darnags should be break his
promise. But he is thus bound, notbecause he has made a contract, but because
he has chosen to act within the limits of a prescribed formula. The idea of
bargain, fund:usiental to the English cot . .pnion Of conti ct, is absent. So far,
inde.'d, is his Labilit y removed from the normal notic. ['agreement that it has
even been held that a deed mavcreate a l egal dlttyinfavoLtrofabeneflciarywho
is tiaware ofitsexisterlce.t The affinity of cite dcccl is with gift, imotwith bargain,
and it i ['air to say that the so-called 'contract by deed' has little in common with

agredimlent save it-, name and its history , and that it does not seem to require
deasiled examination in a modern book upon the law of cot tract. IlLs fair to add
howver chat ill anv agreements which have all the ingredients necessary' tar a
binding sirmi plc on tract are in practice .iade by deed. This is parniculam-ly true
ofbuildings :tii ngineering contracts, where all the standaric rnis commonly
ill use eiivkage the use of a deed. 1't main practical re;isani for this app ars
to be that the himttation period for contracts by decd'is twelve rears as opposed
to the sn years ['or simple contracts.' This is particularly imp -man .s'here, as
in a building contract, the contract mar easily be broken in awaywtiich is not
readily apparent to die other party.

rho common law has long stressed the commercial flavour ofits contract.
An Englishman is ii.ble, not because lie has made a promise, but because he
has made a bargain.' t Rehirid all ['onus of contract, no doubt, lies the basic idea
of assent. A c.ontma:ting p:trty, unlike ,c tom tfeasor, is bound bccaue he has
agreed to be bound. .\greement, however, ts not a mental state but an act, and,
as an act, is a matter ufinferenc.e ftcmmu conclttcm, ['he antics are to bejtmdgecl,
not by what is in r.hieir minds, hut hr.... hat they have said or written or done.
While such must be, in some degree, the standpoint of every legal system, the
common law, preoccupied with bargain, lav peculiar emphasis upon external
appearance. As long ago as 1478 and ill context ofsale CisiciJustice Brian
proclaimed 'that the intent of a man cannot be tried, for the Devil himself
knows riot the intent of a man', and in the eam'lv years of the nineteenth

3 Aiiv req nrc ace am of a se,.1 is removed by Law of Property Mi.sccll :cncccus Provisions
Act 199, 1 I tOIL the possibility at contracting by decd retnailts

6 P 2, above
7 P 248. below,
S

	

	 See fletcher e Fletcher (1844) 4 Hare 67; .\c'cmas v '.t'ir,harn 1866) LR 2 HI, 296: amid J.a'b
Naas u Wectriin,a-r &sak Ltd 19401 AC 366. [1940] I All ER 183.

9 See t 708. below.
10 This was the firm view of the original ,Lmmihoms bet it must be csnfciscd tli:tt hrre ire

oilier views. For	 valuable survey we Coome L ,JCL 01, IRS.
I .Anon 1477; YB 17 Edw I, to 1, p1 2.
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Century this position was re'.serted 1 tidge and jurist alike. Lord Eldot
protested that his task was not to see thai both parties reall y riie;&nl the same
(lung, bin onl y that both gave their assent to thai proposition which. he it what
it ma y , de facto arises out of the terms of then correspondence.-- So. too.
Austin, after saving that 'when wespeak oldie intention of contra' ting patties.
we mean the intention of the promisor or die intenuon of tii romisce,
added 'or rather, the sense in which it is to he inferred from the words used
or from the transaction or from both that the one parts gave and the other
received it'." In the common law. therefore. to s peak 01 'the oliicotnC of
consenting minds' or. even more in' sticali' - of con seio ac, ith'n; is to in slcad
by adopting an alien approach to the prob]etu ofagreement. Ti iiitictjOn 01
an English ttdgt- is not to seek and saisfv some elusive mental clement bu
If) ensure, as far as practical experience permits. that the reasonable
CXpeCtati us of honest nieti are not disappoitited, This is often compendious I'
expressed by saving that English law adopts an obicctive test of :itzrc'cmcn 1.'

It is for this rca - in that the title fthic pt esent ch:i1 ten is not 'Arr't'ment'
but 'The ohenomena of agreement . concerned not with the presence of an
inward and mental assent but with its outward and visible signs.

2 Offer and acceptance: offer"'

In order to determine whether, in nov case given, it is reasonable to infer the
existence of an agreement, it bar Icag been usual to emplo y thelanguage of
offerand acceptance- In oth rwords, the court examines all the Cil I umnstance.s
to see if the one party mar he assumed to have made a firm 'offer' and if the
other niav likewise he taken to have 'accepted' that offer. These com}iiemcntar\
ideaspresenta convenientmethod ofanah'sing a situation, provided that they
are not app lied too literall y and r at facts are not sacrificed to phrases.

It must be emphasised however that there are cases wricre the courts will
certainl y hold that there is a contract even though it is difficult or impossible
to analyse the transaction in ter ins of offer and acce p t-ance.° for as Lord
Wilberforce has said:a

12 Arnned	 Lri (] ,,17; 3 )Vier 441
11 Austin, Lect XXI. n 90
14 However although vsrs.alis all common lawyers agree that an objective scsi of

agreement prevails there are significant dicrencc a., in how the objective test should
be formulated and applied, st'r Spencer [ 1973 CL! ]C4: Samek 52 Can Bar Res 351:
Howarrh 100 LQR 265; Goddard 7 LS 263, \orsi('r 103 1.QR 274. Pc Moo: 106 LQR
632. Sec the (pos.ciblv d)flerng) views estesscdb Lord Rtandon, I., ' rd Diploci. and
Lord Brightman in The Hannah Bluneist%a? [ i gs S i I Ac 854, I198! I Al] ER 154 and
the considerauc,r, of :hese view-s hi Roleri ColT U in The L,nun' L) 11953 5 .A] E}-.
77, 11954] I \S'LR I An iliumnaung discussion of w.,r'iher Anglo-American jaw wai
wise so wholeheartediv to accept the obtecuve test w-iI be found in the opinion of Frani
J in Ric.krtz,s-v Fenn,shoruc Ri i Ce 153 F 2d 757 (19461, A classic example of obecdvir'
is Ce,uroi'incial Estate-, tic u Merchant In:-,s:n:. Assurance Cs Lid 1 19S5 Com LR 155. CA
See also Stevn U] in C Prrr 7rentiiam Las i Arc.nai Liixfr Ltd 119931 1 Lloyds Re: 25
at 27: Ghrddar teLler Engnernn Lic s' ChaAd2rvood Haines Lid 1992 4 All ER i'4

15 Winfield 55 LQR 499: Kahn 72 SAIl 246
16 See Cs Gier*e v Earl of Dunraver and Mount-Earl. The Setanuc ' I 597 AC 59. discussed

at p 69. below
17 Nra' Zealand Siiipinnr Lii Ltd s' 3 M .Sero-r:awane '- Co Lic 1 975 AC 151 ai 1157. [1974,

All ER 1015 a; 102t
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English Law, havi rig committed itself to a rather technica(anclsc lie rnatic dactn
of contract. in application takes a practical approach, otteri at the coat or forctng
the facts to fit uneasil y Into the marked slots of offer, acceptance and considerauon.

The first task of the plaintiff is to prove the presence ofa definite offer made
either to a particular person or, as in advertisements of rewards for services to
oe rendered, to the public at large. In the famous case of (arlill z Carbolic Smoke

eall . it was strenuously argued that an effective ffer cannot be made to
the public at large. In that case:

The defendants, who were the proprietors of a medical preparation called
The Carbolic Smoke Ball', issued an advertisement in which the y offered
to pay £100 to an y person who succumbed to influenza after having used
one of their smoke bas in a specified mariner and for a specified period.
They added that they had deposited a sum of £1,000 with their bankers. 'to
show their sincerity . The plaintiff, on the faith of the advertisement,
bought and used the hail as prescribed, but succeeded in catching
influenza. She stied for the £l.Ou.

The deft: c1ants displayed the utmost itigenuitv in their search for defences.
They argued that the transaction was a be: ithin the meaning of the Gaming
Acts. that it was an illegal policy of insurance, that the advertisement was a
mere puff never intended to create a binding obligation, that there was no
offer to an y particular pe son. and that, even if there were, the plaintiffhad
failed to notify her acceptance. The Court of Appeal found no difficult) in
rejecting these various pleas. Bowen U effectively destroyed the argument
that an offer cannot be made to the world at large.

It was ala said that the contact is ir1ate with all the world—that is, with

evethodv, and that you cannot contract with erers'bodv. It is not a con tract made
writh all the world. There is the fallac y of the argument. It is an offer made to all
the world; and wh y should not an offer he made to all the world which is to ripen
into a contract with -anybody who conies forward and pertorns the condition?

Although the oiler is made to the world, the contract is made with that limited
portion of the public who come forward and perform the condition oil faith
of the aclver rise nient.

)Jjer distingu is/it'd from in vito ti fl to treat
Air capahe of being converted into air acceptance, must
consist ofa definite promise to be bound provided thatcertait' specified ternis
are accepted. The offeror must have completed his share in .te formation of
a con tract by finally declaring his readi- ess to undertake an abligati.n upon
certain conditions, leaving to the offerec' the option of acceptance or refusa'.
He must ii . i t mcrelv have been fe ':hng his wa y towards an agreement, not

it i

'uS	 i'	 j)U11111 it l.c,[	 t'uII(Th	 i'. .\iI	 '[)' ''I	 tic :ui, cc
itself may sc seen at Dairvlatid. TrcsilLia. Barton near Newquav. Cornwall. It should
be noted that the plaintiff bought the smoke ball not from 'he detcndarit.s `)LIE from
a chemist. In .,tiler cases English law has to.'cn reluctant to discover .m contract
hctwcn consumer and manufacturer where the :ormsuimmcr has bought torn .L retamlr
in reliance on the manufacturer's advertisements. Lambert s Lew" [ 182 I AC

1981 J I All ER 1185. Cf. Rowerman v ,'%ItTA Lid 19951 NLR 1815 see Borne ,iytcl

Diamond The Consu,ner, Societ y and the Law (4th edn, 1981) PP 106-I II). Cf I.cgh-
Fones [1969] CL,] 51
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in time result. He must be prepared to implement his promise, if such is the
wish of the other party. The distinction is sometimes expressed in judicial
langua - by the contrast of an offer with that of an 'invitation to treat'.
Referring to the advertisement in the CarliU case, Bowen LJ said:

It is not like cases in which you offer to negotiate, orvOU issue advertisements that
you have got a stock of books to sell, or houses to let, 'in which case there is no

offer to be bound by any contract. Suc advertisements are offers to aegotine-
oIlers to receive offers—offers to chatter.

The application of this distinction has long agitated the courts. It arose first
in the law ofaticijons, where the problem may appear in at least three forms.

First, is the auctioneer's request for bids a definite offer which will he
converted into an agreement with the highest bidder, or is it only an attempt
to 'set the ball rolling? The latterviewwis accepted in Priv Cave." The hid
it.selfcor-citutei the oler which the auctioneer is free to acceptor to reject.
In accordance with this principle the Sate of Goods Act 1979, provides that
a sale by auction is complete when the auctioneer announces its completion
by the fall of the hammer or in other customary manner, and that until suc}c
announcement is made an y hid may be retracted'

Secondly , does an advertisemcflt that specified goods will be sold by
auction on a cer:ain day constitute a promise to potential bidders that the sale
will actually be held? A negative answer wtts given to this qustion in Harris

\rickersofl. In that case the plaintiff fa'ecl to recover damages for loss suffc,
in travelling to the adverthdd place of an auction sale which was ultimately
cancelled. His claim was condemned as 'an attempt to make a mere declaration
of inte ition a binding contract'. In the words of BlackbucnJ:

This is certainly a startling proposition and .-oiild be excessively inconvenient if
carried out. It amounts to saying that an-one who advertises a sale by publishing
an advertisement becomes responsible to everybody who attends the sale lo r his

cab hire L)7 travelling expenses.

Thirdly , does an acl,ertisement that the sale will be wilhDut reserve conUtUte

a definte offer to sell to the hlbhCst hiddcc? A Scottish court has denied that
this is so, holding, in accordance with the general rule, that no agreemeilt is
complete unless and until the auctioneer acknowledges the acceptance of

the hid b y the fall of his hammer) The point was longnundecided in England

though it "vas 111r. subectofobiterdirWifl Warlow vflamsofl. 3 Fhe action in that
cjsc failed both in the Queen's Bench and in the Court of Exchequer
Chamber because the plaintiff pleaded his claim upon an obviously incorrect
ground. But three of thejudges in the Exchequer Chamber were of opinion
that he would succeed ifhe brought a fresh action plading that the auctioneer
by his advertisement had implicitly pledged himself to sell to the highest
bidder. In the view of these jut 19- s, two separate questions roust be
disistang 1 ed. On the one hand, had a contract of sale been concluded, and,
ifso, at what moment of time? Since the advertisement was not itself ail otter
to sell the goods but -nh' an 'invitation to treat', the plaintiff's bid was not an

19 (1789) 3 Term Rep 148.
20 Sale of Goods Act 1979. s 5712
1	 (1873) LR 8 QB 286.
2 Feiiwick u .%fa'dnnald. Fraser g
3	 1859) 1 F & F 3019 see Jshnrüri

[19041	 KB 322.

1904 6 F kCE of Sesa) 850.
3cc 13Q9( 2 Ch 73. and Rainbow u flowkxns & Soiw
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acceptance and did not constitute a sale. Was there, on the other hand. a
binding promise that the sale should be withoutreserve? The majority of the
Exchequer Ch;inberwere prepared to cliscoversuch aproinisc. The auctioneer
in his advertir'ment had made a definite offer to this effect, and the plaintiff.
by making his bid in reliance upon it, had accepted the offer. This cons.ituted
a distinct and independent contract, and for its breach an action would lie.
This view was dct.cribed by Blackburn] in Bairn v Nickeeem 4 as resting upon
ver'plausible grounds'. But itwas not utiiversailvacceptcd. Ii is indisputable
that the lucre advertise incet of an aucLitt, without further qualifI cat ;on, is an
invitation to treat and not art The auction need not be held, and
prospective pitrcliaers have nolegal complaint if they have wasted their time
and money in i_omiog to the sale rooms. But, if the dicta in Wariezr' v Hamson
are correct, the addition to the ad ertisemeist of he two words 'without
reserve' converts itioto an offer, presumably to the public atlarge, that the sale
ivill in fact be sub 1 ect to no reserve price. If, in these circumstances, the sale
is actually held and aprospective purchaser m;kes a bid, he accepts the offer
of  sale 'without reserve', and the auctioneer, he then puts a reserve price
upon an y of the lots, is liable to an action for breach of contract. But if the
auctioneerwere to refuse to hold an' sale at all, he would not he breaking any
binding promise and could not be sued.

The dispute -'as finally settled by the decision of the Court of Appeal in
Ban-rvHeal/'cote Ball & Co (Conmerci(YlAuc1ions) Ltd.' The court had no doubt
that an auctioneer who stated that an auction was without reserve entered into
a collateral contract with i

t
.(- highest bidder.7

Sisnular reasoning was used in the decision of the House of Lords in
s elation to the analogous situation of contract by tender in Harvela Inveatmenit
Ltd v Royal Trust Co of Canada Ltd.-

The first defendants held some 12% of the shares of  company as trustees
of a settlement. They wished to sell the shares, The two obvious buyers were
the plaintiffs ho owned 4S% of the shares and the second defendants who
owned 40%, since if either boughtthe shares theywould obtain control of the
compan y. The first defendants decided to dispose of the hares by sealed
wnpetitive tender and sent identical telexes to the plaiiiiifls and the sec'nd

defendants inviting tenders and stating We confirm that if the offer made by
you is the highest offer received by us we bind ourselves to accept such offer
providing that such offer complies with the terms of this telex'. The plaintiffs
bid$2,1 75,000. The second defendants bid $2,100,000 or '$100,000in excess
of any other offer which you may receive which is ex p. essed as a fixed monetarv
amount whichever is higher'. The first defendants accepted the second
defendants' offer.

The House of Lords held that the first defendants were legally obliged to
accept the plaintiffs o'fer. In coming to this conclusion their Lordships

(1873) LR 8 QB 286 at 288.
Set' Slade 65 LQR 238, 69 LQR 21. Cl Gower 68 LQR 467. Support for the two contract
anal ysts can at' found in Tulh v Irssi Land Commission 1961 97 lEt 174.
1200]) 1 All ER 944, 12000) 1 \41J( 1962: Meisel 64 MLR 463.
Since it cannot be known at the time that a bid is made that it wilt be the highest bid.
it must he possible to argue that there is a collateral contract with all who bid or even
with all who attend the auction. Claimants other than the highest bdder will usualt
not be able to show loss however
1986) AC 207. 119851 2 All ER 966.
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anal ysed he problem in a very illuminating way and adopted a two contract
approach. The telex was treated as an offer of a unilateral contract to accept
the highest bid which would be followed by a bilateral contract with the
highest bidder. It was further held that a referential bid such as the second
defendant's was inconsistent with an obligation to accept the higher of two
sealed bids.

Instances of invitation to treat
The distinction between an offer and an invitation to treat has been applied
in other everyday practices. The issue for instance, of a circular on catalogue
a.ertising goods for sale is a. mere attempt to induce offers, not an offer
itself.' Lord Herschell has exposed the inconvenience of a contrary
interpretation:

The transmission of such a price-list does not amount to an offer to supply an
unlimited quantity of the wine described at the price named, so that as soon as
an order is given there is a binding contract to supply that quantity. If it were so,
the merchant might lindhimself involved in any number of contractual obligations
to supply wine of a particular description which he would be quite unable to carry
out, his stock of wine of that description being necessarily limited.`

In Partridge u Crlttend,ent the appellant had inserted in a periodical entitled
Cage and Aviary Birds a notice 'Brarnhleltnch cocks and hens, 25s etch'. It
appeared under the general heading of 'Classified Advertisements' and the
words offer for sale' were not used. He was charged with unlawftilly offering
for sale a wild live bird contrary to the provisions of the Protection of Birds Act
1954, and was convicted. The divisional court quashed the conviction. There
had been no 'offer for sale'. Lord Parker said:

I think that when one is dealing with advertisements and circulars, unless they
indeed come from manufacturers, there is businessense in their beingconsirued
as invitations to treat and not offers for sale.

A not dissimilar question long remained undecided. If goods are exhibited
in a shop-window or inside a shop with a price attached, does this constitute
an offer to sell at that price? Parke B at least felt no doubt about the matter,
for, when counsel suggested that: 'If a man advertises goods at a certain price,
I have a right to go into his shop and demand the article at the price marked',
the learnedjudge peremptorily cut him short with the repl y: 'No; if you do,
he has a right to turn you out.' This view was confirmed in Pharmaceutical

Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) Ltd.4

The defendants adapted one of their shops to a 'self-service' system. A
customer, on entering, was given a basket, and having selected from the
shelves the articles he required, put them in the basket and took them to
the cash desk. Near the desk was a registered pharmacist who was authorised,
if necessary, to stop a customer from removing any drug from the shop.

9 Cf Spencer u [fording (1870) LR 5 CP 561.
10 Grazngrr & Son u Gough 118961 AC 325 at 334. A similar rule has been applied to the

notice of a scholarship: RooAe v Damson 18951 1 Ch 480
Ii [19681 2 All ER 421. [19&81 I WLR 1204.
12 Ibid at 124 and 1209. respectively.
13 Timothy v Snnion 1834) 6 C & P -199 at 500.
14 r19521 2 QB 795. [19521 2 All ER 456: aftd [19531 1 QB 401. [19531 1 All ER 482.
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The court had to decide whether the defendants had broken the provisions
of section 18 of the Pharmac y and Poisons Act 1933, which made it unlawful
to sell any listed poison 'unless the sale is effected under the supervision of
a registered pharmacist'. The vital question was at what time the 'sale took
place, and this depended in turn on whether the displa y of the goods with
prices attached was an offer or an invitation to treat According to the plaintiffs,
it was an offer, accepted when the customer put an articlr into his basket, anti,
if this article was a poison, itwas therefore sold' before the pharmacist could
intervene. According to the defendants, the display was only an imitation 10

treat. An offer to bu y was made when the customer put an article in the basket,
and this offer the defendants were free to accept or to reject. If they accepted,
they did so on) ,,-when theirarisaction was approved b y the pharmacist near th
cash-desk. Lord Goddard, at first instance, had no hesitation in deciding that
the displaywas only an invitation to treatso that the law hadtotbeen broken,
and the Court of Appeal upheld his decision and adopted his reasoning.'t

The transaction is in no wa y different from the normal transaction in a shop in
which there is no self-service scheme. I am quite satisfied it would be wrong to
say that the shopkeeper is making an offer to sell every article in the shop to any
person who might come in and that person can insist on buying an' article by
saying 'I accept your offer'. 1 agree with the illustration put forward during the
case of a person who might go into a shop where books are dispi:t'ed. In most
book-shops customers are invited to go in and pick up books anc' look at them
even if they do not actually buy them. There is no contract by the shopkeeper
to sell until the customer has taken the book to the shopkeeper or his assistant
and said 'I want to buy this book' and the shopkeeper says 'Yes'. That would not
prevent the shopkeeper, seeing the book picked up, saying: 'I am sorry I cannot
let you have that book; it is the only copy I have got and I have already promised
it to another customer.' Therefore, in my opinion, the mere fact that a customer
picks up a bottle of medicine from the shelves in this case does not amount to an
acceptance of an oiler to sell. It is an offer by the Customer to buy, and there is
no sale effected until the buyer's offer to buy is accepted by the acceptance of
the price.

In Fisher v BeW Lord Parker treated the point as beyond dispute.

It is dear that according to the ordinars' law of conn-act,the display of an article
with a price -on it in a shop windowis merely an invitation to treaL it is in noaense
an offer for sale the acceptance of which co stitutes a contract. n

15 [1952] 2 QB 79' at 802, [1952) 2 All ER 456 at 458, 459.
16 [1961] 1 QB 394 at 399, 11960] 3 All ER 731 at 733.
17 Althougir -the i-uk is well settled, -its application to elf-service stores has been

cnddsed. See Unger 16 iLR569: cfMonsrose 4AmJ CompLaw 235. Display ofgoods
in a sell-service store vas held an offer in Lathy v Econoisy &oeIy Stoi'ss 319 Mass 224.
65 NE 2d 305 (1946) and display of deck chairs on a beach an offer to hire in Chapeüoi
vBarrc VD C(1940) 1 KB 532, [1940) J All ER 356. in practice the question has usualh
arisen in the context of a criminal statute making it an offence to 'offer' goods of
a prescribed descnpuon for sale. Display of goods in a shop window may well fall within
the mischief of such a statute and a well drafted statute mav contain a special wider
definition of offer'. See eg Trade Descriptions Act 1968, t' 6. See further on the
application of offer and acceptance to criminal offences, Smith (1972] B] CLJ 197
at 198-201, 204208. The orthodox contract anal ysis of a self-service store transacrion
presents recurrent problems in the criminal law. See eg Loris v Cajhntarr.s [1969] 2
QB 400; Pi.gram v Ric,-Smih [1977] 2 All ER 658, [1977] 1 WLR 671; Williams [1977
CU 62
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It is surprising that in other matters of daily life the legal position remains
doubtful. If a passenger boards a bus, is he accepting an offer of carriage or
is he himself making an offer in response to an invitation to treat? In WiLkie v

London Pas.senger Transport Board," Lord Greene thought that a contract is made
when an intending passenger puts himself either on the platform or inside
the bus'. The opinion was obiter; 9 but if it represents the law it would seem
that the corporation makes an offer of carriage by running the bus and that the
passenger accepts the offer when he gets properly on board. The contract
would then be complete even if no fare is yet paid or ticker given.'

Negotiations for the sale of land present nG differe sce of principle. But
they may involve the adjustment of so many questions of detail that the courts
will require cogent evidence of an intention to be bound before the y will find
the existence of an offer capable of acceptance. Thus in Hartsey ufacey:'

the plaintiffs telegraphed to the defendants, 'Will you sell us Bumper
Hall Telegraph lowest cash price' The defendants telegraphed, 'We
agree to buy Bumper Hall Pert for £900 asked by you. Please send us your
title-deeds.' The rest was silence.

It s'rts held by the Judicial Committee of Privy Council that there was no
contract. The second telegram was not an offer, but only art indication of the
minimum price if the defendants ultimately resolved to sell, and the third
telegram was therefore not an acceptance. So, too, in Clifton u Pa1umbo, the
plaintiff and the defendant were negotiating for the sale of a large, scattered
estate. The plaintiff wrote to the defendant:

am prepared to offer you or your nominee my Lvtham estate for £600,000
I also agree that a reasonz.hle and sufficient time shall be granted to you for the
exam ination and consideration of all the data and details necessary for the
preparation of the Schedule of Completion.

The Court of Appeal held that this letter was not a definite offer to sell, but
a preliminarvstatemeiitas to price, which—especially in a transaction of such
magnitude—was but one of the man y questions to he considered. In the words
of Lord Greene:'

There is nothing in the world to prevent an owner of an estate of this kind
contracting to sell it to a purchaser, who is prepared to spend so large a sum of
rnnncv, on terms written out on a half sheet of note paper of the most mIorinal
ciescflption and even, if he likes, on unfavourable conditions. But I think it is
legitimate, in approaching the construction of  document of this kind, containing
phrases and expressions of doubtful significance, to bear in mind that the
probability of parties entering into so large a transaction, and finally binding
themselves to a contract of this description couched in such terms, is remote. If
the y have done it, they have done it, however unwise and however unbusinesslike
it may he. The question is. Have they done it?

15 [1947] 1 All ER 258.
19 The Court of Appeal held on the facts that the plaintiff had not made a contract with

the Board, but was only a licensee. See also p 134, below.
20 In practice these questions will not be governed solely by mite law of contract- See Public

Passenger \'eIicica Act 1981 and regulations made thereunder.
I	 18931 AC 552.
2 [19441 2 All ER 497.
3	 Ibid at 499.
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Both Harve' zFacey and Clifton vPaJ.tt mho were distinguished in Biggv Bed Gilthir
Ltd. 'Jle Court of Appeal, on the facts before them. here held that the parties
were not still negotiating, but had agreed on a price and made a conuact. Aftet
reading the relevant letters. Russell l-J said that he could not 'escapetheviewthar
the par-ties would regard themselves at the end of the correspondence. quite
con ect]y, as having struck a bargain for the sale and purchase of the property'.'

The distinction between offer and invitation to treat is neatly illustrated
by the case of Gibson z'ManchesterCii' Council.'

In Septemk ' r 1970 the council adopted a policy of selling council houses
to council tenants. On 16 February 1971 the City Treasurer wrote a letter to
Mr Gibson stating that the council 'may be prepared to sell the house to you
at the purchase price of £2,725 less 20% = £2,180 (freehold)'. The letter
invited Mr Gibson to make a formal application which he did. In the normal
course, this would irobablv have been followed by the preparation and
exchange of contracts but before that process had been completed. control
of the council changed hands as a result of the local government elections (If
Ma y 1971. The polic y of selling council houses was reversed and the council
decided only to complete those transactionswhere exchange ofcontt ctshad
taken place. Mr Cihson claimed that a binding contract had come into
existence but the I-louse of Lords held that the Treasurers letter of 10
February was at most an invitation to treat and that therefore Mr Gibson's
application was ax. offer and not an acceptance.'

3 Offer and acceptance: acceptan'e

Proof of an offer in enter into legal relations upon definite terms must he
followed by the production of evidence from which the courts may infer an
intention by the o.feree to accept that offer. it must again be emphasised that
the phrase 'offer and acceptance'. though hallowed by a century and a half of
judicial usage. 5 is not to he applied as a talisman, revealing, by a species of
esoteric art, the presence of a contract. It would be ludicrous to suppose that
businessmen couch their communications in the form ofa catechism orre'iuce
their negotiations to such a species of interrogatory as was formulated in the
Roman stzpulat?o. The rules which thejudge.s have elaborated from the premise
of offer and acceptance are neither the rigid deductions of logic nor the
inspiration of n;iural justice. They are only presumptions, drawn from
experience, to be applied in sofaras thevserve the ultimate object ofestablishing
the phenomena ofagreemen t, and the) rapplication may be observed under two
heads. (a) the fact of acceptance and (b) the communication of acceptance.

[1971] 2 All ER 183, CSf at 185, (1971) 1 WLR 913. See also Swcer r Manchester Cu)
Goutccil [1974] 3 All ER 824. (1974} 1 WLR 1403.
Cf Prichard 90 LQR 55.
(1979] 1 All ER 972. 119791 I WLR 294.
The maionti of the Court ofAppeaJ had taken the opposite view [1978] 2A11 ER 583.
[197,811 WLR 52G. This was partl y on the basis 'that there is no need to look for a strict
offer and acceptance', part]

-
bas ison the bas that the court was dealing with a olic'

decision by a local council and not with an alleged contract between private indtviduai,
and partl y that Mr Gibson had relied on the council's policy being unchanged and spent
money on Improving the house. The factual basis for the third ground was dented in
the House of Lorm CI fliaron.c Brewer, Ltd t Le.ea4 Cri'1 Council (1982 43 P & CR 160
See Adam, v Lind.crL t8l8 I B & Aid 681. Simpson 91 LQR 247 at 258-262
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A THE FACT OFACCFPTANCE

Agecmei ?n a ' v be rnfrrredJmrn Cf)fldUC
Whether thee has been an acceptance b y one party of an offer made to him

by the other may be collected from the words or documents that have passed
between them or may be inferred from their conduct. The task of infern g an
assent and of fixing the precise inomeut at which it ma y he said to have
emerged is one of obvious difficulty, parucularlv when the negouatioflS
between the parties have covered a long period of time or are contained in
p cotracted or desultory correspondence.

This may be observe in the case of Brogrien v .\'fetron1ztan RLy Co

Brogden had for years supplied the defcndantcompafly with coal without
a formal agreetnen:. At length the parties decided to regularise their
relations. The company sageot sent actraU form of agreement to Brogden.
arid the latter, havinginserted the name of an arbitrator in a space which
had been let blank for this purpose, signed it and returned it, marked
'approved. The cwpanvs agent put it in his desk and nothing Lurtherwas
done to complete its execution. Both parties acted thereafter on the
strength of iLs teritis, suppl ying and paying for the coal in accordance with
its clauses, until a dispute arose between them and Brogden denied th •
any bindin g contrac. existed.

The difficulty waS to determine when, if ever, a mutual assent as to be
found. It could not be argued that the return of the draft was an acceptance
olihe compariys offer, since Broaden, bvinserting the riameofan arbitrator,
had added a new term, which the company had had no opportunity of
approving or rejecting. But assuming that the delivery of the document by
Brugden to the company. with the addition of the arbitrator's name, a
final and definite offer to supply coal on the terms contained in it, when
was that offer accepted? No further communication passed between the
parties, and it was impossible to infer assent from the mere fact that the
document remained without remark in the agents desk. On the other
hand, the subsequent conduct of the parties was ex>lieabie only on the
assumption that they mutuall y approved the teiffis () t the draft The Hou.e
of Lords held that a rout I ruct canoe into existence either when the cuin patsY
urde ed its first load of c- al from Brc' dcn upon these tern ' s on at irast

when Brogden so ppt ied it.

Counter-o/jer t.t ajimuil rej ctron nj oru,rl net offer
Whateverth difficulties. and however elastic their rules, thejudges must.
eitheru p on oral evidence or be the construction nfdocunients, kindsome
act from which the y can infer the offerees Intention to accept. or the y must
refuse to admit the existence of an agreement. This intention, moreover,
must he conclusive. It must not treat the negotiations between the parties
as still open to the process of bargaining. The offeree must unreservedly
assert to the exact terms proposed by the otteror. if, While purporting to
accept the offer as a whole, he introduces a new term which the offeror has
not had the C hance of examining. Fir is ill tact mere1 making a counter-

91577) 2 App Os ó!iö.
I' 'ice ,tIo :'?oh-phone F,ciitieu L: t' B(aniu I45	 3 Ail FR I'2.	 i9t6l I \VLR I 125.
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offer. The effect ofthis in the eves of the law is to destro y the original offer.
Thus in )-1 y d p lS7rpnch)

The defendant on 6june offered to sell an estate to the plaintiff for £1,000.
On 8June, in reply, the plaintiff made an offer off950, which was refused
by the defendant on 27June. Finall y , on 29June, the plaintiff wrote that
he was now prepared to pay £1,000.

It "'as held that no contract existed. By his letter of 8June the plaintiff-had
rejected ihe original offer and he was no longer able to revive it by changing
his mind and tendering a subsequent acceptance. A counter-offer may c'nse
upon the scene not bearing its badge pon its sleeve but dressed as an
'acceptance'. In principle to he efèctive an acceptance must accept all the
terms contained in the offer. In practice however, many so railed 'acccptancs'
while purporting to accept, also attempt to introduce new tern),. Such
acceptance is in fact a counter-offer and creates no contract)!

Whether a corninunicatioil amounts to a couri er-offer or not is sornetinms
difficult to determine. The offtree. for example. ma y reply to the offer in
terms which leave it uncertain whether he is making a counter-offerormerelv
seeking further information before makng up his mind. A mere request for
information obviously does nc destro y the offer. A relevant and instructive
case is Stevenson v McLean:

The d:fendant offered on .'aturday to sell to the plaintiffs 3,800 tons
of iron 'at 40s nett cash per ton, open till Monday' Early on Monday the
plaintiffs telegraphed to the defendant: 'Please wire whether you
would accept 40 for delivery over uwo months, or if not longest limit you
would give.' No reply ::s received, so by  telegram sent at 1.34 p.m. on
the same day the pla iitilffs accepted the offer to ,sell at 40s cash.
Meanwhile the defendant sold the iron to a third person and informed
the plaintiffs of this in a telegram despatched at 1-25 pm. The telegrams
crossed.

The plaintiffs sued to recover damages for breach of contract. They would be
itirled to succeed if the original offer was still open when the y sent their

telegram at 1.34 pm, for. as will he seen later, an acceptance is complete .nd
effective at the moment when a le-, ter is posted or  telegram is handed in to
the post office. But was the first telegram sent b y the plaintiffsa counter-offer
which destroyed the offer, or was it an innocuous request for information? It
might be regarded either as the proposal of a new term or as an inquiry put
forward tentatively in the hope of inducing better terms but without any
intention to prejudice the position of the plaintiffs if they ultimately decided
to accept the original offer. Either corn irucrion was possible. In the result
Lushj held that the plaintiffs had not made a counter-offer, hut had addr ssed
to the defendant 'a mere inquirn,. which should have been answered and not
treated as a rejection of the ofier') Another wa y of testing whether the first
Monday tele grant 	 a counter offer would be to ask whether the defendant

11 (1840) 5 Bed' 554: and see Brogdev u Metvpo4tcv RA' G. above
12 1"e-, v Doni.-1 [19'1 2 Cr. S52. This principle i smponnr in rrlatc.i-. to the 'baic of

the forms. discussed, pp )78-)7. belos
13 (1880: 5 QBD 5-4f,.
14 Ibid at 350
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could have created a contract by accepting it. It is clear that at this stage the
plaintiffs had not suffliciently shown that the y agreed.

Acondiuonala_sseni to an olferdocs no: :onsutute acceptaiiceA man who,
though coritentwith the general details of a proposed transaction, feels that
he requics expert guidance before committing himself to a binding
obligation, often makes his acceptance conditional upon the advice of some
third party, such as a solicitor. The result is that neither party is sub- ect to .'
obligation. Aconiinon example of this in everyday life occurs in the case of 'a
purchase or a lease of land. Here it is the common practice to incorporate the
terms, after they have been settled, in a docuinetit which contains some such
incantation as 'subject to contract, or 'subject to a formal contrac to he drawn

Unssle there is cogent evidence of a contrary • ;itenUOflup by our s&icitors' 
the courts construe these words so as to postpone the incidence of iiabrlity
until a formal document has been drafted and signed. As i egards
enforccabiity ilt.' lust docunil-ut 1S not worth the paper it is written on. It is

mreiy a I ropusai to eruer into a contract—a transaction which is a legal
tility—. rid it may be disregarded by either party with impunity . Until 0:e

completion of the formal contract both pat ties enjo y a locus paenztenlra.e." in

the case of Branra m' Cobano the court was presented with a delicate question
of construction:

Avendor agreed to sell the lease and goodwill ofa mushroom farm rn the
terms of a written document which was declared to be 'a provisional
agreement until a full y legalised agreement, drawn up b y a solicitor and
embody ing all the coiditions herewith stated, is signed.

The Court ofAppeal held that. b y usinr the word 'provisional', the parties had
intended the document to be an agreement binding from the outset. though;
subsequently to be replaced by a more formal contract. It must therefore be
in each case a question of conar iiction whether the parties intended to
undertake in- aed:;te. if ti ;ipori-rv. obligations, or whether they were
,.uspending ii liability until the conclusion offormalities. Have they , in other
w rds, math' the operation of their contract conditional upon the execution
of  further document, in which case their obligations will be si spended. or
have they made art immediately binding agreement, though one which is later
to he merged into a more formal contract -, However the use of the formula
'subject to contract' creates a strong presumption that tc parties do not
intend an immediately binding contract.

The usual English practice of rnakng agreements for the sale of land
'subject to contract nornìallv operates to protect the bu yer since it provides
time for investigation of tide and survey of the premises. During the early
l97Os however in ape: -d ofrapidlvincre. ;.ing house prices it came to appear
unfavourable to buyers since it allowed the seller to 'gazump, hat is to refuse
to sign the formal contract unless the buyer would ag: cc to an in creased price.

15 For an exceptiona l case where the coon found a contract despite the use of the
expressiorr 'subject to contract. See Alpn.itov- Ld v Regahon Properfts plc .985] 2 All
ER 545, [3985] I WLR 721

16	 ]nn v Bull (1877) 7 ChD 29; Ch*lltng-wurth vEschr [1924] 1 Ch 97; Ec.cle3 v Bryant and
Foliock [194) Ch 9S. j19471 2 All ER 665. M,u gon t Greater Lc,ridor	 urcll ]1976)

A]! ER 8)5. [19761 1 WLR 649: Drrt& Co Ltd fTC P,ts(o, That Ltd :1977:! 2 Al! ER
u6!	 Sec the ninilat rule Ic, Rorn,r: lass, Inst U;, 25 pr

104	 KB 854. 1197 2 Al ER 101.
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However a Law Commission report concluded that gazumping was the
product of short-term factors and that an y change in the law or practice would
not in general benefit buvers.

-1 greems'nt niav be en ferred from observance of wrflten terms
Upon the particular phrase subject to conrract the pressure of litigation has
stamped a precise significance. In other cases it is often difficult to decide if
the language usedjustifies the inference of a complete and Final agreemclst."t
The task of the courts is to extract the intention of the parties both from the
terms of thc'Lr correspondence and from the circumstances which surround
and follow it, and the question of interpretation ma y thus be stated. Is ther 
preparation of a further document a condition precedent to the creation of
a contract or is it an incident in the performance of an already binding
obligation? As in all questions of construction, the comparison of decided
cases is apt to confuse rather than to illuminate. It would appear, however, that,
whenever there is evidence that the parties have acted upon the faith of a
written document. the courts wi'l prefer to assume titat the document embodies
a definite intention to be bound and will strive to implement its terms. 5' Such,
at least, will be the instinct of ajudge in a commercial transaction, where the
parties are engaged in a particular trade and ma y be taken to have accepted
its special and familiar usages as the background of their bargain. Thus n
Hilla,s & Co Ltd u Arcos Ltd:'

Hillas & Co had agreed to buy from Arcos Ltd, '22,000 standards of
softwood goods of fair specification over the season 1930'. The written
agreement contained an option to buy 100.000 in 1931, hut without
particulars as to the kind or size of timber or the manner of shipment. No
difficulties arose on the original purchase for 1930, hut, when the buyers
sought to exercise the option for 1931, the sellers took the point that the

125 Law Cons no 65. The uhjcc.t to contract ' pi settee is quite independent1 Of aLt? legal
requirtinent that a contract tot Ihe sale if land should be mad or fv idencesl in snritiisg
though the two may i nteract; see Tivrflon Estates Ltd v il'ar,rfl Ltd 119751 (:h 146.
(19741 1 All ER 209, discussed at pp 233-234, below. For further discussion see Clark
[19841 Cotiv 173. 251. Other proposals to avoid the evils of gazumping have continued
to he discussed Sonic soul4 sitnipIv require changes in the practice of convecanicing
solicitors. Gazuinpirig would be less eLCflSlVC if the time gap between the int,rnial
deal between buyer and seller and the formal contract were shorter as it i s in many
systems: other proposals such as requiring the seller to have the house suievrI before
he puts it on the market would require legislations. Most pr000sals wosdd not involve
any change in the general law of contract as stated above.

19 It would be a mistake to assume that the use of the words 'subject to' .slwavs indicate
an inchoate agreement. So an arrangement to sell Land 'subject to planning permission
may be a binding agreement. conditional on planning permission being obtained. See
eg Batten v lt7ute 1960) 12 P & CR 66. Such a condition nsav impose in obli '1ation 00

one or both parties co do his best to bring the condition about, cg Martin t' facarthur

[1963] NZLR 403 subject to sausfaciorv finatice. Cf Ler'.Pcrker 1' !te: tVo 2) [1972]
2 All ER 800. 19723 1 WLR 775. See further p 163-164, below,

20 Sweet and Maxwell Ltd v Universal News Services Ltd 119641 2 Q8 699. rl9641 3 All ER
30. British Bank fair Foreign Trade ltd a .Vovinex Ltd 1919 1 All ER 155 suggests that
once performance is complete there must be a contract and similarly G l'ersn Trenthni,n

• Archital Luxfer 19931 1 Lloyds Rep 25 at 27 per Stern I.J but Cf. Bn:rrh Steel ('urpn

• Cleveland Bridge and Engineering- co Ltd (1984) 1 All ER 304: McKeridrick 1988) 2
'frd JLS 197,
• OO '18 Corn Las 2,3.
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failure to define these various particulars showed that the clause was not
intended to bind either party, but merel y to provide a basis for future
agreement.

The House of Lords held that the language used, interpreted in the light of
the previous course of dealing between the 1 ,arties, showed a sufficient
intention to be bound. Lord Tomlin said:

The problem for a court of construction musi always be so to balance matters
that, without the' violation of essential principle, the dealings of men may as far
as possible be treated as effective, and that the law ma y not ni ur ic reproach
of being the destroyer of bargains.'

Where, on the other hand, there is no particular trade in question and no
familiar business practice to clothe the skeleton of the agreement, the task of
spelling out,- common in tendon from meagrewords ma y prove too speculative
for the court io undertake. Thus in Scamniell ti Ou.cion:?

Ouston wished to ic uirc from Messrs Scammell a new motor--van on lure-
purchase terms. After a . onstclerahlc cozi-espoi deuce, Ouston gave a
written order fora particular type of van, which included the wnt'ds—'This
order is given on the understanding that the balance ofpurc}iasc price can
be had on hire-purchase terms over a p eriod of two years.' The order was
accepted by Messrs Scatnntefl in general . ns. but the hire-purchase
terms were never specificall y determined. It later appeared in evidence
that there was a wide variety of hire-purchase agreements and that there
was nothing to indicate which of them the parties fav'>ured,

Messrs Scammell later refused to provide the van, and Ouston sued for
damages for non-del iverv. Messrs Scammcll pleaded that no contract had ever
been concluded, and the House ef Lords accepted this view.

Lord Wright' said that there w re two grounds on which he must hold that
no contract i - ad been made:

The first is that the language used was so obscure and so incapa1'c of ally definite
or precis' meaning that the Court is unable to attribute to the parties any
pat-ticular contractual intentin.The object of the Court is To do justice between
the parties, and the Court 's'ili do its best, i.f satisfied thattherc was an ascertainable
and determinate intention to contract, to give effect to that intention, looking
at substance and not mere form, it will not be deterred bN mere diflici-ties of
interpretation. Di.fiicult-visnot svnonvrrious with amhtguirvro long as snv nefinite
meaning n be extracted. Put the test of intention is to be found in the -words
used. If these words. considered however broacilvand untechnicalls and with due
regard to all the iust implications, fail to evince ans' definite meaning on which
the Court can safely act, the Court has no choice but to sa\ t,hat there is no

2 Ibid at 29. The earlier decision of the House of Lords in May and Buichrr r R. decided
in 1929. but DOt reported until 1934. ([1934] 2 KB 17n) presents some difficulties of
reconciliauo.n. But it would appear from the judgments of the Court of Appeal in Fok
r Cio.sssou, Coaches Lid 1934 2 KB 1. and in .\ailons/ Coc.i Board v GalLi-i I1958 I All
ER 9	 (1955	 WLF f. that the vies expressed tDN the house of Lords in
Arcos offer the hene'; g'u)dc in what must always be the difficult ta.ci, of discovering the
intennon of the parties. See also Covrrni-i and Fa,rt'an'r. Lid s- To,ia:s, Bros lj-oteis Lid

-.	 []975	 All ER 716. 11975 1 WLR 29
S
	

[1941 1 AC 251. [19411 I Al] ER 14 Contrast Sweet and Msx-a 'elI Lid s' (nzvpv2ai ,5sews
.Sen'nices Lid f 1964 2 QB 699. 1964 S AE ER Sf

4	 [194 	 .0 25; ;i: 26S. 269. 1941:. 1 Al] ER 14 at 2526
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contract- Such a position is not often found. But I think that it is found in diii
case.' My reason for so thinking is not only based on the actual vagueness and-
uninr.elligibilitv of the words used, but is confirmed b y the startling diversity of
explanations, tendered b y those who think there was a bargain, of what the
bargain was. I do not think it would be right to hold the appellants to any
particular version. It was all left too vague.

But I think the other reason, which is that the parties never in intention nor
even in appearance reached an agreement, is a still sounder reason against
encorcing the claim. In truth, in m y opinion, their agreement was inchoate and
never got beyond negotiations. They did, indeed, accept the position that there
should be some form of hire-purchae agreement, but they never went on to
complete their agreement b y settling between them what the terms of the hire-
purchase agreement were to be.

A comparison of these two cases is instructive. In Hilias u Arcos, though the
document itself left a number of points undetermined, these could be settled
by refernn ; to the eat her relations of the parties and to the normal course of
the trade. In Scammell v Oustor, not only were the lacunce themselves more
serious but there was nothing either in the previou: dealings of the parties
or in accepted business practice which might help to supply them. Vital
questions had a riginallybeen left unanswered and no subsequent nego tianons
ever settled thcm. In these circumstances thejudges, with the best will in the
world, could not invent a contract which the parties had been too idle to make
for themselves. At the same time, as Lord Wright pointed out, thejudges w:
always seek to implement and not to defeat reasonable expectations. Theywi Ii
follow, if this isatall possible, the example ofHillaivArcosratherthan that of
.9cammellv Uuston.' In particular they will not 'e deterred from proclaiming the
existence of a contract merely 1 ' cause one of the parties, after agreeing in
substance to the proposals of the other, introduces a phrase or clause which,
when examined, is found to be without significance. If there appears to be
agreement on all essential matters, either on the face of the documer s or by
praying in aid commercial practice or the previous course of dealing between
the parties, the court will ignore a subsidiary and meaningless addendum.
The case of Nicol.ene Ltd v Simmonds7 illustrates this anxiety of the judges to
support the assumptions of sensible men if this is in anyway possible.

The plaintiffs wrote to the defendant offering to buy from him a large
quantity of steel bars. The defendant replied in writing that he would he
happy to suppl y them and thanking the plaintiffs 'for entrusting this
contract to me'. He added: '[assume that we are in agreement that the
usual conditions of acceptance apply.' The plaintiffs acknowledged this
letter and said that they awaited the invoice for the goods, but made no
reference to the 'usual conditions of acceptance'. The defendant failed
to deliver the goods and the plaintiffs stied for breach of contract.

The defendant argued that, as there had been no ex p licit agreement on iie
'conditions ofacceptance'.there was no concluded contract. His own letter, at
the highest, was only a counter-offer which had not been accerned. The Court
of Appeal dismissed the argument and gave judgment for the plaintiffs. It

Sec Jaques v Lloyd D George & Partners Ltd [1068] 2 AU ER 187, [19681 i W[.R 625.
See Smith v Mor , an [1971] 2 All RR 15(8), [19711 1 WtR 803: and Brown v Gould [1972]
Gb 53, [19711 2 All ER 1505: compare King's Motors Oxford) Ltd v Lox (1969] 3 All
ER 665. [1970! 1 WLR 426.
10531 1 QB 543. f 10;] 1 All FR 822.
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appeared that there were no 'usual conditions of acceptance' to which either
party could refer. The words were therefore meaningless and must be ignored.

Denning 1,J said:'

It would be strange indeed if a partY could escape from ever' one of his
obligations bN , inserting a meaningless exception from some oft hem ... You would
find defaulters all scanning their contracts to find some meaningless clause on
which to ride free.

Hodson U said.-'

I do not accept the proposition that, because sonic meaningless words are used
in a letter which contains an unqualified acceptance of an offer, those meaningless
words must, or can, be relied on by the acceptor as enabling him to obtain a
judgment 1TI his favour of the basis that there has been no cceplance at all.

Acceptance may be retrccpe(t?Ve

The inclination ofjudgcs, whenever possible and especially in commercial
transactions, to find the existence of a contract is further evident in their
re:diness to assume that the acceptance of an offer may have a retrospective
effect. It may then serve to clothe with legal force the conduct of parties who
have acted on the faith of this assumption. Few such eases, indeed, are to be
found in the reports. But there seems no reason to doubt that in law as in
common sense an acceptance may thus legitimate the past. The question was
discussed by M egawj in Trollope and ColI.s Ltd v  tomrc Power construct wns Ltd: °

Frequent1 in large transactions a written centract is expressed to have ret.rospecuve
effect, sometimes lengthy retrospective effect; and this in cases where the
negotiations on some of the terms have continued up to almost, if not quite, the
date of the signanire of the contracL The parties have meanwhile been conducting
their transactions with one another, it may he for many months, on the assumption
that a contract would ultimatel y be agreed on lines known to both the parties.
though s,ith the final form of various constituent terms of the pronced contract
still under discussion. The parties have assumed thatwhen the contract is made—
when all the terms have been agreed in their final form—the contract will apply
retrospective)' to the preceding transactions. Often. as I sa y , the 'ultimate
contract expressis' so provides. I can see no reason wh y , if the parties so intend
and agree, such a stipulation should be oen:ed legal effect.

In the ease 'under consideration there was no such express stipulation. But
the parties had assumed thata contract would in due course be made, they had
given orders and carried outwork on this assumption and no otherexplanatiori
of their conduct was feasible. The learned judge therefore imported into the
contract, when ultimatel y made, a tei-m that it should appl\ retrospectivel y to
all that had been done in anticipation of it.

THE REQUIREMENT OF CERTAiNTY

The cases discussed in the preceding few pages are all examples of the
tensions created by the law's demand for a minimal degree of certaint y before

S ibid at 551-552 and 824-825, respectiveb
9 Ibid at 553 and 826. respecvelv. See also M&soet .Rsthartis PrOperte3 Ltd v Coii oI

Wardens of St Savsour'.s Prssh. Suthwar* 119751 3 Al) ER 4)6, where the words subject
to contract were struck out as being meaningless in the context

10 [19621 9 All ER 1035, especia-11% at 1040. 11 463] 1 Vyl_R 313 at 33
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it will classify an agreenent as a contract. Since most contracts are not
negotiated by lawyers, it is all too easy for the contract makers to fail this test.
parttcularlv as legal and commercial perceptions of certainty ma y well diverge.
So a lawyer would regard an agreement that goods are to be suppLied at a
reasonable pt-ice as prima facie sufficiently certain but would have much
more doubt about an agreement 'for a price to he agreed bet*èen us. Many
businessmen would be touch happier with the second agreement than the
first.

Although it is not possible to discover perfect consistency in this area, it
is possible to ideuti' certain commonly recurrent types of difficult y . First, the
patties may have agreed to postpone the creation of the contract to some
future date,. which may never arise. The 'subject to contract" I cases are one
example of this. Another is the letter of intent'.' This is.a very commonly
employed corn mercial device by which one party indicates to another that he-
is very likely to place a contract with him. A typical situation would involve a
contractorwho is proposing to tender fora large building contract and who
would need to sub-contract, for example, the plumbing and electrical work.
F-Le would need to obtain estimates from the sub-contractors on which his own
tender would, in part, be based but he would not wish to enter into a firm
contractwith them unless and until his tender wassuccessful. Often hewould
send a letter of intent' to his chosen sub-contractors to tell them of their
selection. More often than not such letters are so worded as not .to create any
obligation on either side but in some cases they may contain an invitation to
commence preliminarvwork which at least creates an obligation to pay for that
work.

There are no doubt exceptional cases where the circumstances in which
the letter of intent is to flower into a contract are expressed with sufficient
precision to amount to a conditional contract." By far the most important case
on letters ofintent is British Steel Costin v Cleveland Bridge and Engineering Co Ltd."

In this case the defendants had been engaged as sub-contractors on a
contract to build a bank in Saudi Arabia. The defendants were to fabricate the
steelwork. The bank was of an unusual design being suspended within a steel
lattice-work frame. There were requirements for nodes at the centre of the
lattice-work. Apparently no-one in the United Kingdom had made such nodes
before but the plaintiffs had experience of constructing similar nodes. The
defendants approached the plaintiffs with a view to engaging them to make
the nodes. The negotiations both as to the technical specification of the nodes
and as to the terms of the contract were complex and lengthy.

On 21 February 1979 the defendants sent the plaintiffs a letter oiintent.
Thisstated their intention to place an order for the nodes arprices which had
been quoted in an earlier telex from the plaintiffs. Itproposed that the order
be on the defendants' standard terms, which would, amongst other things,
have placed unlimited liability on the plaintiffs for consequential loss in the

11 Pp 43-44, above.
12 The legal effect of 'letters of intent' is a problem for most legal systems. An

international working group led by Protessor Marcel Fontaine idenufied as many as
26 variant forms, Fontaine Droit des Contrats Internatienaux: Analyse a Redaction de

Clauses ch 1. See Furmston, Norisada and Poole, chapters 5-8.
13 Turnff Construction Ltd v Regaüa Knitting Mills Ltd (1971) 222 Estates Gazette 169.
14 Wilson Smuhen and Cape (Sugar) Ltd u Bangladesh Sugar and Food Industries Cospn [1986]

I Lloyd's Rep 378.
15 [1841 1 All ER 304 Ball 99 1 QR 572.
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event ofdelav. The plairoPfsmade it clear ilia, they were unwillingto contract
oil defendants' te iS. evertheless thevwent ahead with tie construction
ofihe nodes amidst continwng discussion boil as to techiiica! md conuactual
matters I and b 28 Decernbet 1979 all but one of the nodes nad been
delivered. The final node was not delivered until 1) April 1980 owing to a
national steel strike.

The plaintiffs suck: for the value of the nodes. The defendants
counterclaimed fordamagesfor]ate delivery . Robert Coffj held that oil
facts there was no contract since itwas cleartliat the parties lia never agreed
oil 	 important questions as progress payments and )iabilhy fee late
delivery . it followed that there could be no dama.es for late (lellvcrv since
there)vas rio contract to deliver. However, he held that the plain tiffs were
entitled to pavmen! on a auar.tum meruitbasis' siiice the y had done the work
at the defendants lequest and the defendants had accepted it.

Although on the precise I. :t.s of die ease, tIns dCCiS!On SCelflt. acceptable
cod perhaps en inevitable eaves a number of questions it the air. It seems
that since there was no conti act either party was free at an y time to abandon
the project without telling the other party but this would be a catriniercially
unacceptable result since each party was relying on ttc other at least to this
extent. Indeed it maybe thought odd that the plaintiffs should have done over
£200.000 worth of work without an y right to payment even for work already
completed in the event of the defendants chtngng their mind. Perhaps this
wasa risk ihatthey tookbydo g theworkkiowing thatthere wasno contract—
in the circumstances of the particular contran all small risk in
commercial terms. Anoth. i difficult y concerns defects in the goods. Clearly
since the bu's'ers were not obliged to accept the goods at all, they were free to
reject goods where the defect was apparent at the time of deliver,. It is not
clear, ]towever, on what theon'thev could. if there was no contract, recover
damages for goods accepted and Icier found to he defecuve.

The second difficuin' is tha, the pat-ties may hive rescrvd some ma)or
questions such as price for future decision. This is dangerous but not
neces sari] y fatal. indeed it is not micommoti for parties to contract on the basis
that the price is to be fixed by one of them. This might appear uncertain but
it is coi 'nojils surned to be valid. So the contracts bvwhich petrol companies
agree to suppv petroi ro filling stations provide for the price to be that ruling
at the date of delivers. Many attacks have been made or such contracts in
recent years° but never on grounds of uncertainty. One explanation might
be that the contract is to pay the list priceat the date of delivery but in Shell(UK)

Ltd v Losuick Garage Ltd it . as asstimecl that there was no uncertainty where
the plaintiffs were deliver) ig petrol at different prices to neighbouring
garages.'t Where the events on which the price is to depend are themselves

16 Sec below. pp 737-759.
17 Sec cases cited n 45. a 2, above and Lofrus vRobertc ( 9O2 IS TLR 52. The mere fact

that the parties have reserved some non-essential terms for future negouaiion does
not prevent a contract 1mm arising. Pagnar. SpA v Feeo Pradicu Lui 119871 2 l_lovd's
Rep 601.

18 See especiath pr 452-455 below. Since the contracts ma y run br up to five years. it
would he commerciall y tmojbl for prices ic be fixec, and yen dtf1icuit to operate
an y system of inclexauon of prices

lt [19] I All ER 481
20 In Lom&ord Tracirt F,n,jno Lie t- Pa.r' r. 11989 I Al' ER 918 n was ode that a contrac

providing for ur.ilaiei-sO '-ananor. of ilic rate of interest chargee was valid.
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in the future, it is understandable that the parties will wish to settle the price
by future ag-reement. However, in such cases it is undoubtedly prudent to --
provide machinery to deal with the situation where the parties prc'ie in the
event unable to agree. Courts have sometimes held agreements ineffective
because of defects in such machiner y but the House of Lords liberalised the
law in a helpful way in Sud&rook TradingE.state Ltd vEgton.'

A series of leases granted the lessee an option to purchase the freehold. The price
was to be Fixed b y two valu.rs, one to be appoin'ed by the lessor and one by the
I and ifthev were unable to agree. they were to appoint an utnp e. Although
the documents had clearl y been prepared by lawyers they failed to leal with the
situation where one of the parties refi..ed to appoint a valuer. The lessee sought
to exercise the option, the lessor refused to appoint avai;er and argued that as
a result the option was ineffective for uncertainty.

Previous decisions of the Court of Appeal had consistently upheld this 'jew but
the T louse of Lords (Lord Russell dissenting) held that it waswrong. The majority
held rhat the provision for axing of the price b y valtiers was a decisive idicadon
that t]s; price was to be a reasonable pric'. since valuers were profess; mals who
would be obliged to apply professional and therefore reasonable standards. The
a . tiors agreement was therefore ava1idconti :talbeitwith defecive machinery.
Ii necessary the court could provide its own machinery.

Finally, although the parties rn ty have completed their negotiations, they
may have expressed the result in such a form that it is not possible t r say with
certainty what they have agreed or what the agre nent means. In BzLshwall

Iroperties Ltd v Vatex Properties Ltd:'

The defendants agreed in writing to sell 51½ acns of laid to he plaintiffs
for £500,000 . The purchase price wa to be paid in three instalments: a first
of E2.50,000 followed in twelve months by a second ofl25,000 and then
after fuLLher twelve months hya final pavmcntof25,00 0. It was further
provided that 'on the occasion of each completion a proportionate part of
the land shall be released forthwith' to the plain tiffs. The partics provided
no machinery for the allocation of the proportionate parts and the Court
of Appeal held that the agreement was void for uncertainty.

Acceptance irz the race of tenders
A final illustration of the difficulty experienced in deciding whether an offer
has been accepted is afforded by the series of cases where a 'tender' is invited
for the periodical sup1y of goods:

Suppose that a corporation invites tender; for the suppl y of certain
specific goods to be delivered over a given period. A tr der puts in a tender
intimating that he is prepared to supply the goods at a eertain price. The
corporation, to use the language of the business w:rld, 'accepts' the
tender. What is the legal result of this 'acceptance'?

There is no doubt, of course, that the tender is an offer. The question,
however, is whether its 'acceptance by the corporation is an acceptance in the

	

1	 n 19831 i AC 444. 119821 3 All ER I. See also Beer t, Bowden [19811 1 All ER 1070, [1981]

1 WLR 522n and Carson i. R.huddlan Ror)ngh C'iincil 1 1989) 59 P & CR 15.

	

2	 11976] 2 All ER 283, [19761 1 WLR 591, Erne	 19761 Cl.J 215. So tor in S'ornmelt

()uoon. above. See also Sarnek 48 Can Bar Rev 208.
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I egal sense so as to produce a binding contract. This can be answered only by
examining the language of the original invitation to tende:. There are several
possible cases.

First, the corporation ma y have stated that it. will definitel y require a
specified quantity of goods, no more and no less, as, for instance, where it
advertis.s for 1,000 tons of coal to he supplied during the period 1 Januar y to
31 December. Here the 'acceptance' of the tender is an acceptance in the
legal sense, and it creates an obligation. The trader is bound to deliver, the
corporation is bound to accept. 1,000 tons, and the Fact that delivery is to be
by instalments as and when demanded does not disturb the existence of the
obligation.

There would aLso be a contract if the corporation were to state that. it would
Lake all its needs for the year from a particular supplier or take all the
supplier's output for the year. In such cases, the contract is sufticientiv certain
to be enforced even though at the beginning of the year one :nav not know the
extent of the needs or output.

There is more difficulty if the corporation advertises that. it Ina-V require
articles of a specified description up to a maximum amoun4 as-for instance,
where ii. invites tenders for the supply during the coining year of coal not
exceeding 1,000 tons altogether. deliveries to he made ifandwhendemanded.

the effect of the so-called 'acceptance' of the tender is very different. The
trader has made what is called a standing offer. Until revocation he stands
readyand willing to deliver coal up to 1000 tons at theagreed price when the
corporation from time to time demands a r recise quantitY. The acceptance'
of the tender, however, does not convert the oiler into a binding contract, for
a contract ofsate implies that the buyer has agreed to accept the goods. In the
present case the corporation has not agreed to take 1,000 tons, or indeed any
quantity of coal. It has merely stated that it may require supplies up to a
maximum limit.'-

In this latter case the standing-offer maybe revoked at an y time provided
that it has not been accepted in the legal sense; and acceptance in the legal
sense is complete as soon as a requisition for a definite quantit y of goods is
made. Each requisirio is b y the offeree is an individual actof acceptance which
creates a separate contract. If the corporation in the case given telephones for
25 tons of coal, there is an acceptance of the offer and both parties are bound
to that extent and to that extent only—the one to deliver, the other to accept
25 tons. If, however, the tradesman revokes his offer, he cannot be made liable
for further deliveries,' although he is hound by requisitions already made.

The nature of a standing offer was considered in Great 1Vaiihrn MY Co c

Wit ha
In that case:

The plaintiffs advertised for tenders for the suppl y of stores. The
defendant made a tender in these words: '1 undertake to supply the
Company for twelve months with such quantities of [specified articles]

3 Another way of analysing :he difficulties here is to utv that the corporation has provided
no constderauon until a makes a promise to buy a definite quanutv of goods. Cf Adams
94 LQR 73.

4 Offord ii Dews (L862) 12 CBNS 748.
3 Great Northern MY Co v Witham 1873) LR 9 CP lb.
6 [bid. See also PrciuoL (sd u LCC .ts,lum.s and MeniaL Deficrencs Co,nmsaee 11918) 81

l.JKIS	 77.
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as the Com pan y ma" order from time to lime.' The Compan y replied hr
letter accepting the tender, and subsequentl y gave various 01 clers which
were executed b y the defendant. Lt ltimatelv the Compan y gave an order
for goods within the schedule, which the defendant refused to suppit.

Frte compan y succeeded in an action for breach ofcontjacr. The tender was
a standing offer, to be converted into a series of contracts it' the subsequent
acts of the compan.An order prevented pro antot1se possibility of; evocauot.
and the defendant, though he might regain his libert y olactjon for the futurr
was rneavhile bound to supply the goods actually ordered.

B THE COMMUNICATION OFACCEPTANCE

IN en lithe oiicree has made up his mind to afinal acceptance, the agreement
is not yet complete. l'here must be an external manifestation of assent, some
word spoken oract done by the offeree orbs' his autliorised agentwhich the
law can regard as the communication of the acceptance to the offeror) What
constitutes communication varies with the nature of the case and has
provoked many difficult p roblems. A number of observations, however, may
be made.

(1) .ffeci ofsiIenceAn offerormaynotarbitrariivimpose contractual •Iiahili r
upon an offeree merely by proclaiming that silen ce shall be deemed consent.
In fe/thouse v,Bzn.dfey:

The plaintiff, Paul Feithouse, wrote to his nephew, John, on 2 February,
offering LO b u % 'I I is horse for £30 1.5s, and ad(ling. 111 hear non) oj e about
hint. I consider the horse mine at that price'. The nephew made no reply
LO this letter, hut intimated to tile defendant, an auctiorieer.who was going
to sell hisstock that the horse was to be kept out of the sale. The defendant
inadvertentiv sold the horse to a third part)' at an auction held on 25
February, and the plaintiff sued him in converaion.

—it-' Court of Conn-non Pleas held that the action must fail as there had been
no accepian ceof the plaintiffs offer before 25 February. and the plaintiff had
therefore, .ai-that date, no tide to maintain conversion. WiIlesJ said:

his clear- that the uncle had no right to impose upon the nephewa sale of his horse
for £S0 15s unless he chose to comply with the condidon of writing to repudase
theoffe.r,

Silence is usuall y equivocal as to consent -and the uncle'sletterdjd not render
the nephew's failure to repl y unequivocal since failure to repl y to letters is a
common human weakness. It ma y be going too far, however, so say the sik'nce
can never be unequivocal evidence of consent The second edition of thr
American Restatement in section 69 provides:

Ser Pow,.1J z' Le, (1908) 99 LT 284. and Robophove Faei1,wj Ltd v B1TLk [1966] 3 All E9128. [1966] I WLR 1428.
(1862) )l CBNS $69 Miller 35 MLR 489.
Manic Ltd z AtIr Fcnest Nadaas Lid (197 1 )24 DLR (3d: 194. Wa., and WaJ.i, 1-1(
T'RSd, [t944 I All ER 9, diacun.ed b', Murdoch 91 LQR 857 and 37&379 The qur'taormost recertij y arisen in a group of cases in 'which 1! has -been ar,yt,ed tha: acagreement to arbitrstr has been abandoned by mutual Inacuvit\. dt'.csçd p
beio Furn,'u,,r, Not'isada and Poole pp Bl40
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\ccepr.anCe by silence or exercise of dominion
a. where an offeree fails to reply to an offer, his silence and Inaction operate

as an acceptance in the following cases only:
a) where an otferee takes the henrilt of offered services with reasonable

opportunitY to reject them and reason to know that they were offered with

the expectauori 01 compensatiOn
(b) where the offeror has stated or given the otiferee reason to tinderstand that

assent may be mani[estedbysilence or inaction, and the ofteree in remaining
silent or macnyc intends to accept the offer;

(c) where, because of previous dealings or otherwise, it is reasonable that the
offeree should notify the offeror if he does not tuLend to accept:

An example of (a) would arise if I see a window cleaner, who has been asked
to clean the windows of niv house before. approaching mv front door to ask
whether he should clean them today and pretend not to be in, guessing
correctly that he will then go ahead and clean the windows. An example of (h)
would be if the nephew in FalthotLse v Bindlsv had clearly manifested his
intention to accept the uncle's offer buthad notcornrnuaicated his acceptance
to the uncle because he had been told not to botlier. An American example
of (c) arose in Ammons o Wilson° where a seller's saesrnan took an order for
43,9115 pounds of shortening on 23 August for prompt shipment 'subject to
acceptance by seller's authorized agent at point of shipment'. The seller
delayed until -1 September, while the price of shortening rose from 7½ to 9
cents a pound, and then refused to shi p . The court held that on these facts
it was open to thejury to rind that the delay in view of the past histor y of such
transactions between the parties, including the booking, constituted an
impli 1 acceptance. There was evidence in this case that the seller's salesman
had not only solicited the order but had previously taken several orders which
had all been accepted. It is thoug'iL that it would be open to English courts
to hold that there was a contract in each of these situations."

(2) Waiver of cornrnunioatiort While an oftror i-nay not present an offeree

with the alternatives of repudiation or Liahilit , he ma y , for his Own purposes.

waive die need to communicate acceptance. He May 
himself nut die risk of

incurring an ohliation, though he may not impose it upon another. Such

waiver may he express or mivav be inferred from the circumstan ces. It will

normally he assumed in what are sometimes called itO :lafrr2!cOntr.lctS In this

type of case the offer takes the form of a promise to par mone y in return for

an act; and the performance of that act will usually he deemed an aclmquate

indication of asse nt.: ' In Carlillv Ca;'bolicS ,nohe B(111 6), the facts Of which hake

already been given, : ' the argument that the plaintiff should have notified her

10 Sec the discussion on p 52, above.
I 176 \lis 645	 105th: Farriswrt1' sri (Si,itrucis, sedtiori 3.15.

12 Suppose A makes an offer to B at a meeting and P. repLies that lie '.L1 consult lIla

superiors trid 1 A hears no more within seven da ys he can as5urtl the 4 Lfti Is

accepted it appears to be assumed in He Select eive [19951 2 All ER 331. tOOSI I W[.R

474 inst silence by P. can ile acceptance ilsough the case wui deciden on another

point . Sc,: :) 104. :wdow.
13 See Brett in (r.o ')'t/Z'77i Rh	 arnlJo ti iVzth	 t 1873) LR 9 (1' 16 and the ,:yth itlicrilu

Report of the law Revision Committee L 1937). p 23. tntlaie,al ,.,,rstracts are usually
contrasted with inhite-ral cnmracts. But in U,iztea Do,nrnzo'u trust 	 .IC.m,trritL0 lid

EaLe dircri1) senares Ltd 1965 1 1 AU ER 101 ;u SOS. L 196$] 1 WI.R 71 rut 52. Dipli.ck

LJ preferred oisall.uitrnallc	 , , iiateral bVC.SUSC mere	 he more iluan two 1),uties

involved.
14 P 34. thrive.
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intention to put the defendants' panacea to the test was dismissed as absurd.
Bowen U. after slating the normal requirement of communication.
con U flue d:'-

But there i' this clear gloss t(i he made upon that doctrine, that as notification
of acceptance i s reqnirrd for the benefit of the person who makes the offer, the
person who makes the offer may dispense with notice to himself if he thinks it
desirable to do so ... and if the person making the offer expressl y or impliedls
inulnates in his offer that it will be sufficient to act on the proposal without
comniunicaung acceptance of it to himself, performance of the condition is a
sitflicient acceptance without notification ... In the advertisement cases it seems
I') inc so follow as an ifei-ciic to be dniwn from the traisaction iLseif that a
person is not to notify his acceptance of the offer be/tie lie performs the
condition ... From the' point of view of common-sense no other idea could be
entertained. If I advertise to the world that m y dog is lost anti that anybody who
biings the dog to a particular place will be paid some tninev, are all the police
or c,iher peope stltoe business is is to find Jost dug in sit down and . ite me a
nose saying that the y have acccprc'd niy propusal

It should follow frwn this that -11- 111C nephew on the facts of Felt house c'Biredhi
had sued the uncle, the latter would have been unable to rd' on the non-
communication of acceptance. 16 It may further be argued that the trite
principle is that the offeror cannot b y ultimatum impose on the offerec an
obhgauon to state his non-acceptance, but that the contract may nevertheless
be concluded, if the oficrec unequivocall y manifests his acceptance) 7 This is
ImportariL for instance, in relation to the practice of 'inertia' selling, where
a tradesman sends unsolicited goods to a custoITier, accompanied b y a letter
stating that if the goods are not returned within ten days, it will be assumed
that theyare bought. At common law it would seeni clear that the customer is
under no obligation to return the goods but that if he clearh shows his
,acceptance, eg b y consuming the goods, he should be bound to pay for the—n.
Under the Unsolicited Goods and Services Act 1971 however a tradesman
ma-,, iD such cu'curnstaflces, be treated as making a gift of the goods to the
Customer,

(3) Mode 01 communication prescribed by offerorAn offeror may prescribe the
.raethod of conarnunicating acceptance. Whether some particular mode has
.been prescribed depends upon the inference to be drawn from the
L'ircumstaflces, lt There 4S authority for the view that an offer b y telegram is
evidence of at desire bra prompt reply, so thatan acceptance sent hypost may
be.zrraxed as nugatory . The observance of the mode prescribed b y the offeror
obviously suffices to complete-théagreement, Whether precise observance is
neces,saj-vis. however, a matter of some doubt:

15 [1893 I QB 256 at 269-270.
1 ft Ii may appear paradoxical that one' panr can assert that there is a contract and not the

Other but this can be explained in terms of estoppeL See eg Spiro i'Linteni [1973) 3

	

All ER 319, [1973) 1 WLR 1002. Cf Fe	 S&pping GomVn t's4aasoa [1975) QE 180,
{197412 All ER 967. where this argument was apparentiv re l ected by Leer], thoughon the facts there was no evidence of reliance sufficient to support an estoppel.
One difficuEri with this approach is that is looks as if the nephew had indeed
unrvuwocals' accepted. Two possibie eseaDes from this difliculrs' have been suggested:
(a' that statement., to ones own agent are not unequivocal or (b) that the true raiLs
Of the case was that there waF no sufficient memox-anduni of the contract within theStatute of Frauds

I' Sec Kenner-, i Thowio,.cses [192Y I Ch 426
IS- (hirn,'rsiat,,,	 (s (1883 32 WR 185
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Suppose. for instance. thata burton orewer sends a note by iuslorrvdriver
to a London merchant, mak.ingan offer and asking fora repl y to be sent by
the lorry on its return. Is in accepcanc communicated in an y other
manner ineffective.

If the offeree posts an acceptance in the belief that it will reach Burton before
the Lom' and f this is not Lite case, the better opinion is that the offeror may
repudiate the acceptance' Bu suppose that the acceptance is telegraphed
or telephonc&so that it reaches the offeror before the return of his lorry. Is
ittoberega edas ineffective merely because it was noLcommunicated in the
manner prescribed? Such a ruling, which would he repugnant to common-
sense, does not appear to represent English law, for, in a case where the
offeree was told to 'repl y by return of post', it was said by the Court of
Exchequer Chamber that a reply sent by some other method equally
expeditious would constitute a valid acceptance) The result would, of
course, be otherwise, if the offero 'had insisted that a reply should be sent by
the lorry and b,Y thai inethod on 

ly. 1 It is thought that an offerer will need to use
very clear worcLs before a means ofcornmunicatlor' wil e treated as. mandatory.'

(4) Ifno particular method is prescribed, tk form of communication will
depend upon the ilature of the offer and the circumstances in which it is
made. lithe offeror makes an oral oiler to the offeree andit isckar r.hatan oral
reply is expected, die offeree must ensure that his acceptance is underatood
by the offeror. Suppose chatAshoutsati offer to Bacrossa river Ora ceunvarci
and that A c.oes ii bear the reply because it is drowned by an 'sircrafr [lying
overhead. No contract is formed' at that moment, and B must repeat hia.
acccpe.ulce so that A can heat' it) '['his rule—that acceptance is in omplete
until received b y the offeror– .gdvenis conversations over the tele phone no
less than discussions in the physical presence of the parties, and it has now
been applied to the most modern nietho s of communication. In Eiaons Ltd
t, tiles Fl4rEa.st Co'?rn:'

The plaintiffs were a Londoi compan y and the defendants were an
American corporation with agents tu Amsterdam. Both the pIalntlIfs in
London and the defendants agents iziAmsterclam had equipment known
as Telex Seivice' whereby messages could be des 1 tched by the teleprinter
operated like it tvpcwritt'r iii one country and almost instantaneously
received and typed in another. By this insti'iimenr. the plaintiffs made art
offe to the defendants agents to buy goods from Lhem, and Liie latter
accepted the offer. i'he plaintiffs now alleged that the dc. :ndants had

20 Cf the American decision in EIinsrnl t' H,nihoa' 4 Wheat 225 (1819.
Tinn u f!offrunn & Co (1873) 29 LT 271. See also ,'tnnchester Dioea, Corncd for
Education v Co'nmerrioj and Cnera1 Jnvcstrntn(s Ltd [[9691 3 Alt ER 1593. [1970j I WI-R.
241.

2 Even here the offeror inav waive the ncessitvnf following the exclusive method
pr,-scribed and allow .s subs lute: see the difficult case of (.r",a'n,. de otce
Commission .S,'IRL v P.srkinsoss 51ov Co [1953] 2 Llo yd's Rep 487. utsct'ssed Eckerslev
17 MIA 176. See also Win[ieid 35 LQR 499 zit 515-516.

S See }'q ts Building Co Ltd c ' .'jPuiirrn ?Sons York) Ltd 1973 119 'olJo 370. reursing
1973) 228 Estates Gazette 1597. Cf tVytfrrn Electric ltd z, tS-Lh	 .'4omenz .inc

[1983] Oh 796, 119531 2 all ER 	 discussed 1 9d1 Al' ER Rev 110.
4 See the illustrsuon given by iIen.tng Lj in Lntn,-es La? :' .\Iibt Fir Put Co,." 19551

2 QB 327 at 352. 1 luSS] 2 Al! ER 193 .0 193.
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broken their contract and wished to serve awrit upon them. This the could
do. although the defendants were an American cot poration with no
branch in England, provided that the contract was made to England.

The defendants contended that the y had accepted the offer in Holland and
that the contract had therefore been made in that cnuntn. But it was held by
the Court of Appeal that the parties were in the same position as if thet had
negotiated in each others presence or over the telephone. that there was no
binding acceptance until it had been received by the plaintiffs, that this took
place in London and that a writ could therefore be issued. Parker Li. after
reciting circumstances where expediency might demand anotherru]e. said:

Where, however, the parties ate in each hers presence ot. though separated in
space, communication between them is in effect instantaneous, there is no need
for any such rule of convenience. To hold otherwise would leave no room for the
operation of the general rule that notification of the acceptance nmst be received.
An acceptor could say: 1 spoke the words of acceptance in your pesetuce. albeit
sftiv, and is matters ILUT that von did not hear me': or 1 telephoned to you and
accepted. and 1 matters not that the telephone went dead and you did not get iii
message.... So Jar as Telex messages are concerned, though the despatch and
receipt of a message is not corn jletelv instantaneous, the parties are to all inteno
and purposes in each others presence just as if the y were in telephonic
communication, and lace no reason for departing from the general rule that there
is no hindiinz contract until notice of the acceptance is received b' the offeror. That
b.'tng so, snd.since the offer—a counter oiler—was made bN 1 the plaintiffs in
London and notification of the acceptance was received b y them in London, the
contract I esulting therefrom was made in London.

This result was confirmed in 1982 by the House of Lords in Bmnki/ionvSa hag
Stahl vn.d Stah aren.h.an4thgeselisdtafz GmbIi 5 where the facts were for all
practical purposes identical save that the offer was made by telex in Vienna
and accepted bva telex message from London to Vienna- The House of Lords
held that the contract was made in Vienna.

In both these casriz the telex machneswcre in the offices of the parties and
the messages were sent during ordinary office hours. It is now common for
many telex mcssaages to be transmitted through agencies and machines may
he left on for the receipt of messages out of office hours. In Brinkihon v Sthag
Stahl the House of Lords express] ,  confined their decision to the standard
case and left such variants for future dccision.

Itwould seem yen' likeh' that the same ns]esapplvto comrnunitions b-,-fax.
Other methods of communication ma' present greater problems. What is

the position where it is acceptable to accept bvtelephone if the off eree finds
himself dealing with an answering machine? It is p lausible tc argue that one
who employs such a machine invites its use but there is scope for argument
as to when such -an acceptance is effective. It is suggested that this should wrr:
on what is reasonable in all the circumstances.

A much bigger practical problem arises in the field of electronic
commerce." In the case of two party c-mails the question is whether to apply

6 See beLow as to negouauons conducted through the post
7 [1955] 2 QB at 336. 1955) 2 All ER at 49g.

11983 2 AC 34 119S2 ) All ER 293.
9 Montha! Shzu1rnc and Chari,nnt Bt' ,4.5wrt Shpnnc Ltd f3995 Cl.c 1t01
1' For a fuile: dus rp,I:	 Row:and anc \f,, uI,utaU: 17 
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the postal or telex modei. Although e-mail isjust as quick as telex or tax an
e-mail message does not signal its at rival in the way that telex or fax does.
\ eve rtheless it is thought that the telex analogy is more appropriate.

It. is thought thatsitnilar arguments apply to full blown electronic commerce.
In this field he problems are much greater in connection with the legal
requimemnents for writing and signature' than in relation to offer and
accep tan ce -

(5) Cwnrnuniatiorms through the post Lf no particular me hod ofcomrnunscauon
is prescribed and the parties are riot, to all intents and purposes, in each
others presence, the rule just laid down—that an acceptance speaks only
when it is received by the offeror—mav be impracticable or inconvenient.
Such may well be the case where the negotiations have been conducted
through the post. The question as to what iii these circumstances is an
adequate communication of acceptance arose as early as 1818 in the case of
Adams v Lindaeil.'3

The plaintiffs were woollen manufacturers in Bromsgrove, Worcestershire.
The defendants were wool-dealers at St Eves in Fluntingdon. On
September 1817, the defendants wrote to the plaintiffs, offeringa quantitY
of wool on certain terms and requirin g an answers' i n course of post ' . The
defendants misdirected their letter, which did not reach the plaintiffs
until the evening of  September. Fhat same night the plaintiffs posted a
letter of acceptance. which was delivered to the defendants on 9 September.
If the original offer had been properl y addressed, a repl y could have been
expected by 7 September, and meanwhile, on 8 September, not having
received such a reply, the defendants had sold the wool to third parties.

The trialjudge directed averdict for the plaintiffson thegrourid that thedelav
was due to the defendants' negligence, and the defendants obtained a rule
i-iisi for a new trial. The viral question was whether a contract of sale had been
made between the parties before 8 September. Two cases onl y were cited by
counsel" and none b y the court, and it was treated virtually as a case of first
impression.

As an academic problem, three possible answers were available. An offer
made through the post might be regarded as accepted in time eyes of the law:

(a) As 50011 as the letter of acceptance is put into the post; or
(h) When the letter of acceptance is delivered to the offerur's address; or
(c) When the letterofacccptance is brought to the actual notice of the offeror.

As the law is now understood, the plaintiffs would have succeeded on an y of
these theories, since the defendants' offer would not be revoked by their sale
to third parties on 8 September.' 5 But in 1818 there were no developed rules
as to revocation of offers arid the court ma'.' well have thought it arguable that
the sale was sufficient to revoke so that an effective acceptance would need
to take place before 8 September.

I see below. ch 7.

12 Evans 13 ICLQ 553. Gardner 12 Oxford JLS 170.
13 (1318) 1 B	 Aid 681.
14 P'3y ne z (.nt'	 750 3 Term Rep 1(8: and (.00ke v Oxtey )1790) 3 Term Rep 653.

13 See p 62, below.
(6 This vle 's was current as la te as Dmkzason v Dodds (1876) 2 ChD 463. discussed

below.
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It is commonl y said that the choice between these three possible solutions
is arhiu-arv.' But the logical application of the doctrine that acceptance must
be communicated would clearly point to the adoption of either (b) or (c)
depending on the- meaning to be given to 'communication'. In fact the Court
of King's Bench in Adams m'Lzndsellpreferred the first solution and decided
that the contract was concluded when the letter of acceptance was Posted on
5 September. At first sight it appears strange that the requirement of
communication, which islargelvdevoid of practical content in contracts inter
prwsentes, should not be applied to postal contracts, which provide the most
important arena for its application. It is perhaps less surprising if we attend
to the history of the matter. Adams v Lin4.sel/ was the first genuine offer and
acceptance case in English law" and, in 1818 there was no rule that acceptance
must he communicated. As so often happens in English law, the exception is
historically anterior to the rule.

The decision in .4d4-Jm.s v Lindsell did not at once command uncritical
acceptance. Although applied by the House of Lords in 1848 in an appeal
from Scotland,' 9 it was distinguished in two cases where the letter of
acceptance did not arrive but it was applied to that situation too b y the Court
of Appeal in HousehoLd Fr re and CarriageA ccident Insurance Co v Grant. In 1880.in Brnev Van Ttenhoven, Lindlevj treated the question as beyond dispute:

It may he taken as now settled that, where an offer is made and accepted by letters
sent through the post, the contract is completed the moment the letter accepting
the offer is posted, even though it never reaches its destination.5

Some notes of warning ma), however, be sounded. The solution is to be
applied onlvwhereno partic-ular mode of communication is prescribed by the
offeror: and, as it is itself the creature of expediency, it must yield to manifest
1nconvenjnce or absurdit-v, As Lord Bramwell said in 1871:

If a man proposed marriage and the woman was to consult her friends and let
him know, would it be enough if she wrote and posted a letter which never
reached him?'

More recently Lawton Lj has stated:'

Jr. YIP judgment, the factors of inconvenience and absurdirs' are but illustrations
wof a ider principle, namely, that the rule does not apply if, having regard to all

the circumstances, including the nature of the subject-matter under
consideration, the negotiating parties cannot have intended that there should
he a binding agreement until the party accepting anoffer or exercisingan option
had in fact.commuriicated the acceptance or exercise to the other.'

17 See Winfield 55 LQR 499 at 506,507, See also Nussbaum 36 Col L Rev 920.
IS Simpson 91 LQR 247 a t 260.
19 Dunlop v Thgin (1848) 1 HL Ca.381
20 Bnfuh and American Tdrgw.tpii &t v Colson (18711 LR 6 Exch 108: Re Imperial Land Co

Of MamrilMs, Harris's Gas, (1872) 7 Ch App 58
1	 (1879) 4 Lx D 216.
2 (I880) 5 CPD S-I-I at 348.
S IJOIWeLI .Secwu *es Ltd r Bugiie [1974J I Al) ER Ifsl. [1974] 1 WLR 155,
4 British and American Telegraph Co t Cot.con (1871 1 LR 6 Exch 108.
5 [1974 I All ER 161 at 167. [1974] 1 WLR 155 at 161
6 A warning against the assumption that the rule In bsm' v Lan Twndtasen is to be applied,iutomaucallv	 given tv the court in the Australian case of Toilet-man & Go Pr Lid

,Vatiian, ItJeTthanduf (l'iaoiso) Pr, Ltd (1957 98 CLR 91. espect4ll\ a: 111.112
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It would appear further that the rule r]iould app]' onl y to a letter which is
properly stamped and addressed: A numoer of questions, however, remain
unanswered, and son-ic of tl-esr mast now be considered.

May acceptance beo'ealled befo re it reach c feror?
yMay an offeree, •:.erhaps by telephone or telegram, recall his acceptance

after he has posted it but before it has reached the offeror A rigot oils
application ol the rule last laid down would forbid him to do so: the
contract is complete from the in omen t that his letter has been put into the
post. There is no English decision upon the point. The Scots case of
Dunmore (Cow'ites v Alexander' is sometimes cited to support the viess that
the offe?ee nav be allowed to withdraw. The scope of this decision.
however, is nc L clear. It involves a question of agenc y , in which perhaps it
is exclusively relevant; and the courts were concer11cc to determine the
effect, notofa telegram recalling a letter, but on the siriwltaneous receipt
of two letters. In New Zealand, CliapmanJ denied the p ' ssihilitv of altering
the effect of a letter of acceptance once it has been put irio the post 9 and
the same view has been talcn in South Africa."' English court,s arc free to
choose bctweeii these opinions, and weir choice rests upon expediency
rather than upon logic. Even upon th s basis there is room for differing
opinions. It may be argued. on the one hand, that to allow a letter of
acceptance to be with drawn would give the offeree the best of both worlds.
By posting an acceptance he would be free either to hold the offeror to it
or to recall it by telegram or telephone. On the other hand, the basic
principle laid down iii Adams v Lindsell rests, as a matter of convenience,
upon the ground that it is the offeror who has chosen the post as the
medium of negotiation and who must accept the hazards of his choice. If
he takes the risks of delay and accident in the post, it would not seem to
strain matters to sa y that he also assumes the risk of a letter being overtaken
by a speedier means of communication'." He may guard against any of
these risks by framing hie offer in apprcpriate terms.

Must acceptor have knowledge of offer?
In the second place, do contractual obligations arise if services are rendered
which in fact fulfil the terms of an offer, but are performed in ignorance that
the offer exists ? The defendant niav have offered a reward toanvone who gives
information ensuring the conviction of  criminal. If the plaintiff supplies the
information before he knows of the reward can be afterwards claim it? In A'eoilIc

Kell in 1862' though the decision rested upon another point, the Court
of Common Pleas was inclined to favour such a claim, and in Gibbons vProctor
in 1891 Da y,' and Lawrence jj, sitting as a divisiona1 court. apparently
supported it. But tihey gave no reason for their opinion, which has been

7 Re London and ' Nai1.4errs Bank, ex /' Jones r190(1] I Ch 270 G1rede-Impr7'Gse1&'.4af
MBH v . Gouirmar £'t Compan8a Industrial Comniercal ' Mantima I 953 2 Al] ER 221
11953) 1.WLR 793.

8 1830 9-Sji,(Ct of Sess) 190.
9 •_ , Renkhem 7' Arn4r &i 1 I JR 73.
10 A to Z Brs (J"r'd Li4 v Min7sLer of Agntulzur 1974 (4) SA 392.
11 Hudson 82 LQR 169 a 170.
12 0862) 12 CE\'S 740.
15 (1891) 64 LT 594.
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generally condemned by academic awvers. Agreement. :t :5 true, baa utten
to be inferred froni the conductof the parties although it does not exist in tacC'
but the inference can scarcely be drawn from the mere coincidence of two
independent acts. The plaintiff, wrien he acted, intended not to sell his
inform at,ion, but to give: E, and there was nothing tojustify an y reasoi .tble third
party in inferring the contrary.

1'hese academic objections were received as valid in the American case of
Fitch u Snedaker, 5 where Woodruff J, pertinently asked,'How can there bc
consent or assent to thatofwhich the party has never heard?' The position saa
reviewed and the ruling in Fitch u Sned alter taken, perhaps, a little further i it
the Australian case of R v Clark-- `.

The Government ofWesterri Australia offered a reward of E1,000 'forsuch
information as shall lead to the arrest and conviction or the murderers of
two police officers, and added that, if the information should he given by
an accomplice, not being himself the murderer, he should receive a free
pardon. Clarke saw the offer and some time later gave the necessary
information. Ile claimed the rew-ard from the Crown b y Petition of Right.
He admitted not onl y that he had acted solely to save his own skin, but that,
at the time when he gave the information, the question of the reward had
passed out of his mind.

The High. Court of Australia held that his claim must, fail.. He was, in their
opinion, in the same position as if he had. never heard of the reward. In the
words of lligginsJ.

Clarke had seen the offer, indeed, but it was not present to his' mind—he had
forgotten it andgaveno consideration to it in his intense excitementas to h is own
danger. There cannot be assent without knowledge of the offer: and ignor'trtce
of the offer is the same thmg, whether it is. due to never hearing 01 it' or to
forgetting it after hearing.

Isaacs CJ reinforced his opinion with a hypothetical illustration:

Au offer of £100 to an y person who should swim a hundred yards in the harbour
on the first day of the s'ear would not in my opinion he satisfied b y a person who
was accidentally or malicioulv thrown overboard on that dare and swain the
distance simpl y to save his life, without any thought of the offer.

The position would he different if the offer of the reward had been present
to the plaintiffs mind when he acted, although he may have been
predominantly influenced by some other motive. In lti11iams V Carwardine,
where a notice had been published in terms similar to those in R  Clarke, the
plaintiff had supplied the information with knowledge of the reward but

11 See the strictures of Pollock i 13th ednl p 16, and of Salmond and Williams at p 72.
Cf Hudson 84 LQR 503.

15 38 NY 218 1186R1.
16 (1927) 40 CLR 227 In Bloom v .ntmi'on Swiss Watch Co [19151 App D 100. the Appellate

Division of the Supreme Court ni South Africa held. disapprosirig Gibbons V Proctor, that.
where information had been given without knowledge that a reward had been offered.
the informer could not recover the reward.

17 The case was decided in 1833 and was variousl y reported: 3 C & F 566 is the best repoi
and brings out clearl y the fact LhaE the plaintiff knew of the reward. Other reports .tre
4 9 & Ad 621, 1 Nev & M KB 418, 2 LJKB 101.
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moved rather hr remorse for her own misconduct. At the ass]zes. ParkcJ gave
jud gment in het favour, and the defendant moved to enter .1 nonsuit on stie
ground that ii.- stggesrecl coiitiact had been negatived hr the finding o I he-
urv 'thai the plaintiff oave the itifornntt on to ease her Cunscir-ine and not fot
the sake of the reward'. But the judgment was upheld in the- King's Bench.
Motive was irrelevant provided that the act was clone wjtn knowledge of the
reward. Acceptance was then related to ode;

Doe.c agreemen ;esnitfiom rimt-c/fers'
What, in die third place. is the effet of two offers. ide nacal it: ternis. teL cL
cross in the post?

Supose that A b y letter offers to sell uk ear to B for £100 and that B. Nv a
second letter which crosses the first in the post. offers to bu y it for £1 00..
Do these two letters create a eontracL

'I lie point was disettss&:d hv the Exchequer Chamber in 'finn 
Ca,'' whet e it was held by fs e udgcs against two that on the mets of th;it case
no contract had been concluded. Of the live judges in the tnajorit\ 7 At ehibalci
and Keating iJ proceeded on the ground that the letters in question contained
diverse terms so that the partics were not at; iden, wj)ik: Blackburn, Brett and
Grovefl denied that cross-oilers could, ill the most 1a ourable ciii citn'tances.
constitute a contract. Blackburnj said:

When a contract is made between two parties. th,re is a promise by one in
consideration of the promise made by the other: there are two assenting minds,
the parties agreeing in opinion and one having promised in consideration of the
promise made hr the other—there is an exchange of promises, But I do not think
exchanging olfeis would, upon principle, he at all the same thing ... The promise
or offer being made on each side in ignorance of the promise or offer made on
the other side, neither of them can be construed as an acceptance of the other.

The case, however, stands alone in the English common law and the difference
ofudiciai opinion makes it the less impressive. The judgments, moreover.
reflect the contemporary preoccupation with consensiv.. The American cases
seem equallvrare and equahlvinconclusive. although the Rr.tta;esnentdeclares
categoricailvihat 'twomanifestations ofwillingness to make thesaine bargain
do not constitute a contract unless one is made with reference to the ot}cr'.
Authority , thereforc,so far as it goes, would seem to dens' the cflicacvofc;oss-
offers: hut, it does not go veer far. On principle the issue d equally doubtful.
It is certainly true that the act of neither parts' is in direct relation to that, of
the other and that the strict requirements of offer and acceptance are
unsatisfied. But, in contrast with the situation in such cases as File/i vSnedaker
and R  Clarke, cach parts does in truth contemplate legal relations upon an
identical basis, and each is prepared to oiler his own promise as consideration
for the promise ofthe other. 'l'here is not onlva coincidence 'if acts. hut. if this
is thought to be relevant, a nitanhinil' of mind.

) See also Tasa" ; A?O'n tYh€ : 1 QB 504 1955 'i Al) ER ?th
-. 19 087; 2' LT 271

21' Thid at 279.
J p.c;emem,,; o 1 iii,	 t Arnmcan La, Institute	 2 For the American case'
-, Comm ,-i,	 :, ,,,,,
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4 Termination of ofièr

It is now riecessan- to consider the circumstances in which an offer ma y be
terminated or neatived. It may be revoked, it may lapse, it maybe subject to
a condition that fails to be satisfied or it may be-affected b y the-death of one
of the parties.

A REVOCATION

t has been established ever, since he case of Payne v Cave in 1789 that
revocation is possible and effective at an y dine before acceptance: up to this
moment exh-'pothesmoieg-al Obligation  exists. Nor, as the law stands, is it relevant
that the offeror has declared himself ready to keep the offer open for a given
period. Such an intimation ti but part and I , cel of the original offer, which
must stand or fail as a whole. The offeror tmw, of course, bind himself, by a
separate and specific contract, to keep the offer open: but the e lTeree, if such
is his allegation, must provide all the elements of a valid contract, includir
.Lssent and cons ideration.' In Rjjut/r v Grant the defendant offered on i5i
\farch to buy the plaiutiffs house foca certain SUnI, 'a definite art-aver to hegiveti
within six weeks from the dare'. Best CJ held that the defendant ould withdraw
atanynsome tit before acce p ac, even though the time limit had not expired.
The plaintiff could Oti jv have heid IliC aefendant to his offer throughout the
period, if he had bougtit. rfle option by a senajate and bindi contract.

Revocation (if offer must he cam 'nunicated
The revocation otan offer is ineffective unless it has henri. communicate't 'o
the offerce. It is not enough for the offeror to change his mint. For some yeats,
it is true, obsessed with the theo vofconseirNw5, tite j uciges were content with

(1789) 3 Term Rep 148.
It was recommended by the Law Revision Committee in 1937 hat the law be altt 'd
so as to make hiriduiig an agreement to keep an otfer open for a clel,nte polo'1 of J,iLC
or until tliC occurrence of some spccafl.d event, even if there is no consideration for
the agreement. See Sixth Inieriiii Repo' (1937). p 31. The Law Corn riission has made
a similar rcomnrnerjdstior, but limited to tirin offers made in the 'course of business':
Working Paper hi) (1975). There is a statutor y exception to the rule in Companies Act
1948. 51)(5): see Gower Mod.rrm Compani Law (4th edo) p 357: see also Consumer
Cm'edir.Act :974, 69(1) (c) (i) (ii). (7). See Lewis 9Jourrtal of Law and Srscierr 13. The
English rule appears particularly inconvenient tit principle where A's offer will be used
by B as the basis of an offer which B is go'rg to make to C. This is t ypicaLly the case
tn the constnsctioit industry where is a r 0ttrnaI sub-contractor and B a tastential
main contractor who maaces a tender to C. a potential emplo yer incorporating the prices
which his potenual sub-contractors have quoted to him. In this situation B is c.' -osed
mrs the risk :h-.it A will revoke his offer to B Lit the same moment that C accepts B's offer
to C. Canadian courts in this situation have held A the sub-contractor bound'. .Vort?m,rn
G7TSSSTS4CZZOiI Co t' Clage Hann and P(imfri'ng (1986] 2 WWR 619: Ca1ar v .Vw'ihern
Coii.strucnon Co I 1985) 3 Const U 179. Lewis's article up rim suggests that this problem
is perceived to be less difficult in practice than in theor y in the construction industry.
This is presumabl y because the sub-coisLract,t-'s price is usuall y a good indication of what
other sub-contracini-s would charge. The must ,,hv,ous t'xatiiple of a case ahere this
would rot he so a where the sub-contractor's price i, hased on a mistake in his
calculations. This is Aso the case where thz sub-contractor is most likel y to wish to
withdraw his offer as the facts of the Canadian cases show.

I Bin	 643.
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the mere alteration of intention. But business necessity, in this instance no
less than in the definition of acceptance. overbore deductions from a priori
conceptions of contract and required some overt act from which the mention
might be inferred. Convenience, indeed, demanded a more stringent rule for
revocation than for acceptance. To post a letterwa', a sufficient act of acceptance,
since the offeree was entitled to assume that he thereby satisfied the
expectations oft. e offeror. The off cror, when he decided to revoke, could rely
on no such assumption. 'Jhus in B'rn.e v Van Jienhove'n:'

The cie:endamits posted a letter in Cardiff on 1 October, addressed to the
plaintiffs in New York, offering to sell 1,000 boxes of tin-plates. On
Octobet they posted a letter revoking the offer. Ott 11 October the
plaintiffs telegraphed their acceptance and confirmed it in a letter posted
on 15 October. On 20 October the letter of revocation reached the
plaintiffs.

It wits held that the revocation was inoperative until 20 October, that the offer.
therefore. continued open sip to that date, and that it had been accepted by
the plaintiffs in the interim. Lindley .1, giving judgment for the plaintifis.
pointed out 'the extreme it) usuce and inconvenience which an' other
conclusion would produce'. The decision leaves undefined the precise
momentat winch communication takes place but it seems reasonable to argue
that, at least in the case of a business, a letter which arrives oil normal working
day should lie treated as a communication even if unopencd.

The offeror, therefore, ifhe relies on a revocation, must prove, not onl y that
he has done some act which manifests his intention, but that the offeree has
knowledge of that act. But it would seem that be need not himself have
furnished this information. In Dickinson vDodd.c

The defendant, on 10 June, gave the plaintiff a written offer to sell a house
forE800 7 'to belefi over until Friday 12junc, 9 am' Oil I Ijune.
the defendant sold the house to a third party, Allan, for £800, and that
evening the plaintiff was told of the sale by a fourth man. Bern. Before 9
am on 12.June, the plaintiff handed to the defendant a formal letter of
acceptance.

The Court of Appeal held that the plaintiff, before attempting to accept.
knewthai Dodds was nolonger minded to sell the propert y to himas plainly

and dearlv.as ifDodcjs had iold him in somanvwords', that the defendant had
validlyw ithdrawn his offer and that the plaintiffs purported acceptance was
too late. The decision was followed in Ccrtwrigh t' Hoogmtoe1 in 1911, where
Evej rested hisjudgrnent on the ground that 'the defendant had. bvconduct
brought to the knowledge of the plaintiff, effectuall y withdrawn the offer
before acceptance'.

5 Sec Cook,;' Oxlei (1790) 3 Term Rep 653, and Head v Dtjon (1828) 3 Man & R% KB
.97

6 (1880) 5 CPD p.44. See also Stevenson v McLean fl 880 5 QD 346 and HenMorn v Fraw
(1892) 2 Ch 27

7 Cf Cairns L( in The Bronne.c 1974 1 3 At) ER SS 21 115. (1974] S WLR 1)13 at 642 In
Snisev t' United Siaie; 92 US 73 (1875i ii was Field that an oIler made bv acivej-tjsemcn;
in a newspaper could be revoked ov a similar advertisements even though thc second
advertisement were not read bs some ofTrees

8 (1876) 2 ChD 463.
9 0911 105 LT 628.
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The language of the udgmcn is in Dickinson v Dodds relects the persistence

of the consensus theory and is not free from practical difficult. Is the offeree -
bound hvanv hint or gossip that he mavhear. or must hewinnow the truthfroni
the chaff? Alt that can he said is that it is a quesriort of fact in each case. Was
he information such that a reasonable min should have been persuaded of

its accuracy ?	 -.

Is a promoe in returriforafl act ,cvorable?
A further difficulty issuggestect by the nature of'unilateraL' contracts. If the
offeror contemplates. not the creation of mutual promises, but the dependence
of his own promise upon the offeree's performance of an act, may he revoke
his offer at at-tv time before the completion of this act?A reward may have been
advertised for the return of a lost dog to a given address, a sum of n ionev may
have been promised if, at the end of five years, the offeree can prove that he
has abstained from strong drink throughout the period, or, as in the illustration
put by BrettJ in Great Viirthern Rly Coo Wilharn, t ' the defendant may have said
to the plaintiff'If you will go to York, I will give you £100'. May the offeror, by
giving notice, revoke his offer when he sees his dog beii.: led through the
streets towards his house, or when the offeree has endured three years of
abstinence, or when, after a lahoriousjnurney, he has succeeded in reaching
Doncaste r? Th application of the ordinary rules of revocation would suggest
an affirmative answer. Art offer may be revoked at any moment before it matures
by acceptance into a contract, and it has generally been assumed that, when
a promise is offered in return for an act, there is no acceptance until th act
has beet-i completelyperformed.'

This solution, has been felt to be hard, and methods of evasion have been
sought..' It has been suggested in America that two separate offers are
inherent in the offeror 's statement: an express offer to pay on the
performance of the act, and an implied offer not to revoke if the offeree
begins his taskwithin it reasonable tiine.° On this assumption, ihc beginning
of the task not onl y const. utes the acceptance of the implied offer, hut also
supplies the consideration WhiCh the law requires for its validity, as For that
of every contract not tinder seal. If the offeror attempts thereafter to
revoke, he may be sued for the rcacls of this secondaty promise. This
.-\merican suggestion wa g . indeed, an ticipaterl isv the Supreme Court of New
South Wales which, as earl y as 1860. decided that in the case of it unilateral
contract the original offer may not he withdrawn after the ofteree has started

10 See p 55, above.
IL	 1873) I.R CP 16. Sec also Rsgrs ii Snow t 1572) Dalison 91: Simpson Histfwy pp 426-

427.
12 Sec p 55. above. An allied but logic.tItv distinct difficult y is :iiat in a unilateral ornuract

the consideisuon for the promise is thepromisees performance ol the stipulated act.
See p 82, below.

13 It his, however. been argu d that too much can be trade of the hardship. Both parties
retain their freedom ofof volition before acceptance: and if. Ti the hvpothtical case
suggested above, the abstainer refused iu continue his course of temperance after two

rears, he could not be sued. See Wormser 26 Yale Ll 136.
14 Sec dcCovncy 27 Harvard 1. Rev 614.
15 See cli 4, below.
16 .t,Sboti Lustre d'59) Lcggcs New South Wales Reports 1283. it will be seen that this

two crr'ract analysis is similar to that propounded in Wariow v Flarruon, discussed at

p 36. above.
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to act.' In England Sir Frederick Pollock suggested that a distinction
should be dr-awn between the acceptance of the offer and the consideration
necessarv to support it. The latter, no doubt, is the completion ofihe act, and.
until this takes place. the offeror need pa y no money . The former ma y he
assumed as soon as the offeree 'has made an unc'quivocal beginning of the
performance requested', and proof of this Lici makes revocation impossible.
The siigestion was adopted in 1937 b the L.as l-e\ision Committee."

It may be suggested that neither reason nor justice compels a choice
between the stark alternatives of making such offers revocable until
performane is complete or irrevocable once performance is corn rnenced.5
Much must depend on the nature of the offer and it is perhaps unfortunate
that discussion has centred upon an apparentl y frivolous and unexplained
walk to York. In some cases the parties may well understand that the offeror
reserves a right to revoke at an y time until performance is complete, while in
others it ma y be proper to hold that he cannot revoke once the promisec has
started peel orma rice. There rnavweli he intermediate cases where tIle priuisor
can revoke after performance has started but is obliged to compensate the
offerce for his troublc.

Two instructive cases are Luxor (Eastbourne) Ltd v Coopei and Erririgton v
Emnpari and Woods. In the former case an cwner of land promised to par an
estate agent a commission ofIl 0,000 if he effected a sale of the land at api ice
offl75,000.The House of Lords held that the o-wner could revoke his promise
at any time before completion of the sale. At first sight this might app'!'ar (0
support the view that offers of unilateral contracts are freel y revocable until
performance. !utthe House of Lords did not relvon an y such principle which
would have provided a complete and simple answer to the plaintiffs claim.
Instead thc' held thai. in the (zrcrimstaflcc's ufihe cu.cr, it would not l.c proper to
mpb an underking by the owner not to revoke his promise once performance
had begun. Clearl y this argument assumed that if such an undertaking could
he implied, it would be binding.

Lrnrtgton i'F.rnngionappears to bejust such a case. Afatlier bought  house
for his son and daughter-in-law to live in. He paid one third of the piicc liase
price in cash and borrowed the balance on a building society mortgage. He
told the son and daughter-in-law that ifthev paid the weekly instalments, he
would convevthe'house to them when all the instalments were paid. The y dub
paid the instalments though they never contracted to do so. The Court of
Appeal had no doubt that so long as the y were paying the instalments, the
father's ptomisewas irrevocable. ltis eas y to see wh y a promise not to revoke
should be implied and binding on such fact.s.

17 Pollo'k cm Contraci (13th edni p 19
15 Sixth Interim Report )937 . pp 23. 24. 3	 A sunilar solution is ado p ted in tin

Resta:em ysi s 45. Farn;norti on C,snrracn 3.24,
19 See Auvab ,Essas rs Contract pp	 Murdoch 91 LQR 357 at 369375
20 See Viscount Haldane LC in Morrour Shipping Co Ltd t . R (1924) 20 LI I. Rep 285 at

I	 119411 Ac; 105, [ 1941 1 1 All ER 33, discussed pp 554 if. below. See also the somewhat
elusive discussion, arnda. in Oflord v Davies (1862', 12 CISNS 745

2 [)952 1 KB 290. [1952 I All ER 149.
7 It is true that this case has been doubted bs pronet-ti lawer, but these doubts rea1r

a) the propt-T anal ysis of the son and daughier-in-lass's interest in the land and not 10
the contracnua pounor.. See Cheshire and Burns Modern Lair [ 	 Protw'ro (161
cart pp 642-646 Megarn and Wade La's r,' Arai Proert, (Sib di:, 19514 pp 806-805
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In Dautia Ltd . Foul MilThank Vorninees Lt the Court of Appeal stated
unequivocally chat once the offeree had embarked on performance itwas too
late for the offero. to revoke his offer. Unfortunately this statement was clearly
obiter since the Court also held that the offeree had completed his
performance betoc' the purported revocation.'

Bankers' cornfliM ia.L credits
Perhaps the most important practical example of the problem is that of
bankers' coinmercal credits. These are a device developed to facilitate
international trade. Exporters and importers may find themselves dealing
with rne'chanLs in, other countries whose creditworthiness is unknown to
theta and niav in any event be unable to finance the transaction themselves,
the buyer being unable to pay for the gpods until he hassubsold them and the
seller unable to obtain or manufacture the goods without a completely
reliable assurance of paymenL

From the lawyer's point of view, and reduced to its simplest terms, the
device involves three separate transactions.

(1) A clause is inserted in the initial contract of sale, whereby the seller
requires payment in a particular man tier. The uyer LS to ask his bank to open
a credit in the seller's favour, which shall remain irrevocable for a given time.

(2) The buyer makes, an agreemnt with his bank, whereby the hank
undertake& to open such a credit in return for the buyer's promise to
reimburse the bank, to pay a small commission, and to give the bank a Lien over
the shipping documents.

(3) The buyer's bank notifies the seller that it has opened an irrevocable
credit in his tiwour, to be drawn on as soon as the seller presents the shipping
documents.

It. is upon the third of these transactions that doubts have arisen. What is
the legal position of the seller, should the bank refuse to honour its promise?
He could sue the buyer on the original contract of salt-,, but this would be to
abandon the credit scheme.

In earlier editions of this work we have treated this as a problem in privity
of contract- that is, as to whether the seller derives rights under the undoubted
contract between buyer and bank. -, In practice however the seller does not
seek to enforce the contract between buyer and bank but a direct contract
between the banker and himself. Litigation on credits is by no means infrequent
but no bank has yet argued that there is no contract between it and the seller.
Several dicta support the existence of such a contract° and it seems safe to
assume that an y court would he reluctant to cast doubton the efficac y of such
a valuable commercial tool. Writers on the subject have devoted much care to
analysing the theoretical obstacles to such a solution.' One such obstacle is
the supposed revocability of offers of unilateral contracts. The batik's letter

[1978] Ch 231. [1978] 2 All ER 537; Uarpum and Llo yd Jones [1979] CLJ 31.
Further, the difficulties discussed in the text were not explored in the judgment.
Davis Law Relating to Commercial Letters of Credit (3rd edn. 1963); Gutteridge and

Meg'rah The Law of Bankers* Commercial Credits (7th edn 1984): Ellinger Oocumentar

Letters si' Creait 1970)
See eg 5th edn, pp 432-434.
See especiall y Hamzeh Mata & Sons u British Irnex Industries Ltd 119581 2 QB 127,

[19581 1 All ER 262: L'rquhart Lindsay & Co Ltd u Eastern Rank Ltd [1922) 1 KB 318.
Davzs ch 7; Cuttertdgr and .Wegrah ch 3; Ellinger pp 39 ft.
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of credit could easily be ri-eated as an offer to pay if theseller- presents the
prescribed documen ts hutcorrtrnercial p ractice treats the hank's offer (where
the credit is described as Irrevocable) as irrevocable as soon as it is received
by the seller.

B LAPSE OFTIMIE

If an offer states that it is open for acceptance until a certain day , a later
acceptancewill cle rivoc ineffective. Even if there i l. no express time limit an
otTeris normally open nlv Fora reasonable time. c in Rarnag-a:e Victona Hotel
Co v Mo-n teJ ore

The defendant h d.app[icciiujune forshares in the piaintiftcompauv and
had paidadeposic into the compan y 's hank. He he:ird nothing more until
the end of November. when he was informed that the shares had been
allotted to him and that he should pa y the balance due upon them.

The Court of Exchequer held that his refusal to take them tsp wasjustitied.
His offer shoLtid have been accepted, if at all, within a reasonable time, and
the interval between jute and November was excessive. Ihe :\rrterican ca.e
of Lrnng v Cit', of Boston" offers a further illustr troll:

.-\ reward was offered in May 1837, for the 'aporeirension and COflVLCIIOO
of incendiaries. The au verrementcontrnvied ill the paDersfora week, but
was neverfollowed hvany r ice ofrevocahori. nJanrtar y 1841. the p lo tiff
secured an arrest and conviction fur ar';on, and sued for the reward.

The offer was held to have lapsed by the passage of tin .c, and the plaintiff
failed.

C FAILURE OF A CONDITION SUBJECT TO WF CH THE OFF R
WAS MADE

An offer, no less than an acceptance, maybe conditional and nut absolute: and
ifihe condition fails to be .'orkfied, the oftc'rwill not h capable ofadcepr:incc
The condition may he implied as well as expressed. A striking illustration is
afforded by the casa of Financings Ld v Simson:?

On 16 March re defendantsawat the premises ofX. a dealer, a motor car
advertised fo £350. He wished to obtain it on hire purchase and signed
a form proid d bvx. 'he form was that of the plain tiffs, a finance company,
and stated: 'This "agreemenC s'nal be binding on [the plaintiffsj only
Upon signature on behalf of the olaintirfs. On 18 March the defendant
paid the first instalment of £71) and took away the car. On 20 March,

1S6) LR 1 Exch 109. See also Fire u .Vjcoll [1966] 2 OR 130. 119661 1 UI ER 285:
and lfnnceerir Dtosan CouaeF for Edic.iczon •. Cvmmrc:nj turd (en,'ral 1noitnz',zi5 1. "(i
I i'3591 3 All ER 1593, 119711] WLR 241 which contains an instr-ucive examination,
os' [Suckles' J of the rationale ii the rule.

II 7 'letcalf 409 1 1584).
I	 1962; 3 UI ER 3815, [19621 1 WL}1, 1N4.
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dissatisfied with it, the defendant returned it to X. saving that hc was read'
to forfeit his £70. On 24 March the car was stolen from X's premises. but
was recovered badly damaged. On 27 %1arch. in ignorance of these facts. the
plaintiffs signed the 'agreement.

When the plaintiffs subsequentl y discovered what hat! happened the y sold
the car for £240 and sued the defendant for breach of the hire-purchase
contract. The Court of Appeal gavej udgment for the defendant The so-called
'agreement wasin truthan offer by the defendant to make a con tract with the'
plaintiffs. But it was subject to the implied condition that the car remained.
until the moment of acceptance.. in substantiall y the same state as at the
moment of offer. As Donovan U asked:°

Wh0 would offer to purchase a car on terms that, if it were severel y damaged
before the offer wa.s accepted. he, the offeror. %%0111d pa y the bil.. ... The COUIIIV

courtjudgc held that there must be implied a term that, until acceptance, time
goods would remain in substantially the same state as at the date of the offer; and
I think that this is both good sense and good law.

As the implied condition had been broken before the plaintiffs purported to
accept, the offer had ceased to he capable of acceptance and no contract haci
been concluded.

D DEATH

The effect of death upon the continuity of an offer is more doubtful. it is clear
that the off'cree cannot accept after he has had notice of the off eror's death)'
But is the off eror's estate bound if the offeree performs an act of acceptance
in ignorance of the death? In Dickinson v Dodds" Mellish U. in an obiter
dictum, expre: sed the opinion 'that, if a man who makes an offer dies, the
offer cannot he accepted after he is dead'. The case of Bradbur v Morgan.`
however, suggests that, in principle at least, this opinion does not represent
the law:

N had written to the plaintiffs, requesting them to give credit to V and
guaranteeing payment up to £100. The plaintiffs gave credit toY. X then
died, and the plaintiffs, in ignorance of this fact, continu ':d the credit to
V. The plaintiffs now sued X's executors on the guarantee.

It was held that the defendants were liable. In the words of Pollock CB:

This is a contract, and the question is whether it is put an end to bs death of the
guarantor. There is no direct authority to that effect and I think that all reason
and authorir. . such as there is, are against that proposition.

Channel! B was equall y emphatic:

I 3 Ibid at 390. Lord Denning MR and Donovan LI (Pearson Ldmssenung were aisc,

prepared to find for the defendant on the ground tha;. when he returned The car Ic

the dealt':. he revoked his offer and that the dealer had ostensibie authontv to accep:
the revocation of the p lamntifT behalf.

14 See Rt tl')ethr r 1 P97' 1 JR 575. and Coudharr i C1e,nenLsor,	 879' 5 QBL) 42
13 1876, ` C6U 465 a 473. See also Pollock on Conmrac: (13th edn p 36.

16 162	 H & C 249
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In the case of  Contract death does not in yeneral operate as revocation, but onlv
in exceptional cases. and this is not within them.

The uuth would seca to be that the eUfcz of death varies according to he
nature of the parricular contract. If. as in the case of a guarantee, the olf.,r is
efa promise whim is iridependen tot the offerors uersonalirv and which can
besatisfiedoutorhisectate leathdoes riot, uiiul notifIcd, pi ventacceptar.-e.
If. as in the case of agencv or in 

all to write a hook or to perform : a
concert. some element personal to the offeror is involved, his death
automaucallv terminates the negotiations.

EJject of death oJoJjeree

Upon the converse case of the ofteree's death there appears to be no English
authorit. The question was, indeed, considered ohiter b y Warrington L,J in
RqnoLdsvthr1oa, He was of opinion that an offer ceases, hvoperation of law,
on the death of the offeree, though he regarded the language of revocation
in this context as inappropriate:

I think would be more accurate to say that, the offer having beenmade te a
living person who ceases to be a living person before the offer is accepted, there
is no longer an offer at all. The offer is not intended to be made to a dead penon
or to his executors, and the uffci ceases to be an offer capable of acceptance.

The dictum, indeed, was coloured b y anachronistic reference to the
consensu,sthecirv and die point was exprcc, 'rescTveil b y Lord Dunedin shieim
the case reached the House of Lords' I BL1 't it is riot unreasonable to snggrst
that an offer, unless made to the otibhic large, assumes the continued
existence of a panitcular offeree. and that ii destruction of this assumption
frustrates the Intention to contract. This view has been taken in Canada. In Re
Irvine it was held b y the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of Ontari.
that an acce p tance, handed by an offeree to his son for posting but not in fact
posted until after the otTerees death, was invalid.!

5 Constructing a contract

The rules thus developed b y the comnloit law as to the making, acceptance isd
revocation c'[offet's illustrate the almost self-eviclen i truth that while connect
is ultimately based upon the assumption of agree ent, the courts, like all
human tribunals. cannot peer into the minds of the parti rs and must be
contentWith external phenomena. The existence of  contra .in many cases,
is to beinferredonlvfromn conduct.'T'odojiistice however, ther courtamay have
to go beyond the immediate inferences to be drawn from words and acts and
may be tempted or driven to construct a contract between peisoris who would
seem, atfirstsight, riot to he in contractual rclatiorishi p with each otheratall.

The classical exam p le of this process is the case of Clarke

7 P 557, below,
IS See Ferson 10 Minn U 37.
L9 11921) 125 LT 590 at 69696,
0 (1922) 127 LT 189 at 191,

I [1928] 3 DLR 268.
2	 1597J AC 59, affirming the decisjn of the Court of Appeal, reported iith 'w"z Thecatit,i	 .5951 P 248 See .s 	 nsfj,	 c' P; 	 ins 2 sIT FR
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The owners of two y 	
''achts entered them for the Mudhook acht Club

Regatta. The rules of the Club. which each owner undertook in a letter to
the Club Secretary to obey. included an obligation to pa'all damages
caused hvlouhng. 'While manocuv-nng for the stalL the SatanttafOUled the

Valkyrzeand sank-her. The owner of the lanersued the owner of the formet

for damages.
The defendant argued that his only liability was under a statute wheeh" his
responsibility was limited to £8 per ton on the registered tonnage of his yacht.'
The plaintiff replied that the fact of entering a competition in accordance
with the rules of the Club created a con tract between the respective competitors
and thathv these rules the defendant had hound himself to pa 'all damages'.
The vital question, therefore. was whether any contract had been made
between the two owners: their immediate relations were not with each other
bitt with the Yacht Club. It was held, both h the Court of Appeal and by the
House of Lords, that a contract was created between them either they
entered their yachts for the race or, at latest, when the y actually sailed. The

competitors had accepted the rules as binding upon each other.
The role of the judges in thus constructing a contract was accepted and

explained in 1913 by Lord Moulton.

It is evident, both on principle and on authont', that there may be a contract the
consideration for which is the making of some other contract. 'If you wtll make
such and such a contract I will give you one hundred pounds. is in every sense
of the word a complete legal contract, it is collateral to the main contract, but
each has an i ndependent exisi.ence, and they do not differ in respect of their
possessing to the full the character and status of a contract.

The use of the title 'collateral contracts to designate-such creatures is thus
sanctioned by high authority and, indeed, had been known to the law for the
previous fifty years!

The name is not. perhaps. altogether fortunate. The word 'collateral'
uggests something that stands side by side with the main contract. springing

t of it and fortifying iL But. as will be seen from the examples that follow.

the purpose of the device usuall y is to enforce a promise given prior to the
main contract and butior which this main contractwould not have been made.
It is often, though not always, rather a preliminary than a collateral contract-
But it would be pedantic to quarrel with the name if the invention itself is
salu tarv and successful. Its value has been attested by a number of cases. Thus
in Shanklin Pier Ltd v Detel Products Ltd:`

Merchant Shipping Act. Amendment Act 1862. s 5401

See the judgments of Lord Ether (1895) P at 255. and of Lord Herachell 1197J AC

at 63.
JJciibut, S'vmons & Co r bukkWtt [19131 AC 50 at 47. See Gretg 87 LQR 179 at 185-19C.

Ltndi. i Larn. (18641 17 CBNS 578. and Erskuir t' Adeaw (1873' 8 Ch App 756 See

'Aedderburr. [1959) CU 58 It may be added that the case of Go&..t t'tngn; 857

S F. & 5 647. seems to offer an earl' examp le of a 'collateral contract t. 551. belo

Carlill i Co,'oLir .S,no.kt ball Co [1 892 2 QB 484. on appeal 1[1893' 1 Q5 256. p 34. above

is another example of a collateral contract between manufacturer and consumer wher
the consumer bought the goods froec ' retailer reking uDor, toe manufaCtur

adverusemerits. In that area such a findine t' unusual	 m1	 Lewr 1 19821 AC 225.

[1980' 1 All f'.R Q7	 Sec sic ' Es, Ptrni,ir' Lu:	 I' i,,clom.' a,,c Excts" (,,,rn	 [)971

All EX 117 (1976) 1 WLR	 d,scuSed m—, titiI	 t p I 3' belcn

rii1	 KB 854 (1951	 Au i E1. 471
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The plaintiffs hadmacie a contract WiU1 \ and Coto reair and renaitu tneir
pier. Under this contract, the plain tiffs had the ngite. to specify the materials
to be used. The defendants inciticed theni to spectt' the use ofa particular
paInt made b y the defendants by giving them assurances as to its quality.
The paint was applied b y X and Co with sad effect, and the plaintiffs had
to spend £4.000 to put matters right.

The plaintiffs sued the defendants for breach of their nndertakirig The
defendants argued that there was no contract between the p laintiffs ann
themselves, because the paint had been houghtfrom the defendants b y Kand
Co. But itw-as held that in addition to the contract for the sale of the paint, there
was a collateral contract between plaintiffs and defendants bvwhicli in return
for the plaintiffs speciPing that the defendants' iLU1t should he used, the
defendants guarant d its suinubilicv.

A series of hire-purchase cases is especiall y instructive.
In Web s ter o ifiggin:3

The defendant was con Aden ng tile hire purchase of a car owned by the
plaintiff, a garage proprietor. The plaintiurs agent said to the defendant:
'If you buy the i-iill.rnan we will guarantee that it is in good condition.' The
defendant then signed a hire-purchase agreement containing a clause
that 'no warranty , condition, description or representation as to the state
or oualitv of the vehicle is given or im1.tiied'. The cat, in the words of Lord
Greene, was nothing but a mass of second-hand and dilapidated
tronurttort-et

The plaintiff sued for the return of the car and for the balance of the
instalments still lie. Had the hire-purchase agreement stood alone, the
clause quoted might have precluded the cletenclant from pleading the state
of the car. , But the Court of Appeal held that not one but two contracts had
been made by the parties. The hire-purchase agreement itself had been
preceded by a s parate contract effected by an exchange of promises. The
plaintiff, through hisagent. had offered to guarantee tiiccondiuonof the car
in return for the defendant's promise to take it on hire-purchase terms. This
separate contract the plaintiff had broken. In the result the parties gave
mutual undertakings to the court, the defendant to return the car and nit:
plaintiff to treat the hire-purchase contract as at an end; anti the court orcle :d
the plaintiff to refund the deposit and the iristalnienta which the defendant
had alread y p 1.

Iii Bronun t' ..aee'n and Richmond Car .Sales Ltd:"

The plaintiff wanted to obtain a car. The defendants showed hini one,
saying that it was 'in perfect condition and gm good for thousands of trouble-
free iles'. The plaintiff, rel y ingono this statement, decided to take it, but
cou[ci not pay cash. It was therefore agreed that the transaction should
be financed through X anrl Co. a finance compan y . In accordance with
the usual course of such business, the defendants sold the car to X and
Co, and X and Co made a hire-purchase contract with the plaintiff. When

3 [1948) 2 All ER 127.
The plaintiff, however, might have been guilty of a fundamental breach: see pp 189-
196, below

10 [1950) 1 All ER 1102.
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the car was delivered to the plaintiff, he found that it was not in good
condition and had to spend mone y in potting it in order.

He sued the defendants for breach of their andertaking that the car was 'in
perfect condition, and the defendants were held liable.

In A ndre'ws v Hopkinson:'-

The plaintiff wanted to obtain a secondhand car. The defendant, a car
dealer, recommended one, saying: 'It's a good little bus. I would stake my

life on it.' Hire-purchase arrangements were then made. The plaintiff
paid a deposit of 150 to the defendant; the defendant sold the car to X
and Co, a finance compan y ; and X and Go made a hire-purc'ase contract
with the plaintiff. X and Co then delivered the car to the plaintiff, who
signed a delivery note stating that he was 'satisfied as to its condition'. Up
to this rrtoment the p)aintiffh:d not examined the car. Aweek later, when
ihc plaintiff was driving it, it suddenl y swerved into a lorry. The car was
wrecked arid the plaintiff was seriousl y injttred. On examination it
became clear that, when the car was delivered, the steering mechanism
was badly at fault.

The plaintiff might have been precluded b y the delivery note from suing X
and Coon the hire-purchase contract. But he recovered damages from the
defendant for breach of the undertaking given by the latter before the hire-
purchase contract had been made.

In each of these cases the defendant had given an undertaking to the
plaintiff which induced the plaintiff to make an independent contract. in
each of them the court was able to construct a preliminary or 'collateral'
contratr,, 'the consideration for which'. in Lord Moulton's words, was 'the
making of some other contract', and for whose breach an action would he.
Reciprocal promises could be spelt out of the dealings between the parties.
'If you will promise to specifvmv paint to be used on vourpierorto enterinto
a contract for the hire purchase ofa car. Iwill promise that the paint is of good
quality, or the car in good condirion.0 The device, like other judicial
inventions, must not be abused. In 1965, in the case of Hill y Harris, Diplock
U said that 'when parties have entered into a lease which has been the subject
of negotiations between them over a period of something like six months. [a
court] is unlikel y to find the terms on which the premises are to be held, or
the relevant covenants in relation to the premises, outside the terms of the
negotiated lease itself,n On the facts of this particular case the Court of
Appeal was not prepared to discover the existence of an y agreement other
than that contained in the lease. But there is good authontv for savug tha..
where the facts justify the conclusion, a court may properly construct a
collateral contract' from things said or done during the prehminarv

1] [957 1 QE 22. 19561 3 All ER 422.
2 Readers of the udg-rnent.c in these three cases will observr that the word

is used to describe the undertakings given hr the defendants. Ac will be seen in 16€.
bejow i. this word, in modern legal language, is used to denote a term of nmparauvelc
minot importance included in a conuact. It would therefore seem inappropriate to
present context, where the task of the court was to construct an enurel' independen:
co-iiract. one side of which wasthe undertaking in question. BuL, thougn the language
em p loyed may be unhapp\. the result of the cases is in line with previous devciopmenu
as described h' Lord Moulton. Sec Diamond 21 MLR 17.

1 5 'QF'. 'Ar FIR 'tSs at 36	 11963"	 Cl,R a:
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negotiations. Used with discretion, an instrument has thus been forged
which, without offending orthodox views of contract. ma y enable substantial
justice to he done.

6 Inchoate contracts

The account ofconcsactformauon given in this chapter reflects the rather rigid
and formalistic stance which English law has taken on this question. It often
look-sas if English courts have committed themselves to the view that until there
is acoritract, the parties are under no obligation. This is not however the way that
parties negotiate in practice. Except in the simplest cases, the parties do not
move at once from total non-agreement to complete agreement; the y proceed
by agreeing on differing matters in turn and in general it would be regarded
as disreputable for a partY to go back on something which has already been
agreed just because there are other matters not vet agreed. So it is perfectly
possible while accepting the decision of the House of Lords in Gibson

Manih&sierCily Council" as entirely co rrect as a technical application of private
law contract principles to have svmpathywith the view ofLord Dennin g that this
is not the way in which a public body should negotiate.

The English approach clearl y has important r essweS for contract
negotiators. It is clearly risky to leave terms to he agreed later and so on and
very desirable that, if this is done, some objectively operable niachinetyshould
be provided which the courts can take as a basis for finding a concluded
agreemen t. a It is inevitable, however, that the parties will from rime to time
wish to leave question to be resolved at a later date. With card ii drafting tIm
can sometimes be clone b y the use of conditional contrac CS, t The sick here
is to make sure that the condition issufficiendy certain that the court can hold
it to have been satisfied. Sometimes Letters of lntentwill pass this test though
in the majority of cases they will iIot.

Some legal systems handle this problem by imposing a duty to negotiate
in good faith.' This is expressl y provided by the Italian civil code and other
civil law systems have developed a doctrine of culpn in cO?itruhe7UlO though in
some s'. stems this is regarded a.s lurtious rather than contractual. There ai e
signs of sinular nlovenmeilt in American law. F1u , hes .tirrraftSvcternslnternatwnal

u .&irseivices :Iu.itralia t" suggests that Australian law mima y develop in the ame
war. There is no cx licit recognidiri of such a notion in English law though
some of the cases discussed in this and the previous section could be regarded
as examples of an undeveloped doctrine of this kind.

An important question is whether the parties can, by agreement, impose
on themselves a duty to negotiate in good faith. A negative answer was given
to this question by the House of Lords in Walford v Miles.'

Cy nnd 1Vnmze.ster Prop'rmi.s (1934) Lid L, .%fndd 19591 Ch 129. f 19581 2 All ER 733.
See p 144, below.
1979j I All ER 972, L9791 1 WLR 21)4, see p 40, abvc.

See Sudbrook Trading Estate Lid u Egg/cnn (19831 1 AC 444. 119821 3 All ER 1, discussed

p 50. above.
See p 162. below.
See p ItS. above.

Caner 3iid Fuirruismun, 8 JCL 1. 93 Furmsmon Ncrada and Poole cli 10.
11997) 146 ALR 1; Furmumon 114 L.QR 362.
1092 I U T, ER 155.
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In this case the defendants, who were husband and wife, owned a
photographic processing business which they were interested in selling. In
1985 there had been abortive nt,.gofiations with a compan y in which their
accouiaJ]ts had a substantial interest. In late 1986 the plaintiffs, who were
brothers, one of whom was a solicitor and the otheran accountant, heard that
the business might he for sale at about £2 million and the plaintiffs were very
anxious to bu y at this price which thev regarded as a bargain. In March 1987
the plaintiffs agreed 'subject to contract to buy the business.

On 18 March 1987 there was an oral agreement between one of the
plaintiffs and Mr Miles, that if the plaintiffs obtained a comfort letter from
their hankers, confirming that the-were prepared to provide the finance of
£2 million the defendantswould terminate negotiations with an y third parts
The comfort letter from the bank was provided, buton 30 March the defendants'
solicitors wro te to the plaintiffs stating that the defendants had decided to sellthe business to (he company in which their accotin aiits were interested.

The plaintiffs claimed that. although therewas no hindingcontractfor the
alc ofthc business, there tv-as a hindingpreliminan' contract. The argument

was that Ini return for the provision of the comfort letter the defendants had
hound themselves to a 'lock-out' agreement. that is. an agreement which
would give the plaintiffs an exclusive opportunit y to come to terms with the
defendants. Thc Hou.e ofLords did not doubt thatitwas in principle possible
to make a bindmg lock-out agreement. However, in order to make any
commercial sense, such an agreement would have to have an express or
implied time limit. If all that Adoes is to promise not to negotiate with anyone
other than B, that in itselfdoes not impose a legal obligation to negotiate with
B: still less to reach-,in ag'reement with B. But, of course, if A has agreed not
to negotiate with an yone but B for 6 months, this would pun A tinder some
commercial pressure, which may in some cases he vervgrea t . so make aserious
attempt to reach agreement with B.

The agreement in this case had no express time limit. 'Fhe rlaintiffsargued
that i t was subject to an implied term that the defendants 'would continue to
negotiate in good faith with the plaintiffs'. One answer to this claini would he
tJ.at no such term would be implied. However, the answer given by the House
of Lords was that even if such aterrn was implied it would not help the plaintiffs
because a durs'to negotiate in good faith was meaningless and without conten:.

This decision has not escaped criticism.' Other systems reveal that there
is no necessary antipath y between the freedom to reach a concluded contract
or not and a dun' in negotiate in good faith. This is most obviously displa'ed
in the case of  partvwho enters negotiations with no intention of reaching a
result but simpl y to wasleihe other part-%'s time. Of course. the fact that a dun
to negotiate in good faith does not impose a dun'to reach a concluded conu-act
is important as to the remed. The plaintiffs in this case claimed the amount
Of profit they would have made if a contract had been concluded. It is
respecthillv submitted that this contertion was misconceived. The plaintiffs
loss, if there was a breach of an obliganon to negotiate in good faith, was in the
money they had wasted on the negotiations. in facL_ a sum had been awarded
In respect of this loss bvthe trial judge and was not the subject of an appea.

The statement by the House of Lords that it was possible in principle to
make a binding 'lock-out agreement was applied by the Court of Appeal in

 ( i r rnu'r lt''r anc Ne i l ](1 1QR 'i1
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Piu oPR!IAsseI Mcinr2 e,nenL' in this case, the defendant placed a propert y on
the market through a firm of estate agents at £205000. Both the plaintifland
a Miss Buckle were interested ill the property. Miss Buckle made a
written offer of] 85,000. The plainuffolfered £190,000. which was accepted
subject to contract, Miss Buckle increased her offer to £195,000 and the
acceptance oh the plaintiff's ofierwas then withdrawn. The plaintih ill ct-e-ased
his offer to £200,000 and Miss Buckle made an offer of toe same amount but
the plaintiff's offer was accepted. subject to contract. Miss Buckle then
increased her offer again to £210,000 and the acceptance of tlie plaintiff's
latest offer was again wi did i-awn. The plain tiff Ill i ca tell to seek au inj unction
to prevent the sale to M i ss Buckle arid also to tell Miss Buckle that he was
wirhdrawmg so that she should lower her offer.

It is quite clear legall y that whatever one might think of the behaviour of
all I lie parties, nobi iciv i as at this stage contractuall y hound to auvotic (:lSe
However, thit' planililf and tlicscllingageiitacuiig on beli;ilfoiilie defendant
then reached an oral agreement that the defendant uould sell the propert\
to the plaintiff for £200,000 and would not consider an y further offers.
provided the plaintiff exchanged contracts scitlun IWO weeks of 1-eceipt of a
draft contract. Thai agreement was recorded in a letter horn tli r plain tiff' to
the selling agent and the agreement was confirmed by the defendant in a
letter of the same date to the selling agent, a cop y of which was sent to the
plaintiff.

The dcfcndanisent a di aft contract to the plain tiffand eight days later the
plaintiff indicated that he was reads' to exchange contracts. Ilowever. on the
same day, the plaintiff received a letter saving that it had been decided to go
ahead with the sale to Miss Buckle at E210.000 unless the plaintiC wa
prepared to exchange contracts oil same day at hat price. This the
plaintiff refused to do.

It is clear that on these facts there was no binding contract between the
plainuffand the defendant for the sale of the property but the plain tiffargued
that the defendant was in breach of au agreement not to consider arts further
offers within the I 4-day period. The trial judge and the Court ofAppcal held
that the plaintiffs claim succeeded.

Of course, the defendant could have waited for 14 da ys and then have
reopened negotiations with other potential bu yers but this would he
commercially t'tsvior the defendant since it would very likelv]cise the chance
Of selling to the plaintiff. In this situation, it is the possibilin of pla ying two
or more otenuia purchasers off against each other which provides the hes
chance of maximising the price received What the case shows is that there are
steps which potential purchasers mas' take to defend themselves against such
behaviour.

The all or nothing approach is not in fact adopted by the courts in all cases.
Sometimes the court will hold that although the main contract has not been
concluded, nevertheless there is a collateral contract which gives rise to some
rights during the negotiating process A good example is R/ickIFHs.ieri
Cu/LldvB1ackooIBorough Conned in this case the defendant Council which
owned and mana gen an airport invited the plaintiffs, together with six other
parties. to tender for the concession for operating pleasure flights from the

4 A1 ER 961
[I9(e3 AU ER 25. 1 149O I \s'LR1195. Ptuang 4 ICJ- 46
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airport. The invitation to tender required tenders to be uhmitted a in
envelope which was provided and stated that the enveinne was not to hear aiiv
idenuking mark and that tenders receved after 12 noon oii 17 March 13
would not be considered. The plaintiffs had successfull y tendered for this
concession on a number of previous occasions and delivered b y hand to the
letter box in the Town Hall at ii am on 17 March a tender which would have
been the highest. Unfortunatel y, the letter box was not itt fact cleared until
the following day and the Fender Committee therefore assumed that the
plaintiffs' tender had not been delivered in time, put it on one side and
awardetl the concession to another tenderer, The plaintiffs were naturally
in itch aggrieved but the y appeared to have a major problem since it was clear
that the Council had never agreed to accept the highest tender or indeed to
accept an y tender at all. Nevertheless, the Court of Appeal held that it was
implicit in theadoption of a formal and elaborate tendering machinervofthLs
kind that the Council implicitl y undertook to operate it according to its terms.
The Council should therefore have considered the plaintiffs' tender and had
only failed to do so because of the iriefficiencvof theirown servants, which was
clearl y no excuse. It followed that the plaintiffs were entitled to damages.'

Two later cases suggest that the Blackpool case is the origin of a general
principle that, at least in the public sector, one who invites tenders, implicitly
promises to adhere strictly to the rules of the game. In Hughes Aircraft Sstnn.s
irzte'mnationa1t ' ,-tzrserticesAustra/ia' Finn] held that the defendant were under
a contractual obligation scrupulousl y to apply the published criteria in regard
to tendering for the Australian advanced air traffic system.

In Harmon CEEM Facades (UK) Ltd v Corporate Officer o/the Ho-use of Cornrno-ns
the claimant, a subsidiary of an American compan y, was the unsuccessful
tenderer for the fenestration contract for the new parliamentary building in
Bridge Street. Westminster. The trialjudge held that the claimant was in fact
the lowest bidder but that the bids had been manipulated so as to prefer
another bidder, which was a consortium which included a British partner.
This was held to he a breach of contract.' His Honourjudge Humphrey Lloyd
QC said:

In the public sector where competitive tenders are sought and responded to, a
contract comes into existence whereb y the prospective employer impliedlv
agrees to consider all tenders fairly.1

Even tltou rh there is no contract, a party maybe entitled to rest itutionaryrelief
Oil the grounds that the other party has derived benefit from the transaction
for which he should compensate the plaintiff even though no contract has
arisen. One example we have already met is British Steel Co-rpn v Cleveland Bridge
and Engineering Co Ltd.-' Another example is Marsto-n Constructicn Co Ltd v

Obviously there would he a problem about the amount of dam	 plaintiffage which the plainti
vuuld recover though he was certainl y deprived of a substantial chance or being
awarded the contract. In ttct the amount of damages was uon before the Court of
Appeal.
11997) 1-16 AIR I.

7 (199) 87 Con LR 1.
3 As well as of European procurement law.

In later proceedings the judge held that the claimant could recover as damages the
cts of rendering and a substantial part of the profit it would have made on the'omitract

10 [19841 1 All ER 504. p 18. above Jones 18 U of Western Ontario iR -117.
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Kigas.c Lid. In this case the plain tiffs were invi Led, amongst others, to tender
for the building of a replacement factory for the defendants. The plaintiffs
were the onl y teriderers who were invited to discuss their tender further with
the defend-ants. The defendants at all times made it clear that the y would not
go ahead with the proiect unless the y received enough mone y from their
insurance claim but asked the plain tiffs to go all with preparatory work.
The plaintiffs did some £25000 worth ofprcparatorv work before it became
clea': that the defendants would not proceed with the building, it was held that
in the circumstance the plaintiffs were entitled to a reasonable payment for
the work which they had done at the defendants' request."A different view
was taken bi' Ratteej in Regalia?? Propertie.c pk v London Dockland I)evelonnent
Corpn.° in this case, the plaintiffs in 1986 entered into negotiations with the
defendant corporation for a residential development in the former London
docks area. 'Tue plaintiffs offered 118.5 million for a licence to build the
development. This was accepted 'subject to contract. '1 here followed long
delays which were caused partl y by the requirement of the Development
Corporation for further designs of what was to be a high profile and high
prestige project and part iv by the need for the defendants nto obtai vacant
possession of all of the land which was to form part of the pro)ect. B y October
198S. land prices had collapsed to such an extent that it became clear that the
project was not viable and it was abandoned. The plaintiffs brought an action
claiming some £3 million rrprescnting fees which the y had paid to various
professional firms in respect of the proposed development. Rattecj rejected
the piaint.iffs cas e. The dealings had all been 'subject to contract and the
Development Corporation had done nothing to encourage the plaintiffs to
think that they would be paid for this work."

Finally. it is possible in some cases that what is said and done iii the course
of negotiations max' give rise to a claim in tort. It would certainl y seem that
someone who entered into negotiations for a contract fraudulentiv, never
intending to bnng them to a conclusion. should be liable for loss which this
inflicted on the other party . It has certainl y been held that what has been said
in the negotiations ma' give rise to liabihtv for negligent misrepresentauon.

(1 14S9 i 15 Co p, LR 116 See also urliiaii. I airs iH,-n,nswu' Ltd s' Daisies i 1957 1 C All ER

71C. 1957 . I WLR 93

I C One migris perhap exr,lain wi ca	 on as. implied contract basis but the iuogc

reasoning is enurel' ir. terms of restitution. In the interesting case of A-C a' Hone Rang

r I'umpizrrss Limo- ((nicer Garar,s. Ld 1987, AC 	 [I98"' Ail ER 387. no ciain.

on a resuiunorsar, basis was maui:
1905 :Al: ER )OO' Mannolirs: 5L MR 111
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